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PREFACE
This publication is a supplement to themain proceedings for the Third
International Workshop on Land Drainage, December 7-11, 1987,Columbus, Ohio
USA. The purpose of the Workshop was to provide a forum for scientists,
engineers and practitioners to present the latest research findings and
practical experience concerning land drainage.
The first workshop was held inWageningen, The Netherlands, May 16-21, 1978
and the second was held inWashington, D.C. ,the United States of America,
December 5-11, 1982.This series of international drainage workshops has
occurred as aresult of the efforts of several groups ofdrainage engineers,
a strong desire to exchange ideas, and awarm spirit of cooperation and
friendship between international drainage scientists and practitioners. There
Isno organizational group which oversees or sponsors conducting these
workshops.During informal discussion at the International Seminar on Land
Drainage Helsinki, Finland, July 9-11, 1986, faculty Inthe Agricultural
Engineering Department at The Ohio State University were invited to host the
Third International Drainage Workshop. Itwas decided that Itwould be
desirable to hold the workshop the week prior to the Fifth National Drainage
Symposium inChicago.Thiswould provide visitors toThe United States the
opportunity to attend both drainage meetings during a2week visit.
A call for abstracts was sent to asmany drainage engineers, scientists and
practitioners as could be identified. Participation in the full week of the
Workshop required the preparation of apaper. Participants were also
requested to indicate ifthey would require assistance with their travel
expenses.Over 200 hundred announcements were distributed and about 100
abstracts were received. However, many of the overseas participants indicated
that they would require assistance with their travel expenses. Unfortunately,
the organizing committee found acquiring sponsors afrustrating and time
consuming task. Sufficient resources were obtained to fully fund a
participant from Eastern Europe, provide 7travel honorariums of $750, and to
provide complementary registrations for participants who assisted with
organizing and conducting the Workshop.
Recipients of honorariums were selected based on recommendations from the
members of the Organizing Committee. Although, only a few international
participants received financial support the level of international
participation was much higher than anticipated. This high level of
participation Is attributed to: the success of previous workshops, the
opportunity to also attend the Fifth National Drainage Symposium, the
fortuitous, timely, low value of the dollar, and adecision by some
participants to submit an abstract on the hope that sponsorship would be
available. When Informed that all resource had been allocated less than 10
authors withdrew their paper.
Over 80 papers were received from Belgium, Canada, Egypt, England, Finland,
France, Iraq, Ireland, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Poland, The
Netherlands, Sierra Leone,Sweden,West Germany, and the United States of
America. A proceedings containing 79 papers was distributed to participants
at the start of the Workshop. Papers which were not received in time for
publication and papers which were prepared as aresult ofdiscussions at the
Workshop have been included in the Supplemental Proceedings. In addition to

the Specialty Sessions,which were restricted to paper authors, it was
decided to start the Workshop with aGeneral Session which would be open to
the General Public.This provided an opportunity for local practitioners and
scientists to Interact with participants from around the world. It also
provided an opportunity for all the Specialty Session participants to
interact together before dividing into their individual specialty groups.The
format was well received and about 135 people attended the opening day. In
the evening of the opening day an Informal reception and open house were held
at the new agricultural engineering building. An exhibit session was held in
conjunction with these activities.
The second and fourth days were devoted to Specialty Sessions.About 80
participants attended the 7Specialty Sessions.A moderator and reporter were
appointed for each session and Zor 3 sessions were held concurrently. The
moderators selected the order of paper presentations and authors were
requested to give short 5-10minute summary talks.The intent of these
presentations was to highlight the papers and to show slides where
appropriate. Following each presentations there was adiscussion period.
Moderators were free tomodify the format as they saw fit and in several
sessions there were ad hoc presentations and discussions. In some cases the
Specialty Groups extended the length of their sessions to accommodate the
interests and desires of their group.
At the end ofeach session there was aperiod forgeneral discussion. Each
group formulated a set of conclusions and recommendations which were then
incorporated into a summary report which the moderator and reporter prepared
for presentation at the Closing Session.To facilitate preparation of this
report, and the Supplemental Proceedings, participants were requested by the
reporter to prepare awritten record of questions, answers and comments they
had on papers or issues of interest to them. This information has been
presented in the Supplemental Proceedings as provided to the program
organizers.
On the third day of the Workshop participants visited a laser level
manufacturer, adrainage tubing manufacturer, and adrainage contractor. Two
long distance luxury commercial buseswhich were fitted with televisions and
video cassette recorders were used for this all day tour.
Reporters and/or moderators presented their summary reports at the Closing
Session on the fifth day. Observations and summary presentations were also
made by Lyman Willardson and Robert Broughton.An informal lunch was provided
at the end of this session and in the afternoon there were several optional
mini-workshops.A bus tour to the Fifth National Drainage Symposium in
Chicago was provided on the following day.Over 30 participants took
advantage of this opportunity.
The Workshop was well received and there was general agreement that the
Fourth International Drainage Workshop should be held in 1991 or 1992.There
was some Interest in having the Workshop held in Egypt. However, this would
depend on the desire of agroup of scientists to host the Workshop and the
availability of funds.The total budget for the Third International Drainage
Workshop was nearly $30,000.This gave an average cost of about $60 per
person for each day of attendance. It should be noted that the members of the
various organizing committees provided their services at no cost.
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SUMMARY REPORTS,DISCUSSION,QUESTIONSAND ANSWERS
GENERAL SESSION
COMMFNTS
Comments with regard to the oral presentation of Schwab, Glenn 0. and Ochs,
Walter J.
By Dr. Jan Feyen, University of Leuven, Belgium
Iwas very impressed by the overall view of the past evaluation in and the
present state of drainage worldwide. Both presentations give a fair picture
of anumber ofdrainage problems as they are diagnosed in the developing
countries. Iwonder what can be done to improve the present drainage
situation In those countries, Inorder to help them Inmeeting future
production targets. Drainage problems were diagnosed but directions along
which should be acted In the field of drainage to challenge the food problems
of the decades to come were missing.
Not withstanding the subject ofthe meeting is on "land drainage", Ilike to
formulate some lines along which can be worked, derived from my rather
limited experiences in the field of Irrigation, accumulated during the last
decade from short term assignments In the Middle East, Africa and South
America. Iam persuaded that this is afair comparison because ifyou go
around 1n visiting Irrigation projects in the developed and the developing
countries a same picture can be drawn as presented by Schwab on drainage.
The present (1987)world population Is 5billion, and the ratio of the
population living 1n the developed versus the developing countries Is 25 over
75. In the coming 130years it 1s to be expected that the population will
double in size and about 87%of the 10 billion people will live 1n the
developing countries. It is an Illusion to think that the less prosperous
fraction of the world population can be fed on the excess produce of the
developed countries. Theoretical Inmight be possible to feed today a
billion of people 1f assumed that the annual diet of grain per human being is
limited to 200 kg and when food resources are distributed equally. The
present economic situation however shows that only 11%of the world grain
production (coarse grain :860million tons;wheat: 530million tons; rice:
470million tons) 1s being traded 1n 1986, and then primarily between
industrialized countries. Since the developing countries don't and won't
have the financial resources to buy on the international market they will
remain deprived from world stocks. The only feasible solution left over for
those countries 1s to boost up the present agriculture capacity. In many
cases this will involve further investments in irrigated and drained
agriculture.
Further Intensification of the drained and irrigated land is recommended
because: (1)although irrigated agriculture represents only 15%(220 million
ha) and the agricultural land drained about 10% (150million ha)*of the
total arable land it isestimated that the drained and irrigated land
generate about 40%of the total world produce; and (2)drainage and
irrigation help to Install the necessary infrastructure to up grade the
entire farming activity of the community involved (irrigation and drainage
areas as stated by Schwab).
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As for such Ido believe that the targets indrainage and irrigation for the
future are: (1)the implementation of new projects with particular emphasis
1n the rehabilitation of existing projects; (2)transfer of technology and
knowledge from thedeveloped towards the developing countries; (3)massive
investment in training, 1nmaintenance, operation and management, at
vocational, technical and academic level respectively; and (4)the
establishment of research facilities In the related countries for continuous
adjustment ofdrainage and Irrigated recommendations to local conditions.
For the realization of previous objectives the necessary funds should bemade
available. The World Bank and other international institutions are trying to
setup projects with the final objective to help the local population 1n
rising the level of productivity. Mostly foregoing Isbased on making loans
available to the countries Involved. The fact of aloan 1s being allocated
is thereby not primarily based on the feasibility of the given project but on
the capability of the country to pay-off the interest on themoney loaned,
the richness in natural resources, and/or the geo-political Importance of the
country. It 1s not surprising that with the present system of financing
developing projects the beneficiary countries tend to become more dependent
from the developed countries asthey were already 1n the past.
The task of a scientist being in the first place to improve the overall
knowledge in the area he Isworking In, this doesn't provide him an excuse
for not discussing somemoral aspects ofour society. We all are involved,
and whenever appropriate we have to raise those problems to a platform where
they will be heard by the political decision makers. The message to be
advocated 1s that of the $ 1billion spent per day by the world In armament,
some of it should bemade available for drainage and Irrigation. In this way
drainage and Irrigation around the world might bring some peace,where
current investments in arms fall. Ifthe message isn't put in reality, we
soon might need the money spent In armament in setting up a "defensewall"
around the developed world to protect the 13%ofworld's population against
the remaining 90%living In poverty.
Ibelieve that this meeting will be partly a failure Ifonly technical Issues
will be presented at the final session. Those recommendations alone won't
help In Improving the drainage face In the developing countries.

Note:

data derived from the oral presentation on "development of graduate
education programs"given for the Agr1.Engr.Department of UNL,
Dec. 4, 1987.
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GROUPA: DRAINAGEMODELS
R.A. FEDDES, MODERATOR AND J.L.Fouss, REPORTER
SUMMARY REPORT
A total of18papers were presented inthis Workshop Group session;17ofthe
papersareprinted IntheWorkshop Proceedings,andoneIstobeprintedin
the Supplemental Proceedings. Thepapers were divided intothefollowing
subject matter areasforpresentation anddiscussion:
Economic Aspects
2 papers
Soil Property Aspects
5 papers
Drainage/Hydrology/Hydraulic Models
3 papers
Comparison ofDrainage Models
2 papers
Agricultural Water Management Modeling --6papers
This report includestheQuestlons/Answers/Comments andDiscussions foreach
oftheabove subject matter areaswhich were expressed andrecorded fromthe
GroupAparticipants following thepresentationsofthepapers printed inthe
Workshop Proceedingsonthenoted pages.TheSummary ofthis GroupAreport
Includesapriority ranking (A,B,C)forthelisted Recommendationson
Drainage Models Research andApplication.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Priority ClassA:
/I) Ecological context ofdrainage, suchaswater quality&other offsite
effectsofdrainage.
2) Effectofsoil moisture conditionsonroot growth, suchasthepenaltyof
water-excess/water-stress -->more data needed!
3) Measurement devices for"lab"and"field" should bestandardized, with
regional differences andsoil types
4) Flow modeling directly In relation with field measurements; flowin
macro-pores andin aggregates.
5) Making models operational andcombine practical experience&research
through Expert Systems. Recommendations ofhowmodels can/should beused
by contractors anddesigners. Howcanthis groupofpeople profit from
Drainage Research?
6) Overland flow should bestressed more, especially 1nrelation towater
quality; better description ofinfiltration process needed.
7) Availability ofModelsandtheir documentation.
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Priority Class B:
1) How to quantify timeliness of farming operations in economic terms.
2) What field data are needed to evaluate economics of drainage
(cost-benefits) ?
3) Error Analys1s/Sensit1vity/Respons1v1ty comparison ofmodels,with the
same Data Input Sets.
4) Models should be evaluated 1nHydrological and Agronomical aspects.
5) Effect of Freezing/Thawing on water & solute transport.
Priority Class C:
1) Models should be graded according to Input Requirements, Quality of
Output, & Complexity ofUse (High, Medium, andLow).
2) Yield data/workability (trafficability)data are needed.
3) Stochastic variability of the inputs should be taken into account in the
analysis.
4) Soil spatial variability could be Important inmodeling hydrological
aspects of small scale areas.

COMMENTS, QUESTIONSAND ANSWERS
Economic Aspects
Hess &Morris: A computer model forAgricultural Land Drainage
Scheme Appraisal. (A-77 to A-86)
Wheaton: Economics ofDrainage Model (A-153 to A-156)
Comments, Questions and Answers
1.Q.

On what basis does a farmer choose adrainage system?, -cash flow?,
- net worth?, - % return?

A.

NET RETURN over approximately a 10-year period.

2. Q. Is there abetter way to choose adrainage system?
D. One could consider the factors: -Place to invest; Makes farming
easier; Subsidy; Timeliness.

A.

Actual Yields aremore important to the farmer than potential
yields.

A.

Farmers choose drainage more for timeliness benefits rather than
yield benefits.

3.Q.
A.

What isthe impact ofdrain lateral size on cost ofthe drainage
system, and on system performance?
The difference incost between 3- and 4-inch corrugated plastic
drainage tubing is about 4 cents/ft., which is not enough tomakea
big difference; the drainage tubing costs vary greatly between
different regions.

Soil Property Aspects
Taylor:

Soil freeze-thaw process and inferences to
drainage (A-129 toA-138)

Baumer, Wenberg, and Rice: The use of Soil Water Retention Curves
inORAINMOO (A-l to A-10)
Orablos and Hirschi: Adapting awater management model for
artificially drained soils (A-17 to A-26)
Rogers, Fouss,&Carter: Selecting soil physical data for use in the
design and modeling ofwater management
systems. (A-121 to A-128)
Desmond: Expert System: Do INeed Drainage? (A-ll to A-16)
Comments, Questions and Answers
Questions for Taylor
1.Q.
A.
2. Q.
A.

What is heat diffusion in soil based upon?
Itwas based upon soil moisture content.
What about heat (energy)by freezing?
There Isneed for field data; Experiments are tough to conduct.

3.Q.

Discuss the condition of the plow layer and its effect on the
freezing process and flow todrains.
D. Solutes in freezing soil aproblem (e.g., China).
D.

No observations are available for changes of soil matrix by
freezing. Melting, with regard todrainage and water table
fluctuations, etc. Is farmore Important.
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4. C.

The depth of freezing should be related to easily measurable
climatic data.

Comments, Questions and Answers for Baumer etal
1.C.

All drainage models need the Input function or relationship of
Drained Volume vs.Water Table Depth, not just DRAINMOD; these soil
property inputs are estimated now, but later will use measured
values.

2.'Q.

What 1s the basis for the upward flow or flux?

A.
3. Q.

The hydraulic conductivity function 1s used. It can be calculated
for layered soils; assumes semi-steady flow for DRAINMOD inputs.
How many samples or data points are needed; lab vs. field
measurements?

A.

InUSA -- obs/5 ha,whereas In Europe -- obs/ha, or 5times more in
Europe. InWestern Europe, measurements are made in the field to
create the database. Inthe USA, determinations based on soil map
Information & translated from physical properties & reconnaissance
survey (difference In approach Isdue to scale).

C.

InWestern Europe Ksat & K-h relations are measured. Need a fast
and standardized procedure to measure soil physical properties.

C.

(Rogers) Cannot effectively work across all soils. To be standard,
a system must be selected that will work in most areas,which is
very difficult, and does not require too much time to operate.

C.

The level of model used should be in equilibrium with the type of
data available.

Question for Drablos
1. Q.
A.

Has predicted yield variation been verified ?
No. This will be the next step in the field project.

Questions for Rogers
1.Q.
A.

Explain the difference between drained volume and drainable porosity
(2definitions) as used for model inputs.
It Is covered indetail in the paper. Drained volume is
accumulative gravitational water removed from the soil profile by
drainage as the water table depth increases, and drainable porosity
isthe slope (rate of change) of the drained volume relationship
(DVOL vs.WTD line) at agiven water table depth in the soil
profile.
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C.

The drained volume by field measurement and laboratory measurements
may bedifferent. The paper discusses field saturation with
entrapped air vs.true saturation achieved in the laboratory (where
a small suction may even be applied to remove entrapped air and
complete the saturation of a soil sample; C02 purging of the soil
sample 1s also commonly used in thelab).

Question for Desmond
1.Q.

What is the Goal, Final response, and how doyou evaluate the Expert
System for drainage?

A.
2. C.
3.C.

At the present this is aResearch Tool.
Simple model means simple questions, thus suggest working on simpler
models. Decision models should be kept simple.
Expert system models could compliment ormodify the traditional
approach to drainage design, and might prevent designers/contractors
from making design errors.

General Comments
(Skaggs): Current practice ofdrainage design Isbased on experience,
contractor judgement and recommendations, rather than on theory,
models, etc.
Drainage/Hyrology/Hydraulic Models
Fipps & Skaggs: Numerical simulation of hillside drainage (A-41 to
A-53)
Madramootoo, Whiteley, Green, & Schroeter: Modeling flow components of
agricultural drainage systems
(A-115 to A-119)
Konyha and Skaggs: A coupled field hydrology and open channel flow
model (A-105 toA-114)
Comments, Questions and Answers
Questions for Fipps & Skaggs
1.Q.
A.

How difficult are the boundary conditions near the drain to define?
The boundary conditions can bedifficult to define; the research
work represented subsurface drain tubes, and an open-ditch to the
drain tube depth. For adetailed discussion of themethod used to
establish the boundary conditions, see the reference Fipps,et al.
1986,given In the paper.
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C.

Feddes also did some verification work about boundary conditions.

Comment by B. Lesaffre
1. (re.Fipps and Skaggs) This progress report Isquite useful
inasmuch as 1t extensively analyzes the influence of slope ona
given drainage system. Slope appears to have little Influenceon
the steady water-table height and on the rate ofdrawdown during
recession. This is likely due to the high steady recharge used (2.2
mm/h) and to the high depth to the Impervious layer. Indeed, it can
be shown that the higher the recharge and the depth to the
impervious layer, the lower the influence of slope on hydraulic
operation.
Questions forMadramootoo, et al,
1. Q.

Concerning the benefits of subsurface drainage In reducing flood
flows, how does the subsurface and surface flows compare?

A.

The subsurface flow is normally much smaller than surface runoff.

2. Q.

Ifmany compartments (orcomponents of themodel) are used to split
the flow(s), does not themodel become very complex?
A. Many of the parameters (for splitting flow)can become very
complex. Some parameters are optimizable, others are NOT.

Questions for Konyha and Skaggs
1.Q.
A.

How doyou compare the scaling ofmodels on a field vs.watershed
basis?
Variables on a field scale are easier to assess. Increasing scale
might result Inmore difficult determinable boundary conditions.

Comment by J. Parsons
1. C.

There Is a long gap between developing aModel and delivering the
model toUser Groups -- teaching aids, tutorials, and training in
theory needed to use these. Development of these may be asmuch or
more work as the original development and testing of themodel.
This time should always be considered when we plan new model
development efforts.

General Comment
Types ofmodeling should be simplified for surface and
subsurface water flow systems.
Comparison of Drainage Modeling
Workman and Skaggs: A field comparison of two drainage simulation
models (A-157 to A-166)
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Hendrosusanto, Feyen, Dierickx, and Wyseure. The use of simulation
models to evaluate the performance of subsurface
drainage systems (A-67 to A-76)
Comments, Questions and Answers
Questions for Workman and Skaggs
1.Q.

How sensitivity were the models to parameters ordimensions 1n the
vicinity of the drainage channel or conduit?

A.

None of themodels revealed a sensitivity to the drain environment
in the simulations.

C.

SWATRER Isvery sensitive to boundary conditions.

Questions forHendrosusanto, et al
1.Q.

A.
2. Q.
A.

In Fig. l.b.ofyour paper, thewater table predicted by the SWATRER
Model Isbelow thedrain for a period when excess rainfall
occurred--why?
The flux at the bottom boundary (deep seepage), which had to be
estimated for this study, was probably too high.
What effect does achange In the h(0) and K(0)have on outflow of
the drains?
A very low correlation occurred for the SWATRER predicted vs.
observed drain flows.

Comments from B. Lesaffre
1. C.

(re.Hendrosusanto, et al.) You have compared models using winter
data, and likely with low recharge Intensity. As a result,
infiltration is not limited, and simplified models H k e de
Zeeuw-Heliinga are expected to provide fairly good predictions of
thewater table height, as shown in the paper. Under these
conditions, themost critical part ofmodels isthe saturated flow
equation. For shallow soils, the non-linear equation of flow should
be used instead of the linear one. As aconsequence, DRAINMOD is
the most relevant model, but this point can be improved in other
models very easily.

2. C.

(re.Hendrosusanto, et al.) The SWATRE-CROPR model has proved to be
successful in tests carried out inThe Netherlands and in the USA.
The poor performance here needs further explanation.
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Agricultural Water Management Modeling
Fouss, Carter, and Rogers:

H o m e and McAullffe:

Simulation model validation for automatic
water table control system in humid
climates (A-55 to A-65)

Modeling the effect ofmole drainage under
pasture (A-87 toA-93)

van Wijk: Modeling the effects of drainage and soils onworkability of
arable land and on bearing capacity of pasture (A-139 to
A-151)
Feddes:

Simulating water management and crop production with the
SWACRO-Model (A-27 to A-40)

Karvonen: Evaluation of possibilities to usewater management models
1ndesigning subsurface drainage systems In Finland
(A-95 to A-104)
Strzepek, Garda, Christopher: A decision support system for tile
drainage design. (Printed in the
Supplemental Proceedings)
Comments, Questions and Answers
Paper CORRECTION noted by Fouss
The procedure to establish the initial conditions (i.e.)to properly simulate
an individual or "single month"with PC DRAINMOD was revised from those
reported In the paper (bottom of pg. A-58); the proper I.e. for the first day
of the month to be simulated are: (1)DTWT -- initial water table depth; the
depth of the "Wet Zone" (WETZ) In the soil profile should be used for this
I.e.; (2)DDZ --depth of the "Dry Zone"; and (3)YDEBT -- the amount of water
(in cm)that had previously been removed from the dry zone. Revised graphs
which compare predicted and observed water table depth (Fig. 5, pg. A-65)
were shown during the presentation; closer agreement between predicted and
observed WT were obtained with the revised i.e. runs;copies of the new
graphs are available from the author upon request.
Questions for Fouss,et al
1. Q.
A.

2. Q.

Were the infiltration parameters constant for the field site?
No, they vary throughout the growing season, but exact data was not
available from the field site. Surface runoff measurements will be
needed from the field to improve water balance calculations.
Are sumps with arelatively large water surface area (at controlled
depth)required tomaintain pump control stability?
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This may be true inmany cases, but smaller sumps can be used if the
pumping capacity and cycles are properly controlled. Additionally,
an effective "larger" sump (with largewater surface area)can be
obtained by aburied, unperforated, large-diameter, subsurface
conduit (e.g., 18-to 24-1nches) connected Into the sump wall at the
average water level controlled in the sump.
What percent of rainfall Is intercepted by the sugarcane canopy, and
what happens to thewater -- does itgo to the ground?
A significant percentage (actual % unknown) Is Intercepted by the
maturing cane plants; in the hot Southern Louisiana climate, much is
evaporated back Into the atmosphere without going to the soil.
Questions for H o m e and McAullffe
1. Q.

A.

You define a "safe grazing day" as aday with the water table 200mm
ormore below the soil surface -- Is this to prevent mole drain
damage by animals?
Yes,to prevent damage by foot traffic by cattle, sheep, etc. Also,
any day that rainfall exceeded 10mm was predicted as an unsafe
grazing day.

Questions for van Wijk
1. Q.
A.
2. Q.

What Isthe effect of shrinkage on soil physical properties?
For some soil types, a slightly higher bulk density due to
Irreversible shrinkage after deeper drainage of the profile.
How is infiltration simulated as a function of time 1n the FLOWEX
model?

A.

By a small time step of 0.02 day.

Questions for Feddes
1. Q. What Isthe Autumn effect for the crops of potatoes and sugar beets?
A. The effects ofdrainage in the Autumn are present for sugar beets,
but not for potatoes.
C.
2. Q.
A.

The effects ofdrainage should be expressed in terms of the Spring,
Summer, and Autumn effects.
What is the penalty of one unit of loss 1n transpiration due to
EXCESS water stress?
Need further experimental verification to quantify this.
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Questions for G a r d a
1. Q.

What 1s the governing drainage flow equation used inyour drainage
design program?

A.
2. Q.
A.

Donnan's steady-state equation.
What economic factors or parameters are considered or input?
Economic parameters are built into the program.

3. Q. How rigid are input data requirements for the model?
A. Uncertainty Indata for input tomodel Is addressed In the paper,
which isto be printed inthe Supplemental Proceedings.
Special Note
The following paper (from Group E -Drainage Projects & Practices), may be of
interest to the readers of the Drainage Models Group A:
Grashoff, P. S. Application of aMethod forDerivation of Regional Drainage
Functions for theAgrohydrological Model DEMGEN (Demand Generator)on Data
from the Drentse AA Watershed inThe Netherlands, (p.E-29 to E-44).
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GROUPB:ENVELOPESANDFILTERS
WILLY DIERICKX, MODERATOR AND LYMAN S. WILLARDSON, REPORTER

SUMMARY REPORT
The Moderator gaveanIntroduction that summarized thecurrent questions
related totheuseofenvelope materials inagricultural drainage:
Do drains need envelope materials?
What kindofenvelope material shouldbeused?
What does research needtobedirected toward?
With those questions,theworkshopwasinitiated anddiscussion proceeded.
Willy Dierickx, Inhis roleasmoderator, gavethefirst presentation,
stating thattheroleofadrain envelopewastoretainthecourser soil
particles inplacesothat theydidnotenterandclogthedrain,andto
improve drainage efficiency. Hereferred tothetwoprevious drainage
workshopsandtheconclusions reached In them relativetodrain envelopes.
The first workshop discussed thefunctionsofsynthetic fabricsasdrain
envelopes. Soils treated with stabilizers were mentioned aspossible
alternatives tonatural and synthetic materials. Itwasfound that there
werenowidely accepted criteriatodeterminetheneed fordrain envelope
materials andthat useofenvelope materialswasbased largely onthe
experienceofdrainage practitioners. Methods proposed todeterminetheneed
for envelopes werewetsievingofsoils, estimation ofsoil structural
strength anddetermination ofthegradient atwhich soil movement occurred.
Inthesecond international drainage workshop, Itwasfound that manyofthe
problems discussed atWageningen were still unsolved. Theconceptof
hydraulic Failure Gradientwasapplied and1twasagreed thattheexit
gradient 1nthesoil atthedrain openings should beless thanthehydraulic
failure gradient ofthesoil. Synthetic fabricsdoincrease theamountof
open areaforflowofwater intothedrain. More information 1savailableon
aggregate stability determination.
The current stateofthearthasprogressed andnowthere Isaneedto
determine whether synthetic envelope materials shouldbethinorvoluminous.
The need forenvelopes canbetested directly inthelaboratory usingone
dimensional flow permeametersandenvelope materials withthesoilsin
question. Anewquestion ishowtodetermine theactual hydraulic exit
gradient 1nthesoil. Wetsievingwassuggested asanindirect methodof
determining thestrengthofasoil andtheneedforenvelope materials around
a drain.
The functionofadrain envelope includesareduction inentrance resistance
tothedrain andareduction oftheeffective exit hydraulic gradient. The
useofsoil conditionerswasmentioned andinBelgium, laboratory researchon
loaded soil samples showed that some soil compared tounloaded conditions,
which madethesoils treated unsuitable foruseasenvelopes. Field trials
ofthesame materials also resulted inpipe sedimentation.
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In coheslonless sandy soils, all envelopes were found to be satisfactory if
the openings in the envelopes materials were not too large. Itwas suggested
that the Hydraulic Conductivity of the envelope should be approximately 20
times the hydraulic conductivity of the soil in which it is installed
Bulk density of structured soil was found to be an important factor. For
humid area soils with abulk density of 1.5 Mg/m3 or greater, the kind of
envelope was not important. For bulk density less than 1.5, the kind of
envelope materials was found to be Important.
In a short discussion of criteria for use of envelope materials in Egypt, it
was noted that in the Nile delta ifthe soil contains more than 40 percent
clay, no envelope is necessary.
In a report from Finland, Jussi Saavalainen reported that surface compaction
interferes with drainage. Envelope materials such as gravel and coarse wood
chips had been used to connect the soil surface in low spots to the
subsurface drains. The role of land smoothing In removing excess water as an
aid to subsurface drainage was discussed.
Colin Dennis discussed the determination of opening sizes in synthetic
envelope materials and reported anew method based on bubbling pressure and
the water release characteristics of a sample of compressed material. His
measurements compared well to an indirect method of estimating pore sizes
based on synthetic envelope density and fiber characteristics. He also
reported on a laboratory study of bridging factors which resulted in a new
criteria for maximum size of openings needed to protect adrain form
slltation 1n a particular soil. The ratio of the 50 percent size of the
openings to the 50 percent size of the soil particles should not exceed 5.0
Ifbridging 1s to be assured.
Soil conditioner experiments 1n the laboratory were discussed by Lyman
Willardson. The results were not conclusive treatment process. If
conditioners are going to be used in the field, the tests should be made
under field conditions or should at least closely simulate field conditions.
Dr. Hartge said that calcium oxide CaO (lime) had been used to stabilize a
clay trench backfill soil InGermany and that the treatment was still
effective after 10years where Iron was not a problem.
In New Zealand, Keith McAullffe reported that small tank tests had been used
to test quickly awide range of soils and envelope materials. Later
discussion suggested that quick testing of materials in this manner would
eliminate materials that were not suitable for further testing in a field
trial.
Dr. Abdul Satar Aldabagh discussed the effect of trench backfill compaction
and of backfill treatments on the proper functioning of envelope materials.
Mechanical compaction reduces uncontrolled hydraulic consolidation of
backfill were not acceptable to farmers in Iraq. Mechanical compaction with
tractor wheels was an acceptable practice in California. Hydraulic
compaction could be used but with great care and attention to prevent damage
to the envelope materials and siltation of drains.
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Glenn Hoffman of California reported on along term replicated experiment in
Egypt ofdrain pipe size and envelope materials. The experiment determined
that the soils in question did not need envelope materials and there were
Insignificant differences between envelope materials. Drainage significantly
increased yields of all crops. Salinity control in the experiment was
excellent. The water table was lowered 57cm in the period from 2to 10days
following Irrigation. The leaching amount was 100mm peryear. Proper
Installation ofdrains was reiterated as being very important to good
drainage.
Peder Hove of Norway reported on the use of sawdust and sphagnum peat as
envelope materials. He said that such envelopes should be bulky, should have
a small enough pore size to prevent piping and should disintegrate slowly in
the soil. The disintegration process results In the continuous development
of new non-clogged pores through which water can enter thedrain. He
recommended against use of organic materials under anaerobic conditions and
said that organic materials should not contain a large percentage of easily
biodegradable materials in slime formation isto be prevented. He reported
some problems with synthetic materials in their cool soils.
Herbert Kuntze of Germany said that 40 percent of the drains in that country
come from the factory wrapped with envelope materials and that approximately
10percent of the envelope material is synthetic. Coconut fiber is the most
common material used to protect pipes. He showed that treatment of coconut
fiber with acommercial timber preservative containing copper and chromium
prolonged the life of coconut fiber but Introduced relatively high level of
copper in the drain water during the first year. A copper wire in the
envelope wrapping was agood way to replace the copper that was easily
leached from the treated coconut fiber. Most of the copper was absorbed by
the soil near the drain.
Harry Ford of Florida reported the successful use of biocides Incorporated
directly into corrugated plastic drain tubing at the time of manufacture asa
protection against the formation of iron ochre and slime.
Group B received the following questions from Dr.James L. Fouss:
Can a recommendation begiven on the procedures or methods to select
envelopes or filter material fordrainage projects indeveloping countries
where previous field experience 1s not available? Also,what are the
comments of the group with respect to design and operation of field trials
and/or laboratory tests for proposed materials?
In ageneral discussion of these questions, anumber of suggestions were
made. The first was to transfer experience from similar countries. The
second was tomake some quick field tests with and without envelopes using
local materials. Such tests should be run for one or two crop seasons.
Endoscopic examination of the drains could bemade to determine whether the
envelope materials were protecting them from sediment entry. Laboratory
tests using one-dimensional flow and the soils and envelope materials in
question could bemade tomake an initial selection ofmaterials for testing
in the field. Some materials are too coarse and some are too fine for
particular soils. Ifno information is available, graded gravel envelope
materials can be used following the acceptable specifications from the United
States since they have along history of successful use.
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In the closing moments of the session, Dr.Glenn Hoffman suggested that
everyone who is testing drainage materials try to collect information on the
50%opening size :50%particle size ratio suggested by Dr.Dennis as ameans
of transferring synthetic envelope design criteria. It should be stated
whether success or failure of adrain envelope could be associated with
various values of this ratio. Inother countries, other size ratios are
sometimes used, but acommon criterion should be sought.
Some general conclusions reached were:
Synthetic envelope materials (geo-fabrics or geo-textiles)are
replacing organic materials.
Soil conditioners have not been successful when tested 1n the
field.
There is a need to determine the acting hydraulic gradient (AHG)
1n the field.
Soil conditions may bemore Important than the particular kind of
envelopematerial used.
Some synthetic envelopes may cause agreater risk of drain
failure. In fine textured soils, fine textured envelopes may
cause problems.
Soil chemistry may affect soil stability.
Better drain envelope design criteria will lead tomore effective and
economic drainage design.
COMMENTS. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Comments on Drain Envelope Research Needs (Willy Dlerickx).
1. Land smoothing can be very important 1n removing excess surface water.
2. More experience is required about the value of the bridging factor in
drain envelope function.
3. Laboratory experiments on soil conditioners aswell as field experiments
must be set up to evaluate soil conditioners.
4. Quick testing ofmaterials in the laboratory must be done with tests that
faithfully simulate natural conditions.
5. Compaction of the drain trench can be very useful to prevent soil
particle movement into the drain pipe. Hydraulic compaction should be
carried out very carefully.
6. Proper installation under adverse conditions must be strongly advised.
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7. Possibilities to evaluate the need of envelope materials and the kind of
envelopes to use are available, including indirect laboratory methods.
For the last method more experience would be very useful.
8. Knowledge on the acting hydraulic gradient at the drain circumference is
of primary importance related to the hydraulic failure gradient of the
soil.
9. It has to be established underwhat circumstances fine textured envelopes
could be troublesome. Research must be continued on that point and
compared with field experience.
Question: George Eades
Why, in the case of a synthetic filter, 1fwe have a failure; Isthe
cause immediately attributed to the filteryet 1n the case of agravel
envelope failure the Immediate reaction Isto look for secondary causes
1e. lack of compaction, ETC.rather than accepting the gravel envelope as
the cause of failure.
Answer: Lyman Wlllardson
When agravel envelope drain 1sdug up, 1t isobvious whether the there
has been failure of the envelope. Ifthere isno soil in the envelope
and there 1s soil 1n the drain, there 1s aconstruction rather than an
envelope problem. Ifthere Iswater In the soil and nowater In the
pipe, there 1s aproblem with the envelope regardless of the type of
envelope. Gravel envelopes have anumber of advantages over membrane
type envelopes that make them (gravel)have ahigher factor of safety.
When our criteria are better, then geotextileswill be completely
acceptable as envelope materials. Gravel envelopes are more forgiving of
faults in Installation than are synthetic envelopes. Our installation
technology may need Improvement before we can take full advantage of
synthetic envelopes.
Question: Keith McAullffe
Amajor factor 1n the drainage performance ofyour soils (aswould appear
fromyour slides) Is surface soil management. What consideration Is
given to preventing damage to the soil structure 1n land use?
Answer: Jussi Saavalainen
The problem ofdamaging the structure of soil occurs on farms with crop
production (without any cattle) and worst on clay soils. The farmers are
advised to avoid ploughing inwet conditions using 4-wheel-drive
tractors. The freezing of the soil structure on surface layers up to 20
cm depth. Effective drainage is aprecondition to avoid soil structure
damages.
Question: Lyman Willardson
What will be the effect on iron mobility oftreating backfill material
with lime?
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Answer: Or. Kuntze
Lime promotes Iron oxidation. Backfill material powdered with lime,
therefore,will soon be covered with iron oxides,which fill the pores
and consequently water permeability will decrease.
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GROUPC:HEAVYSOILS
JANNE ERIKSSON, MODERATOR AND PETER LEEDS-HARRISON, REPORTER

SUMMARY RFPORT
Ten papers were presented 1ntheheavy soils section from seven different
countries. Wediscussed thefundamental aspectsofdrainage inclay soils,
the performanceofdrainage systemsandthemethodsofachieving effective
drainageonthese soils. Surprisinglyourdiscussionsdidnotinclude
surface drainage. This seemstoreflect alackofcurrent work In this area.
Clay soil arerecognized tobecharacterized bytwofeatures which
distinguish them from other soils. Thesearethestrength properties which
are dominated bycohesionandcritically dependonthenatureoftheinternal
bonding andstress distribution inthematrix andlarge between aggregate
poresandbiological pores (macropores)which influence water transmission
rates, water storageanddrainage.
Intheearly papers (Hartge,Leeds-Harrison)weheardhowInternaland
externally applied stress systems will greatly Influencethegenerationof
shrinkage cracks. Thelink between cracking mechanicsandmacro- poreswas
established andwesawhowthis feature could dramatically influence
hydraulic conductivity. Wealso recognized that management practices before,
at,andafter drainagecangreatly influence drain performance.
Mole drainageasatechniquewasdiscussed indetail (Spoor,H o m e , Galvin,
Eriksson). Inallcases Itwasseen that working mole drainage systems were
beneficial. Howeverthewayinwhich these systems performed varied from
situationtosituation. Explanationsofsuccessorfailureofmole drains
were soughtonthebasisonanunderstanding ofthephysical propertiesof
the soil.
Itwasrecognized that mole drain Installation techniquewasimportantand
that consideration must begiventotheImplement anditsusesothatan
optimum drainage solutioncanbeachieved. Werecognize that 'optimum'will
change from situationtosituation andwill dependontheparticular problem
needing asolution.
We discussed theparticular problemsofleaching strategies insaline heavy
clay soils (Rycroft, Wahdan). Againaneed forabetter understandingofthe
physical basisofwaterandsolute measurement isrecognized. This needwas
emphasized again inourdiscussionsofagrochemical movement todrainage
water (Logan, Eckert).
Our discussions werefarranging butwewere abletohighlight thefollowing
points:
Soil structure playsakeyroleindetermining thehydraulic characteristicsofclay soils. Texture isnotasuitable basisonwhich decisions
about drainage design shouldbemade.
Macropores inthesoil areinfluencedbydrainage installation andsubsequent
management practices which include tillage,controlled traffic, water
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application rate, cropping and soil additives. Drainage of these soils must
not be considered in isolation from these factors.
We must not extend our drainage practices for clay soils from one area to
another without aclear understanding of the soil and system towhich we are
applying the techniques.
Because an understanding of soil physical properties 1s so Important to our
understanding of the physical processes we need to take great care with soil
physical measurements. We consider that there is aclear need for
specialized techniques to be developed.
There was a strong feeling 1n the group that co-operation and communication
were key Issues In furthering our understanding of how to manage clay soils.
The extension of drainage practices used 1n one part of the world to another
can best be achieved by such co-operation.
Technically best and best-cost systems could come from such co- operation.
Itwas felt that there was aneed for international funding to deal with the
particular problems of salt leaching 1n the heavy soils to the arid and
semi-arid Irrigated areas of the world.

CONCLUSIONS
Clay soils represent delicate dynamic systems Inwhich soil physical
properties are Influenced by management asmuch as by natural forces. Soil
physical properties will change seasonally and with changes in soil, plant
and water management.
Work is needed to account for the differences in behavior found In seemingly
similar soils which have drained in similar ways. Measurement techniques (at
present limited for these soils)must take Into account this dynamic
behavior. The importance ofmacropores can only be assessed by making
measurements on volumes of soil Inwhich representative amounts of macropores
and micropores are present.
Salinity and agrochemical leaching pose special problems. We need to
identify management strategies which will allow the control of solute
movement.
Mole drainage has the potential for lowering drainage costs, but we must find
ways of Improving channel stability in marginal soils. Costs for mole
drainage depend on the collector drain system. Ways of reducing the cost of
the collector must be investigated and benefit/cost analysis used to optimize
systems.
COMMFNTS. OUFSTTONS AND ANSWFRS
Definition of "Heavy Clay" by Dr. H. Kuntze
The term "heavy soils" goes back to that time where the soil was cultivated
by animals and by hand. It comprises of soils rich in clay, compact and with
high binding forces. Modern agrarian techniques are not stopped by heavy
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soils anymore. Any soil can be cultivated at any depth when sufficient
energy is used. Therefore, the term heavy soils is to be changed into
difficult soils. Difficult includes:
-

limited and till not suitable for drainage
soil with failures 1n drainage functions (silting - iron ochring)
filter problems
subsoiling difficulties
weather affects risks of compactions
insufficient root penetration, depth and rooting intensity

The clay content does not describe sufficiently all these phenomenons. The
ratio clay :silt, the content and kind of organic substances, pH-value and
carbonate content, kind of clay minerals should be known additionally. The
best way to describe the term "difficult" would be by using a comprehensive
structure parameter e.g. stability of the soil structure, degree of silting,
permeability.
Question: Lyman Willardson
Would you please describe briefly your treatment of backfill material
with lime?
Answer: Dr. K. Hartge
1. Soil Jurassic clay (50%< 2um; 40%,2to 60um)drains discharging
from Feb. -> May.
2. Procedure: Trench 1sdug up. Backfill is lined up as adike beside
trench. CaO (calcium oxide) is spread at the rate of 2 Kg/running
meter, thoroughly mixed by rototllling, and pushed back into ditch.
3. Literature: a)S. Stolzner, Diploma thesis -on file b)H. Bohne,
Ph.D-thesis -on file Address: Herrenhauser Str2, D-3000 Hannover
- 21 Fed. Rep. Germany
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GROUPD:DRAINAGEDESIGN
BOB BROUGHTON, MODERATOR AND CADE CARTER, REPORTER
SUMMARY REPORT
TheDrainageDesign session consistedofathree-hourmeeting with nine
papers scheduled forpresentation anddiscussion representing sixcountries
--Canada,Finland,France,NewZealand,Sierra Leone,andtheUnited
States. BobBroughton served assessionmoderatorandCadeCarter servedas
reporter.
Mostofthesession timewasspentonindividual presentations. Thepapers
were primarily from areaswith humid climates,thus,discussions were slanted
more towardsdrainage design inhumid areas.
Very interesting drainagedesign research work1songoing inthecountries
represented,asindicatedbythepresentations made IntheDrainage Design
session. Therewerenocontroversial effortsbeingmade,techniques
employed,orresults reported. Infact,arangeofmethodsandtechniques
arebeing used throughouttheworld withnoagreementastowhichoneis
best. Itwasrecognized thatthe"best"methodoftechniquewill most
probably depend uponthecircumstances (climate,soil,andcrop)andwillbe
site specific. Participants recognized thattheworkshopwasvery valuable
1nbringing together personswith drainage expertise fromthevarious
countriesfordrainagediscussions.
Session participants agreed thatduetovariations inclimateandsoils,much
work remainstobedoneindrainagedesign. Therearemany questions that
need answering. Thefollowing general Itemswere identifiedasneeding
additional Input: a)Whatmethod shouldbeusedandatwhatdensity should
measurementsbemadeinpre-design field investigations forthevarious
parameters needed 1ndrainagedesign? b)What "quality controls" shouldbe
usedtoobtain high qualitydesigndataforuseindrainagedesign/modeling?
c)Howdoesonedetermine probable cropping patternssothat drainage systems
maybedesigned toaccommodate both present andfuturecrops? d)Whatare
thedrainage requirementsforspecialty crops,e)Whatarethespecial
requirements needed 1ndraining reclaimed mine areasandIn solving canal
leakage problems? f)Cansimple,useful modelsbedeveloped? g)Whatare
the interactions between various intensitiesofsurfacedrainage, subsurface
drainage,moledrainage,andsubsoiling? h)What istheroleofdrainagein
regardstowaterquality,particularly with reference to: nutrient,
pesticide,andherbicide losses;excessive leaching from snowmelt;and
excessive leaching from flood irrigation? andi)Howcanthegapbenarrowed
between drainage theoryandpractice?
Afterdiscussing theabovegeneral items,thefollowing specific
recommendations weremadeforfurther considerations andadditional research:
1. Determinethemethod anddensityofmeasuring saturated
hydraulic conductivity.
2. Determinethemethodanddensityofmeasuring unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity.
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3. Determine the method and density of measuring drainable porosity.
4. Determine themethod and density ofmeasuring depth to impermeable
barrier.
5. Determine the method and density ofground water sampling for Iron
content analysis and an estimate of ochre potential.
6. Determine the method and density ofmeasuring slltation potential.
7. Determine the method and density of measuring water table
fluctuations.
8. Determine the method and density of measuring dense layering In the
soil profile.
9. Determine the method and density ofmeasuring high conductivity
layers 1n the soil profile.
10. Collect data 1n form and quality suitable for use Inmodels.
11. Develop simple, usable models ormodify existing models to simplify.
12. Determine benefits of using various combinations of subsurface and
surface drainage.
13.Determine benefits of using mole drainage.
14.Determine effects of subsoiling on drainage.
15. Identify the extent of the water quality problem and the role of
drainage in the water quality problem.
16. Improve technology transfer techniques.
During the next decade, the worldwide concern about water quality will
provide many challenges fordrainage and water management. The need will be
great for positive responses to the 16recommendations compiled by the
Drainage Design Group. Although specific opportunities for cooperation were
not Identified at the meeting, many certainly exist at both national and
international levels. Additional International Drainage Workshops at three
to fiveyear Intervalswould enhance drainage information exchange and
cooperative efforts.
COMMFNTS. QUESTIONS AND ANSWFRS
Discussion by Chandra Madramootoo of paper, "Evaluation of Soil Moisture
Model", by S. E.White, T. S.Colvin and J. Sacks.
White et. al. (1987)presented an evaluation of a field tractabillty
simulation model developed by A. S. Babeir (Babeir et. al., 1986).
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Firstly, there appears to be an error with Figure 2of the paper by White et.
al. (1987). The authors show the maximum monthly rainfall to be 20mm. This
is impossible, considering the average annual rainfalls shown in Figure 4.
It is obvious that the rainfall data in Figure 2 should be substantially
higher. It isnot clear from the paper ifthese incorrect rainfall data had
an effect on the simulation results. The authors indicate on page D-68 that
themodel works well on amonthly basis for all regions except, Indiana.
Therefore Figure 2may simply be adrafting error.
White et. al. (1987)reported that, overall the model performs erratically
when observed and predicted field workdays are compared. This would indicate
that the tractability model of Babeir et. al. (1986)could be improved. The
model uses daily precipitation data tocalculate soil moisture in three soil
zones. Hourly precipitation data may bemore realistic for input.
Ifthere is substantial rainfall occurring during the early morning hours,
the day may be ruled out as non-workable, considering the total daily
rainfall. However, in reality, sunshine and evaporation later in the day
could dry-out the upper soil layers significantly, to permit field
operations. This could only be evaluated with hourly rainfall data. This
scenario 1s also possible 1fthe total dally rainfall was very high and
occurred at night, after field operations were completed. The model In its
current form may disregard the day asworkable.
Another related Improvement to the model could be with respect to estimation
of runoff, the model currently uses a simple linear regression to estimate
runoff from rainfall. Ifhourly rainfall data are input to themodel, then
itwould bemore realistic to use an Infiltration equation to partition
runoff from rainfall.
Finally, it is suggested that future tractability models should include
criteria on water table depth and other soil physical properties eg. plastic
limit to establish workable day criteria.

REFERENCES
Babeir, A.S.,T.S.Colvin and S.J. Marley. 1986. Predicting field
tractability with a simulation model. TRANS. ASAE, 29(6): 1520-1525.
White, S. E.,T.S.Colvin and J. Sacks. 1987. Evaluation of asoil
moisture model. Proceedings of the Third International Workshop on Land
Drainage, pp D-61 -D-70,Columbus, Ohio, December 7-11, 1987.
OUFSTIONS AND ANSWFRS
1. Q.
A.

How many auger holes are needed to determine and average hydraulic
conductivity value for use inwater management modeling?
(Evans).One per 5ha.
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Q.

Iftwo men aremaking 30 to 40 hydraulic conductivity measurements
per day, how deep are the auger hole, and are they making the
measurements by hand or are they using a vehicle?

A.

(Evans). Depth of holes were 2m deep or less, and the measurements
were made manually.

A.

(B.Broughton). InQuebec, Canada auger holes aremade to 3m deep
by hand, usually in three steps of about 1m each. Two men make
about 20 hydraulic conductivity measurements per day.

Q.

(Merva). In the pump out method fordetermining hydraulic
conductivity, what doyou do about making Kmeasurements when there
is nowater table present?

A.

(Lasaffre).Wait until there is awater table.

Q.

What is the oxidation rate for peat?

A.

(From various persons). Twenty mm/yr in Ireland, less than 20mm/yr
In Lappland, 25mm/yr 1nCanada and 12mm/yr 1nHolland.

Q.

How many samples are needed to determine if a site has ochre forming
potential?

A.

(Carter). The number and density ofmeasurements required have not
been determined scientifically by the authors of the ochre potential
paper. At least three per site were used in the Louisiana study and
the site size varied from two to seven ha. My recommendation isto
make the same number and density of samples as that for hydraulic
conductivity. A good procedure would be tomake both K and iron
measurements from the same hole Ifthe auger hole method Isused for
Kmeasurements. Once the presence of iron has been established ina
field, additional measurements would not be necessary.
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GROUP E:DRAINAGE PROJECTS AND PRACTICES
WALLY OCHS, MODERATOR AND BOB EVANS, REPORTER

SUMMARY RFPORT
ThisgroupmetonTuesday, December8,1987anddiscussed seventeen paperson
awide varietyofsubjects related todrainage projects andpractices. Our
objectives weretodiscussnewdevelopments andIdeas, Issues, research
coordination andtoprepare recommendations related tothese matter.
SomeoftheInteresting discussions relatedtocontractor activities. We
talked about theImportant aspectsofplanning andmapping subsurface
drainage systems,developments Involvingageneric manual forlaser grade
control system operation andthedevelopment ofstandards with emphasison
useofthese standards. Onepaper analyzed lateral pipe drain costs around
theworld andanother reported onnewquality control efforts 1nthe
Netherlands.
Project preparation Issues related tooperation andmaintenance aswellas
the Important environmental concerns were discussed. Twointeresting papers
on water tablemanagement systems were discussed. Another Interesting paper
onthestrengthtoweight andhydraulic flow characteristics ofsmoothcore
corrugated PEplastic pipewasdiscussed.Avery good paper aboutthe
establishment ofacorrugated PVCdrain tubing manufacturing plant1n
Pakistanwasalso reviewed.
Other discussionsofimportance related toon-farm consolidationofdrainage
waterforerosion control andwildlife habitat mitigation InAlberta, Canada
andareportonmeasuring alfalfa persistenceonmarine sediments with
shallow subsurface drains inNewEngland.
Another interesting paper discussed Involved efforts inPoland todetermine
drainage components Inwater balance studiesforalluvial soils. A
presentation onefforts 1nNorway toevaluate drainage problems andsolutions
from semi-confined aquiferswasextremely Interesting. Lastly,wediscussed
the application ofamethod forderivation ofregional drainage functionsfor
agro-hydrological model demand generatorondata fromawatershed 1nthe
Netherlands.
Recommendations resulting fromallthese discussions aresummarized Inthe
following paragraphs:
1. Weshould haveamajor session atnext workshop onenvironmental issues,
since drainage projects must consider environmental consequencesand
benefits toamuch greater degree inthefuture. This session should
include discussions onenvironmental issues indeveloping countries,in
particular,tominimize environmental impacts andmaximize environmental
benefits. Itisimportant toconsiderallconsequences atearly stages
of project preparation andinvolve affected people sotheydonotfeel
leftout.
2. Subsurface drainage isaprerequisite practice that should receive more
consideration inerosion control andwater quality control efforts since
subsurface drainagecanbeamajor management tool.
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3. Water quality monitoring is an essential component ofwater management
and we encourage everyone to include appropriate measurements and
evaluations as apart of their future monitoring programs.
4. We feel there is aneed fordeveloping guidelines on equipment types and
when to use labor intensive installations fordrainage in developing
countries. Labor intensive installations should take into account the
capabilities of the laborers. We cannot forgo quality of installation
regardless ofmethod used.
5. It seems very necessary to standardize the format for gathering
information on drain envelopes. This should probably be put together by
FAO for anetwork ofexperimental areas around the world. A committee of
drainage specialist should review the results and publish an annual
report todisseminate the Information. This group Isencouraged to
formulate objective methods (models or procedures) to correlate soil
physical properties to drain envelope requirements.
6. In some areaswhere little experience with subsurface drainage Is
available, field trails should be considered todocument drainabllity,
materials and techniques applicable for the area.Technology transfer
through the use of appropriate models should be considered in designing
these field trails.
7. More consideration should be given to the Influence ofdeeper ground
water movement in addition to shallow groundwater such as on sloping
surfaces with Interceptordrains, and whereyou have gradual deep seepage
to groundwater.
8. Soil surveys are very important todrainage project works in developing
countries. Land classifications should include soil physical properties
that are Important todrainage projects such as hydraulic conductivity.
9. Installation recommendations for smooth-core corrugated plastic pipe are
needed. We also need work on roughness coefficients for this type of
pipe.
10.Acceptable deviations from grade are related to conduit size. Driving
too fast, hydraulic system response to laser, machine tilt, (laser
receiver position) all have an Impact on the maintenance of proper grade.
11. The Dutch have developed apiece of equipment that indicates quality of
an existing installation In addition todetecting silting, roots,and
other clogging. This equipment isvery encouraging and should be
publicized inmore areas of the world.
12. The development of adevice tomonitor and display to the drain machine
operator grade control accuracy in real time is badly needed to assist in
installation quality control efforts.
13.Water Table Management Systems are an important newmanagement tool for
farmers and work on development of proper management controls to optimize
production, improve water use efficiency, and maintain water quality are
encouraged.
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14. Operation and maintenance ofdrainage systems iscritical and efforts
must bemade to get more emphasis on these matters inmany areas of the
world.
15. Standards and specifications aswell as proper planning guidelines are
important to good drainage applications. We recommend agreat deal more
emphasis on Input 1n the ICIDdocuments to help transfer technology
involving proper drainage. Items such as control of tree root problems,
use ofchemicals for channel maintenance where domestic water supplies
are involved, and other quality control measures all should be added to
existing documents.

COHHFNTS. nUFSTTONS AND ANSWFRS
Question: Professor K. Hartge
You showed vertical cracks developing at the slot made by the leg of the
mole. Can this be enhanced? Can themole be adjusted tomake more of
those cracks?
Answer: Dr. P. B. Leeds-Harrison
We have found that Increasing the width of the leg Increases vertical
cracking above the mole drain. The size of these cracks appear to be
associated with tensile stress between the side of the mole plough leg
and the soil. Increasing the roughness of the side of the leg hasa
similar effect to Increasing leg width.
Question: Dr. D. Rycroft
What isthe cost of thegravel mole drainage system? Have you conducted
any analysis of the economic benefit? Could you provide Information on
the factors considered 1n any economic analysis such as discount rate,
economic life, Internal rate of return?
Answer: Mr. L.Galvin
The cost ofgravel moles plus collector drains Is$1,200 -$1,400 per ha
($480 -$560/ac). Detailed economic analysis have not been carried out.
However, where the stocking rate on adairy farm comes close to the
optimum fordrained land, farmers must gravel mole to prevent a breakdown
of the system and ensure continued operation.
Question: Dr.J. Parsons
What effect would controlling the drainage outflows (blocking the drains)
have on diffusion of salts through large clods?
Answer: Dr. D. Rycroft
Controlling drainage will cause the salinity of thewater in the
macropores to increase. Thiswill inhibit the removal of salt by
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diffusion. We do not see any advantage in controlling the drainage.
However, restricting outflow will back water up and submerge more soil.
Submerged soil weighs less than unsubmerged. Consequently structure
deterioration due to overburden weight is reduced.
Question: Mr. L. Galvin
In practice how do you suggest the heavy saline soils would be reclaimed?
Answer: Dr.D. Rycroft
Our suggestion Isto restructure the soil artificially (manual or
mechanized) to amaximum depth of0.7 m. A parallel drainage (ditch)
system should then be Installed. Present thinking Isto flood irrigate
at mid-drain spacing allowing the water tomove laterally through the
improved structure to the drain. Themoisture content of the soil must
be quite high at the time of Irrigation (> 26%V.V.)to avoid soil
slaking.
Question: Mr. L. Galvin
After drainage original wet heavy soils show increasing shrinkage. With
the width of cracks risks ofdropping in soil particles into the cracks
(especially with tillage)or internal erosion will take place on the
surfaces of aggregates between cracks. The result Is Increasing bulk
density at the deeper ends of the cracks. Does drainage of heavy soils
1n the long term improve permeability?
Answer: Professor G. Spoor
Whilst soil Infill will occur, hydraulic conductivity will Increase asa
result of drainage and cracking in the long term for the following
reasons: the Infill with more stable topsoil will help keep the cracks
open during swelling periods; the rapid removal of excess waterwill
assist aeration encouraging root and organism activity; reduce the rate
ofcrack closure by swelling and allow Increased weathering at depth, all
ofwhich will increase permeability.
Question: Dr.J. Henttonen
Please elaborate on the effect of freezing and thawing of soil on mole
drains.
Answer: Professor J. Eriksson
According to the studies in Sweden in the period 1948-56 there was no
obvious influence on themole drains the fewyears the frost reached down
or below the channels. The cracking and collapse of the channel wall was
due more to shrinking after drying, frost action would have given amore
fine structure. The conclusions are that frost action will not seriously
influence the durability ofmole channels.
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Question: Professor H. Kuntze
Kind, size and stability of cracks or aggregates in between are
influenced by the lime contact and pH of heavy soils. Can liming avoid
Internal erosion of shrinked soils? Which type of lime material is to be
preferred?
Answer: Professor K. Hartge
Stabilization of powdering aggregate surfaces with CaO Isbrought about
by desiccation when Ca (0H)2 is formed. This development is accelerated
when deformation of aggregates increases water pressure and thus water
accessibility. The consequent destablllzatlon is kept low Ifwater is
caught off by Ca(0H)2 forming, sothat water pressure can not increase.
Negative water pressure is the most Important single stabilizing
mechanism.
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GROUPF:DRAINAGEFORIRRIGATION
S. ABDEL-DAYEM, MODERATOR AND T. PODMORE, REPORTER
SUMMARY REPORT
Inthesession entitled Drainage forIrrigation, only eight papers outof
twelve published IntheProceedings were presented duetotheabsenceofthe
authors,whowere unable totravel from overseas. Thepapers which were
presented anddiscussed covered practical experiences In Egypt, Pakistanand
Tunisia,aswell asonepaper fromtheUSonmodel selection ofdrainagefor
Irrigation.
The papers were grouped Intotwodirections,onedealing with planning,
design andImplementation ofdrainage projects,andtheother dealing with
monitoring ofdrainage systems. Most ofthepapers emanated from 1nlarge
scale projects.
During thediscussion some papers seemed toberelated to,oroverlapped
with,thesubjects covered inother sessions. Ontheother hand, part ofthe
discussion wasrelated togeneral drainage aspects rather than todrainage
for irrigation specifically. Nevertheless, they were part ofthesession
papers anddiscussion, andwere necessary forcomplete coverage ofthe
subject.
IDENTIFICATION OFCRITICAL ISSUES
Fromthediscussion ofIssuesbyGroup F-Drainage forIrrigation,the
following critical Issueswere identified forfurther Investigation:
1. Models ofDrainage forIrrigation—When considering developmentof
drainage models applied toIrrigated areas,decisions need tobemadeon
the following aspects:
- Purpose
- Approach
-Data requirements andalternatives
The need foradequate distribution, documentation andtraining mustnot
be overlooked.
2. Density ofField Measurements--The density ofmeasurements ofparameters
such ashydraulic conductivity, drainable porosity, water table height,
water supply andquality, andsoil salinity must beconsidered interms
of:
-Adequacy fordesign
-Variability offield conditions
3. Design Criteria andRelation toRiskofCrop Damage—The design criteria
need tobeformulated intermsof:
-Surface andsubsurface drainage
-Valueofdesign drainage rate
-Salinity control
-Water table depth
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4. Drainage Criteria for Irrigation ofHeavy Clays--Cracks in heavy clay
strongly influence water movement to drains. A critical issue is the
determination of hydraulic conductivity (K)and drainable porosity(f).
A suggested procedure 1sto:
- Start with conventional measurements for K and f
- Use of trial plots to refine values
5. Need for Pilot Project Implementation in areas without past history or
upon introduction of new methodologies.
6. Project Implementation—There is aneed for the following:
- Records of case studies
-Availability and access to Information
- Encourage reporting of positive and negative results
7. Construction Management
-Advisability of using single contractor with subcontractors
for Improved contract management
8. Construction Techniques
-Quality control standards and monitoring
9. Filters»for Exclusion of S11t--Evaluation of techniques and materials in
terms of:
- Reliability
- Cost
10. Use of Perforated Collectors—Information Is required for the use of
perforated collectors:
- Applications
- Needs and limitations
11. Monitoring
- Post-construction performance
12. Format for Publication of Project Records
- Need fordata dissemination
- Encouragement to publish information
REPORTOF COOPERATIVE WORK
Reports were discussed from the Mardan SCARP project in Pakistan, from
project initiation to evaluation stages. Representatives of project design,
management and construction were able to share experiences and views. The
experience was valuable for all participants.
Similar experiences were reported from Egypt, in terms of project design,
implementation and monitoring.
COMMENTS. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Discussion by R. Broughton on "Subsurface Drainage System Performance Mardan
SCARP, Pakistan" by Awan, M.S.,E.Perraton, L.R. Sinclair and G.T. Thompson.
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The authors M. Sadiq Awan, Etienne Perraton, Larry R. Sinclair and Gene T.
Thompson are to be complemented on the extent of the monitoring they have
carried out and the good report they have made on the performance of the
Subsurface Drainage Systems of theMardan SCARP. It isgood to see that
since the drains were installed the salinity of the soil and the drainage
water have been reducing, waterlogging Isno longer aproblem and the farmers
are growing better crops.
With respect to the siltation which has occurred in some of the subsurface
drains, athird factor could be noted under "Causes of Siltation" pages F-27
and F-28.
3. The gravel envelope material used for these drains,which met
specifications from the US Bureau of Reclamation Drainage Manual for
gravel envelopes, was too coarse tomeet gravel filter requirements for
some of the areas with more that 70%of the soil in the "silt" size
range.
It 1snot surprising that some of the silt passed through the gravel
envelope. Some of the gravel used was quite oblong with gravel particles as
much as 75mm long passing through a screen with 25mm square mesh openings.
It could be that at some locations along the drain U n e s there was poor
envelope packing due to the existence of oblong and flattish gravel rather
than well rounded gravel.
SUPPLEMENTAL TECHNICAL NOTE BY A DUTCH PARTICIPANT
GOVERNMENT SERVICE FOR LANDAND WATER USE 1
Technical Requirements for the Installation of
Private Subsurface Drainage Systems
Introduction
An unambiguous agreement between private principal and contractor can enhance
the quality of drainage work. The Government Service for Land and Water Use
has prepared amodel agreement for the contracting of drainage work on the
basis of experience gained over theyears In the execution of land
development works. Private principals and contractors can make use of it
they wish.
The agreement isvery simple. It refers to a series of standard requirements
consisting of a technical section and alegal section. The technical
requirements are annexed hereto.
Technical Requirements
01.
01.01
01.02.

Foreign matter
Drainage trenches shall be free from anything which might cause
damage to the drainage systems.
The soil deposited in ditches and watercourses during the execution
of the work shall be removed.

1

* P.O. Box 20021,3502 LA Utrecht, The Netherlands.
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02.
02.01.
02.02.

03.
03.01.
03.02.
03.03.
03.04.
03.05.
03.06.
03.07.
04.
04.01.
04.02.
04.03.

Trenches
The bottom of the trench shall be flat, with ahollow in the middle
for thepipes.
Trenchless installation of the drainage systems with aV-plow is
permitted on all soils;with avertical tine only on sandy and peat
soils. A V-plow is ablade with which aV-shaped bar of soil is
completely cut loose and lifted tomake room for insertion of the
drain. The soil outside the V shall remain undisturbed.
Pipes
Install the pipes on the bottom of the trench in a straight line.
Where the drain path crosses existing plantations or plantations
still be be planted, non-perforated pipes should be used.
Install the junctions In the drainage system in such away that the
performance ofthe drainage systems 1s ensured.
Install junctions with existing drainage systems under agrade of
not more than 1:20.
Close the headland end of the systems with a stop end.
Install loose backfill distributed evenly on and around the pipe
over the full width of the trench.
Attach the envelope of pre-wrapped pipes to the pipe at junctions
and ends.
*
Corrugated unolasticized P.V.C. oioes
Use snap-in cylindrical sleeves for thejunctions.
Do not transport and Install P.V.C. pipes when outside temperatures
are lower than 1degree Cmeasured 1meter above ground level.
Ifthe pipes are not Installed within one month after delivery,
protect them from the influence of direct sunlight.

05.

Drain supports
Install the drain supports on both sides on at least 1m of
undisturbed soil.

06.

Connector boxes
Make the holes for the mains and laterals in the connector boxes in
such away that the bottom of the laterals is at the same level with
or higher than the bottom of the main drain.

07.

Cleaning connections
Install the cleaning connections in such away that drains can be
jetted upstream.

08.
08.01.

Outlet structures
Install the outlet structures 1n the slope of the open drain in such
away that the top of the raised edges is0.05 to 0.10 m below the
level of the slope.

09.
09.01.

Backfilling and finishing of trenches and holes
Cover the drains immediately after installation with a layer of ca.
0.10 m permeable subsoil or a layer of prescribed backfill. Use
permeable soil from the sides of the trench ifthe trench is to be
backfilled completely with dug out soil.
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09.02.

On the day on which the trenches have been dug, backfill and/or
finish the trenches and holes in such away to ensure the minimum of
subsidence and to prevent the formation of piping holes through
which surface water might flow to the drains.

10.
10.01.

Depth fluctuation
The drainage systems must comply with the following requirements as
regards deviations from the prescribed grade U n e :
a. the deviation of the drain pipe from the desired grade line may
not bemore than half the internal pipe diameter;
b. nowhere may this deviation be such that Itwill cause the water
to remain standing above the center line of the pipe.
Of the drains to be checked by means of levelling the depth is
determined at least once every 20m, and in addition within every
length of 100m depth Ischecked once every meter over alength of
20m.

10.02.

11.
11.01.
11.02.

Rodding ofdrainage systems
Within three weeks after installation of the drainage systems
roddlng in the presence of the principal with equipment Indicated In
the picture annexed to this standard.
The pushing forces permitted in rodding corrugated P.V.C. pipes with
an external diameter of 50-80 mm are included In the following
table.
Table 1.Maximum pushing forces allowed in the rodding ofdrains.
Distance from the
outlet

from

0 to 100m

Maximum pushing forces
Where there isno
allowed In the case of
drain discharge
visible drain discharge

from 20 to 30 N*

from 20 to 40N

from 100to 200m

from 30 to 60 N

from 40 to 80N

from 200 to 300m

from 60 to 90 N

from 80 to 130N

from 300 to 400m

from 90 to 120N

from 130 to 200N

* The unit N (Newton) 1s the present unit for expressing forces
( I N - 0.1kg).
11.03.

Ifthe drains without drain discharge do not meet the rodding
standards, repeat the checks by means of rodding in the next
discharge period. The last check is in that case normative.

12.
12.01.

Wpat.her and site conditions
Ifboth the principal and the contractor agree that the execution of
thework will damage the structure of the soil or cause the drainage
system tomalfunction as a result ofweather or temporary site
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12.02.

conditions,thecontractor isobliged tointerrupt theworkaslong
as those conditions persist. Iftheprincipal andthecontractordo
not agree,theprincipal's viewisdecisive.
The term laid down fortheduration ofexecution isextended bythe
number ofdaysthework isinterrupted asaresult oftheconditions
specified in12.01.

13.
General
13.01. Theinstallation ofthedrains shall includetheinstallation ofthe
coupling sleeves, adaptersandstop ends.

Orawing belonging to the technical requirement nr. 11

couple section
140

hole for
coupling bold

sizes in mm.
cross section A - A
Explanation: This rigid steel rod has to be attached to a glass fibre
pushing rod with a diameter of 8 mm.
The glass fibre rod consists of 35% derecane resin and 65% glass fibre.
With this glass fibre rod the steel rod is pushed into the drain.
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GROUPG: SUMMARY ONMEASURETECHNIQUES
GEORGE MERVA, MODERATOR AND DAVID ELRICK, REPORTER

SUMMARYREPORT
The session was opened by Dr.George Merva who commented on the lack of field
data on hydraulic conductivity. Most techniques have been found to be very
time consuming. He stressed that the discussion related to measurement
techniques should be spirited, and, since the group was small and time was
available, he invited all present to participate freely. As a result of the
Interchange, this summary can be presented in aconsensus form rather than in
aquestion and answer format.
Or. Elrick presented apaper on theGuelph Permeameter to obtain field data
on the hydraulic properties of soil. Dr. Elrick commented on the spatial
variability of hydraulic conductivity measurements and discussed the fractlle
graph, alog-normal distribution of the hydraulic conductivity values of
three different soils. Therewas discussion of the percolation test for
septic tank field design. The general concensus was that the percolation
test was outdated and should be replaced by 1n-s1tu measurements of the
hydraulic conductivity of soils.
Dr.Merva presented the theory and results ofmeasurements using the Velocity
Permeameter. He commented that his field data on hydraulic conductivity were
generally lower than hydraulic conductivity values obtained using cores in
the laboratory. There was ageneral discussion on the role ofmacropores in
filed hydraulic conductivity measurements.
Dr.Kanwar's presentation compared the Guelph and Velocity Permeameters with
laboratory measured values. His conclusions indicated that the Guelph and
Velocity Permeameter values agreed very closely (no statistical difference
between lateral values of hydraulic conductivity). However, the laboratory
measured valueswere much higher. Laboratory values were obtained from an
average of 5cores, and Dr.Kanwar Indicated that, inmany cases, several of
the cores 1n a set of samples taken from agiven location yielded values
which were far out of linewith the remaining measurements. Ifthe out of
line values were Ignored, the agreement would beconsiderably closer.
Dr. Bob Holmes related his experiences with air permeametry measurements. He
felt that his measurements correlated very closely with soil compaction
values. However, hewas not able to correlate air permeability to hydraulic
conductivity values. Discussion was to the effect that the relationship
describing the flow of air through the soil was not first order, but rather
required ahigher ordermodel.
Dr. Lasaffre of France presented hismethod of using apumped well method to
obtain a "field value" of hydraulic conductivity. Themethod requires a
series of observation wells (4wells are used) tomeasure the drawdown ofa
fully penetrating well which ispumped until an equilibrium state is
achieved. The volume ofwater removed, when compared to the volume of soil
which is unsaturated due todrawdown,yields thedrainable porosity. In
addition, the hydraulic conductivity can be calculated from drawdown data
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obtained during the test. The method requires preliminary preparation to
install thewell and observation wells. After thewell and observation sells
have come to equilibrium, inmost cases 4 hours are needed to complete a
measurement. There appeared to be general agreement that Dr. Lesaffre's
method would yield avalue of hydraulic conductivity approaching that
obtained by outflow and drawdown measurements conducted on an existing
subsurface drainage installation.
The consensus was that themethods presented were promising as ameans of
obtaining rapid values of conductivity under field conditions. There remains
aneed tomore thoroughly investigate the performance of both the instruments
and/or techniques.
Additional comments were generated on the data which were needed for
modeling. The definition of field capacity was discussed and itwas agreed
that the use of a -1/3 barwater content as being the field capacity value
was Inadequate. Tensometric measurements from field measurements yielded
values ranging from -0.01 to -0.33 bar. A need for amethod of defining
field capacity remains.
Dr. Skaggs and others indicated that aneed exists for field measurements of
additional parameters which could be used for modeling. In particular, there
isno data on the water content-water potential function for soils near the
wet end of the curve. Methods ofmeasuring soil water content In the field
would be very useful.
Dr. George Hall's paper relating soil color towater table occurence and
persistance was very interesting. Chromas of 2or less were found to be
indicative of high water tables. Chromas of 3, however, indicate more ofa
temporary high water table. The discussion on his presentation reiterated
that itwas more of aqualitative method, and that organic matter contents
also contributed to color variations. Dr.Holmes questioned whether any
attempt had been made to use computer techniques to establish chroma values.
Dr. Hall responded that this approach had not been attempted.
Dr. Bud Belcher presented his paper on the measurement of the water table at
multiple locations in a field using the technique of bubbling nitrogen gas
through water in the observation well and measuring the pressure required to
release abubble from the bubble tube. Hourly measurements on up to 64 wells
over agrowing season are presently being made with this technique. Diurnal
variations inwater table can easily bedetected 1n this manner. Of interest
also was the use of a two piece observation well from which the tap could be
removed so that tillage operations could be performed in the surface layer of
soil. The observation wells are steel and are relocated after tillage
operations have been completed through the use of amagnetic detector.
Dr. Benoit Lasaffre told of his use of a sonic technique to detect water
depth in observation wells for his method ofdetermining hydraulic
conductivity. The consensus was that either of these two methods,when used
with a small diameter observation well,would provide satisfactory data for
the modeling techniques presently in use.
Dr.Andy Ward's paperwas on the measurement ofMetolachlor concentrations in
discharge under three soybean subirrigation treatments. In the high water
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level, the concentrations of contaminant in the water were high while in the
lowwater level treatment, the levels were low. There was considerable
discussion on the need for additional data on themovement of pesticides and
herbicides and water quality in general resulting from drainage and
irrigation practices.
During the summary period, Dr. Elrick presented additional data he had on one
dimensional the three dimensional water flow 1n soils as itmight apply to
the Velocity Permeameter at the timewhen the wetted front emerged from the
soil tube. This was followed by adiscussion on the role ofmacropores as
they Influence the hydraulic conductivity measurements. The subject of
macropores was also discussed In relation to their Influence on the movement
of pesticides, herbicides and water contaminants ingeneral. The consensus
was that macropores,while they were difficult tomodel,were of utmost
importance In all areas ofwatermovement through soils.
The recommendations resulting from this session on measurement were:
1. Research is needed on rapid methods for field measurements of field
capacity and the soil water characteristic curve.
2. Research and data on the effects of subsurface water table management on
water quality are needed.
3. The effect ofmacropores need further study, especially as they may
interact with pesticides and water quality.
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DRAINAGE BYMEANS OFFREEFLOW

Johs.Bergedalen*

Nearly 70Zof thearable land inNorway isdrained by subsurface Cubedrains.
Thesedrainage systemsareoperating satisfactory undernormalconditions,but
misfunctionsmayoccur insmalland scattered areas.Thoseareasmayevenbe
redrainedwithout anymarked improvement.
Investigation hasshown thatacommoncauseoffailure istheexistenceof
semiconfined aquifers intheunderground feedingwater tothesurface.
Drainage systemsaredesigned todrain seepagewaterfromprecipitationand
may fail todrainadditionalquantitiesofgroundwater.But themost important factor seems tobe ironfromthegroundwaterclogging upthedrainage
systems.
Thisreport summarizes thegeologicalandhydrological background, theinvestigation, thedrainageprinciples,drainage installation technicsandthe
resulting drainageeffect.
GEOLOGY
Scandinavian soilsaredeveloped duringthelast glacialperiod.Sand,silt
andgravel sorted inwatersedimented inmorains.Theclay fraction sedimented
onthesidesand partly over themorains.Thisprocessmade thegeneral soil
profile illustrated inFig. 1,which iscommon inthesouthern partofNorway,
in0stfold andVestfoldalong theOslofjord.
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Fig. 1.Common profileof ice-age sediments inScandinavian.
*Johs.Bergedalen,Ass.prof.,Dept.ofHydrotechnics,AgriculturalUniversityofNorway.
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Thebasement forthemorainsisunveathered Gneis,GraniteorClay,allof
lowpermeability.Siltmay sometimeshavesedimented at thefoot of themorainbetween thesandand theclay layer.
HYDROLOGY
Precipitation overthesouth-eastern partofNorwayvariesbetween 700and900
mmperyear.Rainwaterfallingonthemorains infiltratesinthepermeable
sandandmayappearagainasponded wateron thedensebasement inthebottom.
Commonly therearenomarked outletsfromtheseaquifers,butwater isflowing tothelowest levelwhere itispressed upthrough thecovering clay-layers,making semiconfinedaquifers.Thepiezometricwaterpressure insuch
aquifersmay reach theground levelorevenhigher.
The theoreticalmaximum piezometric pressure intheaqufersdependsonthe
flowresistanceof thecovering layer.If thewaterpressure intheaquifer
exceeds theweight ofthecoveringclay,theclay layerwillbeliftedup.If
thecovering layerconsistsofpermeablematerials,like sandor silt,orthe
clay layeristhinenough,thewatervelocity through thislayermay reacha
criticalvelocity atwhichlevelthesoilparticles start liftingandcreate
caves.Inbothcasesthepiezometric pressure intheaquiferwill stabilize
ordrop.
DRAINAGE PROBLEMS
Experiencehasshown that fields influencedbyartesianwateraredifficult to
drain.Onereasoncouldbethat thedrainage system isdesigned todrainnormalquantitiesofrainwaterandmay fail todrainadditionalquantitiesof
groundwater.But themost important reason isthough tobeblocking ofthe
drainage systemsbychemicals.Soluted iron inthegroundwateroxidizesand
precipitates inthefiltresand intheperforationatthedrainpipes.This
precipitated ironmay reduce theinletcapacityof thesystemsdrastically,
evenwithoutvisible sedimentation inthepipes.
Exposed fieldsmayberedrained several timeswithout success.Wetspotsmay
also shift fromoneplace toanotherover time,orafter installation ofthe
drainage system.Fig.2showsacultivated fieldwithwetuncultivated spots.

i
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Fig.2.Uncultivated spot intheforegrounddue toartesianwater.
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INVESTIGATION
Acomprehensive investigationconsistsof thefollowing componenets:
1.Survey and levelling formakingcontourmap.
2.Catchment investigation (sizeand site).
3.Registrationofareas influencedbyartesianwaterby looking forwet
spotswithreducedbearingcapacity, irondepositsofred solouroroil
likefilmonwater» luxurianvegetation and growthofwater lowingplants
likeCYPERACEAandJUNCACEAE.
4.Looking fordarkspotsonairphotos takenonbare soils inthespringor
fall (darkcolour indicateswet spots).
5.Ground surveybyboring.Depth,extensionand textureofaquifersare
essential information.
6.Installationofpiezometer tubesand registrationofwaterpressure inthe
profile,especially intheaquifers.
7.Injectionoftraceelements totracethevelocity anddirectionofwaterstreams.
8.Measurementsof soilpermeability.
9.Registrationofchemicalcontentofgroundwater.
Someof these informationsare qualitative.Itmeansthat theyonlyhelpto
makeasubjectivepictureof thesituation,other informationsarequantitative,itmeans,theyhaveexactvaluesandmaybeused formanipulation in
equations tocreateother important data.
Ofcourseall thisinformationsareexpensive tocollect.Inmostcasesonly
afewof themarecollected,whichdataandhowmanyvaryfromcase tocase.
ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION
Toanalyse thesituationmaybe
themostdifficult work,because
someof theinformationsneeded
aremoreoften thannot lacking.
It isspeciallydifficult toobtaingood information about the
aquifers,likeinformationon
variation inthetransmisitivity.
Acommon practice istherefore
just toobserve thedepth tooand
the textureof theaquifersby
boringand thenputdownwellsin
promissingplacesuntil thepiezomeericwaterpressure isreduced
toanacceptablelevel.
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Highcontent of iron indicates
problemwithcloggingof theoutflow-pipe.LowpHorhighcontent
ofsulphurmaycorrodeconcrete
pipes.Table 1showscommon
chemical contentof thegroundwater.
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Fig.3.Artesianwaterpressure 2m
abovegroundlevel.
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Table 1.Chemical content ofgroundwater fromUtne1972.
BsaBBBSBBBBBBBBBmBBBBBaBBBBBBBssssBBSBBBBBBBBSBBBSBSBSBs

Elements
mg/1

Cl
p
Na
K
Ca
Mg
SO.-S
NH*-N
N0*-N
FeJ

Mn
Zn

96.0
0.54
35.5
4.05
54.00
10.55
22.00

Parameters
Conductivity
m.mho/cm

pH

0.53

6.6

1.5
<0.1
12.7
0.68

0.6

THEPLAN
The ideaofwelldrainage istoreduce thepiezometricwaterpressure inthe
aquiferand thereby lowerthephreatic level.
Thegoal isalways tolower thephreatic level sufficiently tomakeadditional taildrainages superfluous.Thismeans,thephreatic level shouldbe
lowered toat least 1mbelow thesurface.Theoutflowgradient iskeptup
by pumping fromwellsorbydeepoutflowpipes.Deepoutflow pipes shouldbe
preferred ifpossible,2mdepth iscommonly used.Thedimensionofpipes
canbeestimated from thesizeof thecatchment areaand the transmisivity
of theaquifer.Theuniformity ofgroundwater flowmustbekept inmindwhen
choosing diameterofoutflow-pipes.It isnot likeotherdrainageswhere
dimensions arechosenaccording topeakflow.Such typicalpeak flowdoes
notoccur ingroundwater and thechosenoutflow-pipe isnormally ofasmaller
dimension.Sometimes thediametermaybe increased tocompensate foriron
precipitation,but4"to6"pipesarecommonly used insmallareas.
Drainagebywells influences thephreatic level inawide area.It isthereforenormally sufficient toinstalonly oneoutflow-pipelinethroughthe
lowest partof theareaor through thecentreof theareawithartesian
water, iftheinvestigation intheaquiferdoesnot indicate alternative
trace.
Wellsare installed along theoutflow-pipe withequal distancesorconcentrated inareasofgood transmisivity of theaquifer.Avoid placeswithfine
sandorsilt intheaquifer,asthismaterialwill reduce theentrancecapacityandcloggup thewells.
WELL INSTALLATION TECHNICS
The clay isalways soft inartesian areas.It isthereforeeasy topressdown
4",6m longrigid PVC-pipesby theexcavator.Theproblemariseswhen the
pipe shall penetrate thecoarsematerial intheaqufer.The pipe istherefore
pressed down totheaquifer.Then theclay inside thepipe isflushed outby
jet.Waterpressureof 10kp/cra2will do.Use 20mm flexiblepipewhich terminates inarigid ironpipe.Asamozzel;work the ironpipe flat inthe
end,leavingonlyaslotof 3mmwidth for thewater topass.Si-oFig.4.
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Fig.4.Installation of4"PVCwellbycombinationof
pressing downand flushing.
Flushoutmaterials fromCheaquiferbelow thewell-pipeandcontinueto
press itdownby theexcavator.Bythistechnics ititpossible topenetrate
thewell-pipedown intotheaquifer 1mormore.At thesame timethefine
sandand siltareflushed out fromthesurroundingsof thewell-pipemaking
anexcellent permeable filter.The lowerpartof thewell-pipe intheaquifer
shallofcoursebe perforated.
Cut thetopof thewell-pipe inlevelwith theoutflow-pipe andconnect itto
theoutflow-pipewitha60°T-piece sothacchedrainwacercan flowfreely
from Chewell coCheoutflow-pipe.Concinue then thewell-pipe up tojust
under theplowlayer.From thisend itwillbepossible toflush thewellin
case itgetblocked by time.SeeFig.S.

•Flushing batin

yy-

Outflow pip«

- P . r l o r m a 4' PVC pipt
- Fluthcd filtr««

:!£

-Aquifer V

Fig.5.Drainagewellwithoutflow-pipeand
flushingbasin.
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EFFECTOFDRAINAGE BYFREEFLOWFROMWELLS
The first free flowingwells installedhavebeenworking for 17years.Their
capacitiesare still sufficient tokeep thefieldsdry.That means;thecapacitiesof thewellshavenotbeen reduced by timeasdid the traditional
drainage systems.Fig.7showspiezometric waterpressure inanaquiferduring3Jyearsasrelated towells function.Pressure inpiezometerno.4dropped 0.6m immediately after installationofwellsno.1andno.2.Itissurprising howfast itreactsondrainage.
The pressure reacted also on theflushing inApril 1970.The reasonmustbe
achange inentranceresistance inthose twowells.Installation ofseven
wells inJuly 1971caused again amarked drop inthepressure.Thepermanent
reduction inpressurevariesfrom0.7 to 1.0mdepending ondistance from the
wells.The relationbetweenmonthly rainfall andpiezometric waterpressure
in theaquifer isweak,but snowmelting inApril 1970and 1972hascreated
a smallrise ingroundwater pressure.Inspectionhasconfirmed thatno iron
compoundshave settled inthewell-pipes.Inoneplace ironcompounds have
precipitated andblocked thelast partof theoutflow-pipe.
It issurprising that irondoesnotblock thesewell-drainage systemsin
areaswhereblocking of traditionaldrainage systemsused tobeacommon problem.
Therecanbemore reasons forthispromissing result:
1.Theverticalwell-pipes arealwaysfilledwithwater.
2.Theoutflow-pipesareputdeeper thannormal drainagesystems.
3.The reasoncould alsobethat thewaterintake isplaced inreducingenvironment atSto 10mdepthand thewater isflowing fast through thesystem.Iftheoxidationof the ironrequires some time totakeplace,then
the ironwillalready have left thedrainage systemsbefore itprecipitates.This theory isstrengthened by thefact thatabundant quantities
of ironhydroxide precipitates intheopenchannalsdownstream ofthe
systems.

Fig.6.Relationbetweendrainagefromagroupofwells
andthepiezometricwater-pressurointhoaquifer
80mfromthenearestwell,atSolborginIdd
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CONCLUSION
Experience fromNorway shows lowefficiency of traditional drainage systems
fordrainage ofartesianwater.Themain reason seems tobeblocking ofthe
systemsby ironhydroxide.
Drainage by free flowingwellson theother sidehasgiven promissing results,
with aminimum ofproblems after 17years.Thedescribed installation technics are simple and efficient.Two essential points inwelldrainage are:
1.Installation ofoutflowpipesasdeep aspossible.
2.Lowflowresistancy inthesurroundingsof thewell-screen.
Thebottle neck forwell drainage isthe investigation of the aquifers.We
have tofind abettermethod forregistration of the thickness,extent and
permeability of theaquifers,as thosedataareessential inplanning of the
drainage systems.
Research should alsobeconcentrated on thequestion,why traditional drainage systems seem tobeblocked by iron-hydroxide andwelldrainage systems
seemnottobeaffected.Whenweget this answer, thenwehave thekey to
plan formore efficient and long lasting drainage systems inartesianareas.
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ITEMSTO BEDETERMINED INSUBSURFACE DRAINAGE DESIGN

RobertStephenBroughton*

Introduction
The following is a listing of the major items to be
determinedinsubsurfacedrainagedesign:
• the maximum rate at which the system should be
capable of removingwater fromthe soil (referredto
asthedrainagecoefficient);
• expected variations inwater table depth throughout
the year in response to recharge from rain and
irrigationinconjunctionwith theremovalof waterby
drainage;
• the minimum design water table depths under
conditionsofdownwardseepage;
• thewatertabledepthwhendrainagehasceasedand
upwardcapillaryflowcouldoccur;
• drainagepipediameters;
• thegradientstowhichdrainagepipesshouldbelaid;
• thedepthofdrainagepipesbelowgroundsurface;
• thespacingbetweenparallellateraldrains;
• the envelope material to be used around drainage
pipes;
• outletrequirements;
• the requirements for interceptor drains to collect
seepagefromcanalsandhillsidelands;
• thelocationofmanholes,observationchambersand
breathers;
• the provision of relief drains to handle upward
artesianflow;
• therequiredstructuralstrengthofdrainagepipes;
• special features, such as the location of drainage
pipesunderroadways,railwaysandcanals;
• constructionqualitycontrolrequirements;
• reclamationand leaching requirements.

DesignDrainageRate
The design drainage rate,which relates to the rate at
whichwaterseepsbelowtherootzonefollowingrainfall
and irrigation, is used extensively in calculating the
spacings between drain laterals and the required
drainagepipecapacity.
Todeterminethedesigndrainage rate,waterbalances
were calculated for various conditions of irrigationand
rainfall. These water balance calculations were based
onthree intervals per month,equivalent to anaverage
irrigation frequency of 10days. Itshouldbe notedthat
while the actual interval between irrigations might be
greater or less, the average 10-day interval used is
consideredtobesufficiently accurateforthecalculation
of recharge increments and leads to more precise
resultsthanwouldbeobtainedusingamonthlyinterval.
'Director.Centre forDrainageStudies,
MacdonaldCollege,McGill University,
SainteAnnedeBellevue,Quebec,Canada,H9XICO
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Drainage System Layout Procedure
Oncethebasicfeaturesofsoils,hydrologyanddrainage
materials have been established, detailed design work
should proceed with the positioning of collector and
lateral drains within the constraints of topography,
roads, railways, canals, villages, farm buildings, tree
lines,power lines,etc.
In the preparation of detailed drainage plans, the
followinggeneral rules shouldbeborne inmind:
• lateral drains should be positioned for the most
effective collection of excess water;
• interceptor drains are intended to intercept ground
water moving laterally and should be oriented
approximately at right angles to the direction of
ground water flow (this applies particularly to the
interception of leakage from irrigation canals, and
downslope seepage from land steeper than 0.4%.
• relief drains should be used when there is upward
flow under artesian pressure
• on land flatter than 0.4% and away from canals,
where the subsurface drainage problems are generally due to recharge from rain and irrigation, lateral
drains should be spaced nearly parallel (within
topographic constraints) to achieve uniform drainage
tothe extent possible.
In addition to these general rules, the following
guidelines shouldbeapplied.
Collectors
(a) Collector system areas should be identified on
topographic maps showing natural or man-made
boundaries, such as watercourses, drains, roads
and railways. Areas should generally be less than
400 acres insize and servedbyone outlet.
(b) Outlets for collectors should be located close to the
lowest point inthearea.
(c) Wherever possible, collectors should be located so
asto:
- minimize the number of road, canal, watercourse,opendrainandpowerlinecrossings;
- minimizeslopechangesandexcessivecuts;
- followtopographiclows;
- follow the boundaries of drainage sub-areas,
thereby minimizing the overlap of laterals from
adjacent areas requiring different lateral spacings;
- ensure that pipe runs areasshort andstraight
asfieldconditionsallow.
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(d) Collector pipes should bedesigned withthe
maximum slope possioie wnue not exceeding permissibleflowvelocities.
(e) Where alternative collector locations exist, the
location selected should be the one which best
meets theforegoingcriteria.

Laterals
(a) A layout for each drainage sub-area should be
established using the proper spacing for that
sub-area. Where slopes permit, laterals should be
positionedperpendicular ordiagonaltothedirection
of groundwater flow (this primarily applies where
land slopes exceed 0.4%). It isrecognized that the
loweringof thewater table near lateraldrainscould
cause an average hydraulic gradient toward the
drainsof 1.5% ormore.
(b) The overlap oflaterals intosub-areas whichrequire
a different spacingshouldbeminimized.
(c) The angle between a lateral and a collector should
be adjusted so as to achieve a minimum slope of
0.001 ft/ft, bearing in mind the slope necessary to
accommodate the design flow without requiring a
pipe diameter larger than 4 inches. It is recognized
that the downstream end of some long laterals will
requirea diameterof6inches.
(d) Collectors should be relocated if steps (b) and (c)
prove difficult
(e) Attempts should be madeto position lateralswithin
a sub-areaparalleltoeachother.
(f) Lateralsshouldbe positioned alongthecollector,or
their angles with the collector adjusted, in order to
achieve as many of the following conditions as
possible.Trytoplacelaterals:
-

along topographic lows and through groundwatermounds;
asstraightandaslongaspossible;
to minimize road, canal, drain, power line,
watercourse andtreelinecrossings;
tominimize gradechanges;
toavoidunstablesoils;
tointercept themaximum amount ofseepage;
insoil layers withthe highest hydraulic conductivities;
to minimize the number of junctions and connections.

Drainage system layouts have been developed tomeet
as many of the foregoing guidelines as possible. The
constraints of land slopes, railways, power lines,
telephone lines,gas lines, roads, buildings, canals and
tree lines inconjunction withthese guidelines make the
subsurface drainage designer's task formidable.
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INüj
IN
EXPERIENCE PlOWINq
IN
SUBSURFACE DRAINS
TOADEPTH OF$FEET INPAKISTAN

Robert Baker•
EiazAliKhan

GeorgeEades*
Member,ASAE
JohnWielgut*
Member,ASAE

nt venture,wasawardedacontract to
In 1984Scoralln-0ilHngham**,aJoi
install subsurfacedrains ina 10,000ha (25,000ac.\salinitycontrol and
fundedbyCIDA.
reclamationproject (SCARP)jointly
theWorld Bankandthe
Government ofPakistan.Theengineer}ontheproject wasHarza-Nespak
The
ownerwastheWaterandPowerDevelopment AuthorityofPakistan.
Theproject issituated tntheNorthwestFrontierProvinceofPakistan.
Mardan isthe largesttown intheprojectarea. Temperatures onthesite
ranged from0C (32F) inwinterto|50C (120F)lnsummer. Averageannual
precipitation is52cm (20.8 in.). Themajorityfalls inJulyand
August. Rain iscommon InlateJantiary,FebruaryandMarch.
Anofficeandthree-bay garagewere(Constructedonsite. Expatriate staff
wereaccommodated InMardan. Mostifthestaff,equipment operatorsand
laborerswerehired locally.
Thepiperequired fortheproject wismanufactured
was
locallyand suppliedto
thecontractor.Gradedgravel envelopewasalsoprocessed locallyand
suppliedtothecontractor fromastoragepile locatedwithin theproject
area.
i
Thework involved the installationofonemillionm (3,400,000ft.)of
100mm (4In.)diameterPVC lateraliwitha 100mm (4 in.)annulusof
gravel envelopeatdepthsfrom2.1mto2.75m (6.7-9.0ft.)andthree
hundredthousandm (900,000ft.)of|collectorsvarying indiameter from
150to300mm (6to 12in.)atdepthsto3.5m (11.5ft.)through
intensivelycultivated and irrigate^farmland.Thegradesonthe laterals
andcollectorsranged from0.051to.0.20l.
TheProiect
Thebasiccomponentsoftheproject'wererightofwaypreparationand
restoration,the Installationofcollectors,andthe installationof
laterals.

•GeorgeEades,President Scoralin ;IJohnWielgut,VP.Scoralin.Project
Manager SCARPMardan;Robert Baker,|project EngineerSCARPMardan:Ejaz
AliKhan,Project Engineer SCARPMaitdan.
"Scoralin-Di11ingham,aJoint Venturebetween Scoralin Inc..Ormstown,
QuebecandDillinghamConstruction (Ltd.,NorthVancouver,B.C.
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Twospreadsofequipment wereused: .
(a) atrencher and support equipment forcollector installation.
(b) aplowand support equipment for lateral installation.
SitePreparation and Restoration

I

Thesite issegmentedbymanytree lines,footpaths,anddrainageand
irrigationcanals.Theclearingofrightofway (ROW)consistedmainIvof
removingthesetreesand levelingthe irrigationanddrainageditchesto
allowthe installationofthe lateralsorcollectors.Treesrandomly
located inthefieldsandwithin fiftyfeetofthe installeddrainagepipe
werealsoremoved. Thetreeclearingprovedtobetimeconsumingasit
was important tosalvageeventhetreirootsasfirewood forthefarmers.
Clearingwasaccomplished usingaCaterpillarD8KandaCaterpillarD6.
Hydraulicexcavatorswereusedtoshakethetreestoremovetheexcess
soil fromtheroots. Restorationof Irrigationcanalsanddrainage
ditcheswascarriedoutbyhand. Mechanical ditchersweretried butwere
notasefficientasanticipated. TheROWwascultivated and levelled
usingtractorsandmotorgraders. '
CollectorandLateral Installation
Thebasicequipment forthe installationofcollectorsand lateralswas
thesamewiththeexceptionoftheplowandtrencher.Eachunitwas
suppliedwithatowdozertoaccommodatemovement insoft soilsorwhere
draft requirementswerehigh.A06wapkept withthetrencher. Whennot
required itwasused Intreeclearingandgeneral ROWrestoration. AD9
wasusedtoprovidethetractiveeffol-trequiredfortheplowandin
extremeconditions,a08also.
Ahydraulicexcavatorwaskeptwithepchunittodigstartingpitsand
shaketreesasrequiredorcleanditches. Lateralsandcollectorswere
strungoutusing fourwheel drivefarmtractorsandtubingtrailers.
Gravel HandlingEquipment

I

Gravel loadingwasaccomplished usinglCaterpi1lar966 loaders. Gravel was
moved tosatellitestockpilesusing Mercedestandemaxel dumptrucks. In
thefield,modifiedVolvosixwheel dMve off-road forestryvechicleswere
usedtodelivergravel totheplowanbtrencheralongtheROW. These
performed excellently Inall weatherendsoil conditionsandmetour
expectations.
'
Trencher

I

Thetrencherused forthe installatfopofcollectorswascapableof
operatingtoadepthoftwelvefeet..Theunitwassuppliedwithseveral
different chutesforthevarioussizesofcollectors.Thewidthofthe
trench wasalteredbychanging thesizeofthecuttersonthechain.Grade
control wasobtainedusinga lasergrkdecontrol system.
Thetracksofthemachinewerehydrosltaticallydriven.Thedigging
mechanismwasdrivenmechanically.Afourhundredandtwenty-five
horsepower Caterpillar enginesupplied thepowerfortheunit. Evenwith
theextremeweathercoolingsystem,tnereweretimeswhenthemachine
overheated.
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PIOM
The installationofthe lateralswasf.hemajorportionoftheproject.To
minimizeequipment andmanpower requirements Scoralin-DiIIinahamchoseto
useadrainageplow. Ourexperience indicated thathighproductivityand
availabilityfromaplowcouldbeexpected.Some initial testsandwork
carried out usingthisequipment hadproventhat:
(a) aplowwascapableofoperatingatdepthsofuptonine
feet,
(
(b) gradecouldbemaintainedatthesedepths,and
(c) gravel envelopecould beconsistently installed tomeet
contract requirements,j
Theplow weighs9tonnes (10tons).Theblade,capableofgoing2.75m
(9ft.)deep, isover5.5m (18ft.)(long. Theplow ismountedonaD9H
weighing 36tonnes (40tons)withamodified hydraulic systemand equipped
with 1.2m (44 in.)wideflotationpabs. Gradecontrol isobtainedusing
a lasergradecontrol systemandati|ltanglecompensator. Ingood
tractiveconditionsandreasonably friablesoilstheplowhas installed
250mm (10 in.)diameter tubing todejothsof2.75m (9ft.)bv itself. We
believethis isthebiggestplowof ITS type intheworld.
Undernormal siteconditionstheplow]metall specifications. However,on
a 10,000ha (25,000ac.)worksite varyingsoil conditions are bound tobe
encountered. When soil conditionschanged,modificationstothesvstem
weresometimes requiredwhichoften improved theoverall performanceof
theunit.
|
Forexample,thehighlysalinesoils.encountered insomeareashavevery
highdraft requirements. Inordertomeet theserequirements several
changesweremade. To lengthen the Iifeofthetowingcablesa50cm
(20 in.)diameter snatchblockwasmountedontheplowdozerdecreasing
thecablestress.Awedgeofsteel wasweldedtotheplowtoforcethe
soil crescent laterallytodecreasethetractiveeffort.
Themajor changewasamodification ofthegravel chutetominimizesoil
dragcausedbythefriction between tihesoilandthechute. Achutefor
the installationof 100mm (4in.)pipewould normally be 150mm (6in.)
wideandabout 1000mm (3ft.) long.ITheoriginal gravel chutewas340mm
(13.5 in.)wideand 3m (10ft.) lona.Achutewasdesignedwitha 125mm
(5in.)vertical throat ratherthan|340mm (13.5 in.)whichwasflaredat
thebottomtomeet thegravel placement specifications.Thenewchute
configurationdecreased draft requirementsand improved installation
efficiency.SeeFig.1.
Insomesoil conditionsagradecorrectionmadebythe laserattheplow
point couldbesufficient tomovethépipe from itsconcentricallignment
withinthegravel envelope. Thisappearedtoberelatedtothe large
distance fromtheplowpoint tothe«putletofthedrainagetubing.A
second laserwasattachedtotheactilalpipesleeve inthechute.Any
change intheattitudeofthegravelIchutewascompensated bythesecond
laserandensuredthatdrainaqepipelwasplacedongradewithinthegravel
envelope. SeeFig.2.
I
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Inmost conditions,thesoil providesIenough resistance tosupport the
weight ofaplowand chute. Inasituationwherethesoil doesnot
providethisresistance, inthecaseofeitheraplowor trencher,it
Inseveral instances soil conditions
becomesdifficulttomaintaingrade.
atMardanwereencountered that requiredmodificationstothechuteto
overcome thisproblemof Inadequatebearingcapacity. Wingswereattached
totheplowchutetoprovidetherequired surfacearea. SeeFig.3.
Themostdifficult installationwas Insoilsofhighhydrostatic
pressure. Insomeareasoftheproject,thehydrostaticpressurewasso
highthat gravel would notflow intothevoidcreatedbythechute. In
ordertoovercomethis,asystemwasdevelopedtoforcethegravel outof
thechuteusinganauger typemechanism. ScoraIin-Di11inghamhaspatented
thisdeviceasamethodof installationofgravel
(on envelopearoundpipes.
SeeFig.4.
Summary
Construction workbeganOctober22nd, 1984andwascompleted onOct.21st.
1986.Theoverall projectwascompleted 230daysaheadofschedule. The
Pakistani staffproved capableandwillingtoundertakeandcompletethe
manyphasesofthework fromadministration and surveying to installation,
restoration andcleanup. Themaxlmuiplaborforceemployed during
construction was287.
Therewere 56piecesofequipment onthesite includingvehicles.The
equipment metorexceededtheanticipated requirements.
Theaveragedaily installationrateachievedbytheTRENCHERwas535m
(1750ft.)perday.Themaximumpipe Installedduringonedaywas 1675
(5500ft.). Thetrencherwasnewandbuilttorigorousspecifications,
jobcompletion thetrencher hadanoverallaver
availabilityrateof781.
TheaveragedailyPLOW installationratewas2100m (6750 ft.). The
maximum installationachieved inone«aywas4600m (15.000 ft.).The
machineavailabilityoftheunitwas94t.
Thedrainageplowprovedthat itwascapableofmeetingall the
requirementsfordrainage in irrigate^agricultural lands. It isnodoubt
themethodofchoicefor fnstallation,whenconditionspermit.
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USING A COMBINATION OF BIOCIDE AND INLET HOLE CONFIGURATION IN DRAIN
TUBING TO MINIMIZE BIOLOGICAL CLOGGING
H. W. Ford

W. E.Altermatt

M. L. Cook1

Biological clogging of drains ismost frequently associated with iron
deposits (ochre). Black manganese, white elemental sulfur slime, and black
odoriferous iron sulfide also are associated with biological clogging. A
more detailed description of ochre and biological clogging can be found in
other publications.
Clogging of corrugated tubing has been most severe 1n slits of tubing without
envelopes installed in muck soils. Clogging has also been severe in the
valleys and slits of tubing with synthetic envelopes which have been
Installed In ochre-prone or sandy soils.
Usually the higher the organic carbon content of ochre, the more tenaciously
ochre will attach itself to the drain wall. Surveys and analyses indicate
that ochres from arid regions, such as the Southeastern United States, have
less organic matter. Ochres from arid regions have been easier to remove
with acids and jet rinsing. Attempts to use these methods for removing
ochres from tubing in humid regions of the Midwest and Easter United States
have been less successful (Lidster and Ford 1981).
Certain bacteria must be present for ochre to stick to surfaces of tubing.
Sticking seems to be associated with biosHme-forming organisms that contain
complex polysaccharide lipid compounds (Romano and Peloquin 1983).
Efforts to kill bacteria with pesticides have been considered unsatisfactory
because of potential labeling requirements and pollution hazards. Natural
substances placed in envelopes to complex the Iron and inhibit bacteria have
encountered pollution limitations. Attempts to change the pH of the drain
Influent to limit bacterial growths or prevent ferrous soluble iron form
entering the drain have not been economically successful (Ford 1985).
A bioslime inhibitor must have stable residual properties with slow release.
The amount of inhibitor discharged 1n the drain water must be below limits
set by various environmental regulatory agencies.
An organic arsenical formulation known as OBPA (10, 10' osybisphenoxarsine)
appeared to meet stability and environmental hazard limitations. The
compound was first added to high density polyethylene (HDPE) test coupons,

*H. W. FORD, Professor (emeritus), IFAS, University of Florida and
Consultant, Lake Alfred, Florida; W. E.ALTERMATT, Manager of Marketing/Sales
Engineering, Hancor, Inc., Findlay, Ohio; and M. L. COOK, former Product
Field Technician, Hancor, Inc., Findlay, Ohio.
Z
H. W. FORD, W. E.ALTERMATT, and N. F. HAMILTON, "Inhibiting Bioslimes
on Surfaces of Polyethylene Tubing," Proceedings of the ASAE Fifth
International Drainage Symposium. Chicago, IL, December, 1987.
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which resembled slides. These test coupons were slitted to simulate standard
drain inlets. Phase contrast microscopy was used to study the coupons for
bioslime deposits. The work was conducted using plexiglass boxes installed
at drain outlets in Florida in 1983. 3
Field trials were initiated in four locations following successful completion
of plexiglass box tests. Field trial locations included two sites in
Michigan and one in Ohio. The fourth location, a large commercial spray
field installation in Florida, was installed using Bio-Flow 4 in 1985-1986,
a 303.5 hectare project. Commercial Bio-Flow, containing OBPA, was
Introduced to the marketplace in 1985. Bio-Flow tubing utilizes an active
antimicrobial compound and holes rather than standard slits.
METHODS AND RESULTS
Research was conducted in Florida in sandy soils. Tubing lines with 7mm
holes and synthetic envelopes were installed and compared to tubing lines
with standard slits. Ochre accumulated in the valleys of the corrugations
between the Inlets and synthetic envelopes. The lines with holes were
successfully cleaned with low pressure jet rinsing. Ochre residue remained
in the valleys of the corrugations of the standard si11 tubing after cleaning
with low pressure jet rinsing. Kuntze (1982) also found that larger openings
did not clog as quickly as smaller inlets.
Pipe perforation design for the Ohio and Michigan field trial locations
Involved both standard slits and holes in the same foot of test pipe. The
holes were 13mm and 19mm in diameter. The objective was to determine the
performance of slits vs. holes 1n relation to rate and degree of clogging in
sites with severe, long-term ochre potential when a surface-acting
anti-microbial compound was used.
The two installations in muck soils, one 1n Ohio and one In Michigan, did not
require synthetic envelopes. Both sites had severe, long-term ochre
potential as measured form ground water by atest kit (Ford 1982). Two
concentrations of OBPA were tested, levels 5 2.0 and 4.0. In addition, an
untreated, control drain line (level 0.0) was installed.
Ohio murk S ^ P - Within six months, ochre had clogged about 70%of the
standard slits while 100%of the holes were open. Approximately 35%of the
holes of level 4.0 had a visible polyethylene (PE) surface around the
perimeter of the holes, Indicating good inhibition to bacterial growth and
resulting in poor ochre-sticking properties. Holes of level 0.0 and level
2.0 had ochre adhering to the surface around the perimeter of the holes.
After one and one-half years, there was visible evidence that noncrystalline

-Tord, Altermatt, and Hamilton, p. 3.
Bio-Flow is a registered trademark of Hancor, Inc. Hancor sponsored
the simulated drain tests and field trials.
Proprietary Code
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ochre had washed out of drains containing level 4.0, presumably when the sump
pump was activated in the spring. 100%of the holes were open. The drains
with level 2.0 and holes were also functional after two years. Previously
installed drains with standard slitted pipe had failed within one year.
Michigan muck site: Experimental tubing at this site had been installed on
0.1% grade. Drains contained standard slits and holes and were installed
without synthetic envelopes. The ferrous soluble iron content of the ground
water was as high as 30 ppm In certain samples, the vegetable farm was
located on apermanent, long-term ochre site where drains have failed quickly
from iron ochre clogging.
Within one year, stalactites of ochre were found hanging from standard slits
in the top halves of the pipes with or without an antimicrobial compound.
Approximately 80%of the standard slits were clogged in the treated drains.
100% of the holes in the bottom halves of pipes with level 4.0 were open and
functional. The holes were covered with precipitated non-crystalline ochre.
The installed slope of the drains coupled with moderate drainflow did not
provide sufficient energy, derived from flow velocity, to remore the
precipitated ochre. After two years, the drains were excavated following a
period of significant rainfall. Accumulated ochre had washed free from the
level 4.0 drains. 100%of the holes and 50%of the slits were open. After
two and a halfyears, amorphous ochre was forming in the drain effluent.
Drain discharge through the winter had been too low for self-flushing to
occur. Ochre that had formed in the water was precipitating on the walls and
bottoms of the level 4.0 treated drains. Although 80%of the holes were
open, 32%had ochre growing on the much in the holes. Under field
conditions, it was not determined whether the remaining 20%of the holes were
actually clogged by ochre deposits or much conditions in the native soil.
When pipe segments from level 4.0 were rinsed with a low pressure, fingerpumped jet spray (a common household detergent cleaner bottle), ochre washed
free from the polyethylene surfaces and 100%of the holes. The polyethylene
tube wall was exposed around the holes. In contrast, ochre could not be
rinsed free from the untreated control segments of tubing in sufficient
amounts to expose the polyethylene tube wall by using the jet spray.
Michigan (sandv soil) site with synthetic sock envelopes: This site had a
muck profile to adepth of 60 cm underlaid with fine, sandy soil. Drain
depths were about 115 cm. Drains were over 600 meters in length, on 0.3%
grades, and spaced 29 meters apart. There were three equally spaced 19mm
diameter holes at 20 cm intervals. Standard slits were also cut into the
pipe between the hole spacings. Levels 0.0, 2.0, and 4.0 treated drains were
tested.
The drain installation with antimicrobial compound, holes, and synthetic
sock envelope was functioning normally and running full after two years.
The sock envelope was not clogged with ochre. There was amoderate ochre
coating in the valleys of the corrugations of the drain between the drainwall
and the sock envelope. Limited amounts of voluminous ochre sticking in the

°A knitted polyester synthetic envelope
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level 4.0 drains were partially crystallized -a condition that cannot be
removed easily under normal drain flow. 100%of the holes in the treated
drain lines were open, but there was an added difference. Ochre in excavated
pieces of drain tube at level 4.0, washed free using only a low pressure,
finger-pump jet spray. The perimeter of the holes exposed aclean
polyethylene surface, indicating that ochre was not sticking. The level 2.0
treated drain lines retained a thin ochre coating on the tube. Within the
untreated drains, ochre remained in clumps and demonstrated strong adhesion
properties when sprayed by the hand pump spray.
A visual inspection of drains with slits and sock was performed outside the
experimental area on the same site. Reduced outflows and high water tables
Indicated likely clogging problems. Drain lines were not excavated.
Commercial sprav field installation in Florida: Bio-Flow drains were
installed on a site that was developed to accept surface-applied commercial
waste, a 303.5 hectare project. Bio-Flow drains had both holes and an
antimicrobial compound. The site was rated moderate to severe for ochre
potential, based on the ground water ferrous Iron content of 3 ppm. The site
received organic carbon from surface-applied processing effluent. Organic
carbon in the subsoil can increase ochre potential by increasing ferrous
soluble iron entering the drains. Holes were not clogged after one summer of
rainfall and three months of effluent application. Some precipitation of
ochre and slime formed in the water and settled out on the bottom of the
drains, but there were no clogged holes found in four excavations.
It should also be noted that a sock envelope was used which did not compress
against the holes or experience clogging problems. Standard slitted pipe,
installed in a similar project with like soil type, encountered clogging
problems within two years.
DISCUSSION
The use of 0BPA antimicrobial compound delayed ochre deposition on the first
layer of bioslime within the pipe. The reaction was best observed using
plexiglass boxes and test coupons resembling slides.' There was no further
inhibition once the layer became coated with additional ochre. The level 4.0
compound, which iswithin approved EPA limits, is effective in inhibiting
ochre growths on the tube wall surface and around the peripheries of holes.
An encouraging observation was ochre removal through self-flushing of the
level 4.0 drain tube following a substantial rainfall event. A one-pass, low
pressure, jet rinsing operation would appear to be a suitable maintenance
procedure because of the reduced sticking properties of the ochre. Jet
rinsing will expose holes covered by heavy deposits of amorphous or
crystalline material should sufficient, periodic self-flushing not occur. A
major problem with long-term ochre, if not removed, is that it gradually
changes from agelatinous, amorphous structure to a crystalline formation.
Crystalline ochre, which may be detected within two years after ochre
deposition, is hard and chunky and can have the consistency of sandstone. It

'Ford, Altermatt, and Hamilton, p. 3.
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is more difficult to remove if attached to the surface of drains.
It is anticipated that sufficient antimicrobial compound, in combination with
holes rather than standard slits, will delay serious ochre problems for
several years in short-term sites until there is no longer a significant
ochre potential. Severe sites, where drains would normally last for only a
few years, may require modifications in drain design and maintenance. The
effective life of the active compound in Bio-Flow drains is not yet known.
Data regarding residual concentration in the drain tube wall has been
collected; projections are expected to be made.
SUMMARY
An antimicrobial active compound, known by the chemical name of OBPA, in
combination with a pipe design utilizing a specific hole configuration
(Bio-Flow) has shown promise as an aid in the control of iron ochre.
Effectiveness appears limited to a thin layer of bioslime attempting to stick
to the pipe surface. The bioslime Inhibition at the tube wall surface and
around the peripheries of the drain holes has been shown to delay ochre
deposition, which Is sufficient to make it possible for self-flushing of
drains.
Additional research is underway attempting to evaluate improved placement of
the antimicrobial compound in the tube wall.
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PC SIMULATOR PROGRAM FOR DRAINTUBE PLOW
WITH LASER-BEAM AUTOMATIC CRADE-CONTROL

James L. Fouss

The accuracy achieved wich laser-beam grade control on high-speed draincube
plow equipment has been a topic of discussion and study since the mid-1960's,
when the first experimental automatic laser-beam grade-control system was
developed and tested on a floating-beam-type drainage plow equipped to install
corrugated plastic drainage tubing (Fouss and Fausey, 1967; Fouss, 1968). The
successful adoption and operation of the plow-type drainage equipment was
dependent upon the ability to control and maintain the gradient of the
draintube installed at the high ground speeds possible (Fouss, 1965). Merging
the technological advances of the corrugated plastic drainage tubing, the
draintube plow, and the laser-beam automatic grade control created the modern
subsurface drainage method which was rapidly adopted and extensively used
world-wide by the mid-1970's (Fouss, et al., 1972; Fouss, 1974). With modern
equipment, corrugated tubing can be "plowed-in"at a rate of 0.3 to 0.9 m/s (1
to 3 fps) for a wide range of field conditions. Significant improvements have
been made during the last decade in materials handling for plastic drain
tubing, and installation quality of plowed-in drains (Fouss, 1982; Fouss and
Reeve, 1987). Although this drainage technology has been in common use for
over 15 years, many questions and misunderstandings still occur concerning
grade control accuracy achievable or to be expected for different plow
designs, soil types, and field conditions. The author has received many
inquiries from engineers with research, educational and action agencies,
consulting firms, and industry, as well as contractors, farm managers, and
farmers.
This paper presents a personal computer (PC)program to model and simulate the
field operation and performance of a draintube plow equipped with laser-beam
(Laserplane ) grade control. The PC program predicts the grade-control
accuracy achieved during a simulated field "run" for various ground surface
conditions and operator choices of machine settings or adjustments (e.g.,
ground speed, hydraulic cylinder response rate, mounting position for laserreceiver unit, etc.). The program lends itself for use in educational and
technology transfer environments, such as Contractor Workshops, Extension
Service Short-Courses, Training Programs for SCS Technicians, and Industry
Training Courses. The PC program can be used to model and simulate other
types of drainage and earth-moving equipment for selected operating
conditions.
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FLOATING-BEAM DRAINAGE PLOW
Most of the drainage plows in use today operate with a "long" floating-beam
principle, which is well suited for the irregular ground surfaces commonly
encountered on much of our cropland.
The floacing-beam principle is
illustrated in Fig. 1 for a schematic "long", rigid-beam plow (see Reeve,
1978, for other examples). For the case shown in the schematic, a steadystate plowing depth is assumed and the hitch is held at a constant distance
above the mean ground surface reference line during forward motion. The
counteracting rotational moments about the hitch pin, h (a pivot point)
resulting from the plow weight (mg) and soil resistance (R) balance each
other, and the plow is described as operating with a "floating-beam action."
Vertical step changes (* h) in the position of the hitch from a steady-state
path are not immediately reflected as a change in depth of the plow point
below the ground surface reference line.As the hitch is moved vertically, the
rigid plow frame (beam and blade) tends to rotate about the center-of-draft
( C D . ) near the base of the plow blade, thus plowing depth is not immediately
changed. The C D . is like an "instant" center-of-rotation as defined in
dynamic kinematic analyses. The vertical displacement of the hitch causes an
unbalance of the equilibrium moments about the hitch pivot (i.e., the force
polygon becomes unbalanced; see Fig. 1 ) ,and the unbalanced moment forces the
rigid plow frame to adjust or "float" to a new equilibrium depth as the plow
is pulled forward. As much as 5 beam-lengths of ground travel may be required
for the blade to reach a new equilibrium depth after a step-change in vertical
hitch position (Fouss, 1971). This characteristic time-lag in response of the
plowing depth permits the use of a simple "on-off" type of feedback control
system to adjust the plow's hitch elevation during forward travel, to
compensate for ground surface irregularities so that a desired drain channel
gradient can be maintained.
Losar
Racaiver

Losar-Beam Ref. Elav.

SIGN
Polygon
•Drain Channel Elev.

Fig. 1—Schematic of Floating-Beam Draintube Plow with Laser-Beam Automatic
Crade-Control System.
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Fouss (1971) studied the basic response characteristics of a long floaiingbeam mole plow when operating in a silt loam soil. He found that changes in
plowing depth were approximately linear, but not directly proportional, to
changes in hitch height above the ground surface reference. For example, a
•/- 25-mm vertical displacement of the hitch (held constant after change)
resulted in a -/+ 30- to 32-mm change in plowing depth (difference between
steady-state depths). In other words, the change in plowing depth was about
1.25 times the vertical displacement of the hitch. A similar characteristic
response occurs for all plows, and is influenced by blade design, but is
governed principally by the changes in soil resistance (R)on the moving blade
as plowing depth varies. The draft on a soil cutting blade (horizontal
component of force R; Fig. 1) can be expressed as a power function of depth,
typically varying between the 2nd to 3rd power of depth for many soils. For
plows with a soil "lifting-plane" type of blade (as shown in Fig. 1 ) , the
draft can be significantly reduced (Fouss, 1982), with draft varying with
depth at a power less than 2 for many soils.
Again considering the
rotational moments about the plow hitch (Fig. 1 ) , it can be seen that the
constant moment caused by the plow weight is opposed by a moment created by
the soil resistance force that varies nonlinearly with plowing depth. Thus,
the "floating" adjustments in plowing depth are larger than changes in hitch
height above the ground surface reference. Variations in shear and rupture
strength of the soil in the path of the plow blade can also significantly
change the resistance force, R, and the resulting rotational moment about the
hitch pin. Therefore, for many soil types and fields with nonuniform ground
surfaces, accurate grade control of the long floating-beam plow cannot be
achieved by merely controlling the hitch such that it travels on a line
parallel to the desired subsurface drain gradient. However, if displacements
of the hitch from a steady-state position, caused by ground surface
irregularities, are corrected or adjusted quickly enough by the feedback
control system, the nonlinearity characteristic of the plowing depth response
to changes in hitch position will not be reflected in the drain gradeline.
This is one of the primary functions of the laser-beam automatic grade
control system.
ADAPTATION OF LASER-BEAM AUTOMATIC GRADE-CONTROL
The principle of automatic depth and grade control for a draintube plow as
discussed by Fouss (1968, 1971), involves a projected laser-beam (or
Laserplane ; see Studebaker, 1971, and Teach, 1972) grading reference
(datum), and a machine-mounted laser-receiver unit which automatically
controls the plowing depth via hydraulics (Fig. 1 ) . The speed of response of
the hydraulics to adjust the hitch elevation is particularly important because
of the high ground speeds (0.3 - 0.9 m/s) at which plows are operated. The
laser-receiver unit mounted on the plow frame (Fig. 1)consists of a vertical
array of closely spaced photocells, which are connected to a logic and
controller circuit. The controller operates the plow's hydraulics (e.g., via
solenoid valves) to raise or lower the hitch. This provides the required
corrective feedback control of the hitch elevation to maintain the
receiver-unit nearly centered on the laser-beam elevation reference. The
laser-receiver can electronically detect the center of a 25-mm thick
( a p p r o x i m a t e ) laser-beam (Laserplane ) reference within a typical
"dead-zone" of * 1.5 mm. However, the proper use of this electronic detection
signal in the feedback loop of the control system ismost important to achieve
stable yet accurate automatic grade control.
The mounting position of the laser-receiver on the plow frame (distance "x" in
Fig. 1) is one of the more important parameters in achieving accurate and
stable grade control. Fouss (1971, 1978) reported that the optimum position
for mounting the laser-receiver on the plow frame was a function of plow frame
(beam) length. He proposed the following ratio expression as a "general
guideline" to estimate the mounting distance, x,measured from the hitch (Fig.
1 ) : x/b 3 5/6, where "b"was the "effective" frame length of the floating-beam
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plow (also see Fouss et al. ( 1972). The significance of che x/b racio is
perhaps best understood by considering the extreme mounting positions ot'Lhe
laser-receiver.
That is, referring to Fig. 1, it can be seen that for a
receiver mounted directly over the hitch (i.e., x/b • 0 ) ,deviations of the
hitch elevation are detected directly (1:1) by the receiver, but small
variations in plowing depth are not detected since the rotational motions of
the plow frame about the hitch pin (pivot)are also small. For the case where
the receiver is mounted directly above the plow blade (i.e., x/b - 1 ) ,
variations in hitch elevation and resulting small rotational motions of the
plow frame about the C D . (Fig. 1) are not detected until the plow blade
actually varies from its desired depth, thus resulting in significant
fluctuations ("hunting") in plowing depth and the drain channel gradient.
Thus, it follows that the optimum receiver mounting position lies somewhere
between the hitch and blade, but the "best" position depends on many factors.
The PC simulator program presented in this paper can aid in determining the
best receiver position(s) for a given plow design when operating under varying
field conditions and for various machine settings or adjustments.
Laser-Monitor System
The Laser-Monitor System was developed as a method to electronically monitor
and evaluate the grade-control accuracy of the Laserplane
Crade-Control
System on a drainage machine during field operation, and Lo periodically
display the status of control-accuracy being achieved tu the machine operator.
The system evaluates grade-control accuracy in terms of,the "percent-of-lime"
that the laser-receiver unit intercepts the Laserplane
elevation reference
within the different zones of feedback control, such as, "On-Crade" (within
the Dead-Zone), "Hi-Fine", and "Lo-Fine". The status display can be provided
to the machine operator ac selected intervals of time, for example every IS to
30 s. The display of the monitor results could be presented either digitally
(e.g. by a liquid crystal display, LCD),or via multiple LCD bar-graphs (see
example illustrations below). The Laser-Monitor results for the PC simulation
runs presented in this paper are shown digitally for the percent-of-time the
receiver unit is within each control zone, plus the magnitude of the average
position of the laser-receiver unit during its residence within each zone of
control (with respect to a perfect "on-grade" position). In the plow-laser
simulation program, the Laser-Monitor can conceptually be located at any
desired position on the plow frame, e.g., directly over the C D . on the plow
blade; this technique permits evaluation and comparison of the Laser-Monitor
results with those obtained by using the signals generated by the simulated
laser-receiver unit mounted a distance "x" behind the plow hitch.
Feedback
Control
Zone

Feedback
Control
Zone

LASER-MONITOR
Display
(Every 20 s)

Hi-Fine
On-Crade

Hi-Fine

>»**«***|

LASER-MONITOR
Display
(Every 20 s)

•»+-fr+-t--»+t - H -++++T |

On-Crade

Lo-Fine

Lo-Fine
50
Z of Time

100

Fig. 2 a . — L C D Bar-Craph Display
Showing Acceptable Crade Control.

50
Z of Time

100

Fig. 2 b . — L C D Bar-Craph Display For
Laser-Receiver Running Too High.
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LASER CONTROLLED DRAINTUBE PLOW MODEL
The dynamic responses and interactions of the floating-beam draintube plow and
the laser-beam automatic grade control system can be represented in block,
diagram form as shown in Fig. 3, where "b" is the plow's effective beam
length, and "x" is the laser-receiver mounting position relative to the plow
hitch point. The plow's motion is defined or expressed as perturbation
changes in elevations of key control points on the plow frame; that is (see
Figs. 1 and 3), h - hitch, c - feedback correction (hydraulic cylinder
motion), z - laser-receiver, and p - plow point (drain elevation). All
rotational motions of the plow frame with respect to either the hitch (h)or
center-of-draft (CD.) are assumed small (less than 1-deg.)during automatic
feedback control.
Disturbances
(a.g.. rocks)
.Plow Point [Drain]
Elov. Cp)
PLOW
Hitch Elav.(h).
DYNAMICS

1

Grd. Surface
Elov. Irreg.(g)

x.Ü

^0
C

Cz)

oo

s> —
•o*>

au
aa

LASER
RECEIVER

u.i_

L
O
U

Losar Baam Input
CRaf. Elav.)

LASERMONITOR
CONTROL
CIRCUIT
&
SOL. VALVE

HYDRAULIC
CYLINDER

Fig.3.—Block Diagram of Draintube Plowand Laser-Beam Automatic (Feedback)
Depth-and-Crade Control System.
Draintube Plow Model
Fouss (1971) developed and validated a comprehensive mathematical model for
the long, floating-beam drainage plow which expressed the dynamics of the
plowing depth during forward motion as a function ot changes in hitch height
above theground surface reference and variations in soil resistance (R). The
set of differential equations derived to define the plow dynamics were
nonlinear, and could not be solved directely for plowing depth as a function
of time or travel distance. Thus,he programmed an electronic analog computer
to solve the differential equations and to predict the variations in plowing
depth for various simulated ground surface conditions. Predicted and field
measured response characteristics of the plow were in close agreement (Fouss,
1971, 1978). The nonlinear model by Fouss (1971) is beyond the scope and
complexity of the analyses and example simulations presented in this paper.
Furthermore, the PC analog simulator program used for this project was not
configured to handle the large number of "elements" required to model the
combined nonlinear plow & laser grade-control system. Therefore, the
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draintube plow model was simplified Co a firsc-order expression (shown below),
to illustrate the concepts involved in the PC analog simulation ot the
combined dynamics for the plow and laser-beam grade control system.
dp
c2 — + cl p
dt

=

f(h(t)|

where,
p * perturbation change in elevation of the plow point
(or drain channel elevation), m
dp/dt * rate of change of plow point elevation, m/s
c2/cl »Y » time constant of plow depth response to a change in
the hitch elevation
f[h(t)J * (forcing function) perturbation change in hitch elevation
as a function of time or ground travel distance, m
The first-order model was assumed to approximate the plow depth responses for
small and frequent feedback,adjustments (perturbations) of the hitch elevation
about a steady-state operating position.
Laser Grade-Control Model
The receiver-controller components consist of the laser-bearn-receiver unit and
the controller circuit (Fig. 3 ) . Time delays, if any, in these components
were assumed negligible. The vertical displacement (z) (perturbation) of the
elevation for the laser-receiver unit mounted on the plow frame (Fig. 1) was
expressed in terms of the changes in elevation of the hitch (h)and plow point
(p), as follows (Fig.3 ) :
z » h • (x/b)(p - h)
The controller circuit was assumed to be an "on-off" type, which may or may
not have a 'dead-zone' (DZ) near the null or on-grade signal. Mathematically
the dead-zone on-off mode of control can be defined by the set of expressions:

Controller Output

• ct/dt , z < - DZ
0 ,- DZ < z < + DZ
- ct/dt , z > • DZ

where, (ct/dt) is the rate of hydraulic cylinder feedback movement to correct
the hitch elevation. For a pure on-off controller and DZ'•0 (i.e.,without a
dead-zone), the feedback correction is • ct/dt, as required.
The hydraulic actuator components consists of the hitch control linkage,
hydraulic cylinders, and actuating valve. A solenoid-type valve was assumed
for the on-off mode of control. Time delays in the hydraulics were assumed
small, and were thus neglected (The reader is referred to Fouss, 1971; Fouss
and Hamdy, 1972;and Fouss et al. 1972 for detailed discussions of time delays
in the hydraulic actuator feedback components).
Here the vertical
displacement of the hitch elevation by feedback control is assumed equal to
the motion of the hydraulic cylinder rod (c),which moves at a constant rate
of • ct/dt (Figs. 1and3 ) .
COMPUTER SIMULATION
To simulate the draintube plow with laser-beam grade conLrol, two additional
simplifying assumptions were made:
(1)
The laser-beam was assumed to provide a continuous elevation
reference rather than an impulse every 0.100 s as generated with a rotating
laser-beam, or Laserplane™ type grade-control system (Studebaker, 1971, and
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Teach, 1972). Thus, in Che simulated system, the polarity of the error signal
could change at any time rather than only once every laser beam revolution.
However, for any 0.100 s cycle and at a typical ground speed of 0.6 m/s (2
fps), this introduced a ground travel error of * 0.03 m (•0.1 f t ) . Since
this error occurred in a random order, it was assumed that on the statistical
average, the simulated system performance closely approximated that of the
actual system.
(2)
It was assumed that ramp, saw-tooth, and sine-wave, or their
combinations, would provide suitable generated ground surfaces to evaluate
the simulated laser grade control system on the draintube plow. A sine-wave
of increasing or decreasing amplitude and frequency is also useful as a
rapidly changing ground surface to check grade control accuracy for extreme
conditions. The simulation procedure presented herein does permit the use of
a manually selected random input for a ground surface generator, but this
procedure was not used for the example simulations conducted and reported in
this paper.
Equivalent Analog Circuit
The magnitude-scaled equivalent analog diagram (circuit) used to simulate the
dynamic responses of the floating-beam draintube plow with a laser-beam grade
control system is shown in Fig.4. This analog system solves the perturbacion
differential motion equations for the plow and feedback controller components
for a given input ground surface profile. The analog circuit operation is
simulated by a special program on a PC (described below), with one distinct
difference compared to its electrical analog counterpart, namely, no sign
reversals occur for integrators in the diagram. Various components of the
analog diagram are identified with dashed lines, e.g, the 1st order plow
model, the "on-off" feedback control model, and the example ground surface
generator (a sine wave with increasing amplitude and frequency). The values
for the various potentiometers in the diagram are related to the coefficients
selected or set for the differential equations of motion; for example, a time
constant, T • 0.667, was selected for the system which provided critical
damping of plowing depth responses to changes in hitch elevation. The
potentiometer P #6 was set at a value of 0.2S for (l/c2), and P #8 was set at
1.5 for (l/T)s (cl/c2). The size of the controller dead-zone was established
by the constant output device, K #18, which provided the "2"-type inputs to
the Level Switch Devices, J #12 & J #15;a DZ » • 0.15 cm is illustrated. The
speed of response for the hydraulic cylinder to feedback signals from the
simulated laser-receiver was the value set for constant output devices K #13
and K #17 for upward and downward corrections of the hitch elevation,
respectively; a speed of • 12 cm/s is illustrated. The simulated mounting
position for the laser-receiver unit was set by P #9 for [1 - (x/b)] and P #10
for (x/b).
PC AnaloR Simulation Program
Comprehensive PC programs are available commercially (e.g., TUTSIM ) to
digitally simulate large and complex analog computer circuits, such as the
nonlinear plow-laser system reported by Fouss (1971). Such programs are not
in the public domain and require a large PC with 512K or more of memory. A
public domain Microsoft™ BASIC program, SIM64 (Hamann, 1983; Hamann and
Jacquot, 1985), which digitally simulates an electronic analog computer on a
personal computer (PC) with 64K or more memory, was used to simulate the
simplified draintube plow and laser-beam grade control system as diagrammed in
Fig. 4. The SIM64 program requires that any system to be simulated must be

TUTSIM is available from Applied i, Palo Alto, CA; Trade and company
names are included in this paper for the benefit of the reader and do not
imply endorsement or preferential treatment of the product or source listed.
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defined bydevices orfunctional blocks inan"equivalent"analog circuit (as
in Fig.4). Each device in thecircuit isgiven anumber for identification
and a letter mnemonic which specifies its function. A summary of the
different devices available in SIM64 and the single letter mnemonic used to
reference its computational subroutine within the program are given inTable
1;an example program specification isgiven foreach device,and those used
in the plow simulation model (Fig.4)are referenced by Device Number. The
example plow simulation program reported herein doesnut useall the typesot
devicesavailable. Thereader isreferred toHamann (1983)foradetailedand
complete description foreachdeviceintheSIM64program.
The typical format of a SIM64 interactive programming line for each device
sequentially intheequivalent analog circuit isillustrated by the following
definition and example from the plow-laser system; the PC screen prompt
displayed bythesimulation program isshowninquotes:
(DeviceNo.)(deviceMnemonic)(input)(input)(input)(I.C.orconstant)
"#7="I680-.2
One 'blank space' is required between each entry on the program line. This
example defines step#7 intheprogram,orDeviceNo.7,asan Integrator (I)
which receives inputs from theoutputs of devices #6and #8 (the0 indicates
anunused input slot fortheintegratordevice),andwithan initial condition
(I.C.) of -.2 at time (t) • 0.0 (see Fig. 4, Device #7). For the exact
programming format foreach typeofdevice,seeHamann (1983);other examples
aregiven inTable 1. TheSIM64program contains several interactive program
control commands (listed below)tofacilitatecreating/storing themodel input
element values, running the simulation program, and displaying/storing
selectedoutputs.
Table 1. SIM64PCAnalogSimulatorDevices&Mnemonics
NameofDevice

Mnemonic

ExampleSpecification

PlowPgm.Device

M snumiB«»»»iauM n sMsM» M i i M » a « sx i t s3 » z u ix iw is ii» s n » t

Amplifier
Integrator
Level Switch
Potentiometer
Constant
Multiplier
Differentiator
Timed Switch
Limitor
Comparator
DeadZone
Saturation
Function
Hysteresis
Universal Function
CraphicEnable
Voltmeter

A
I
J
P
K
M
D
N
L
C
Q
S
F
H
U
G
V

A22001
1 6 80-.2
J13141119
P7.8300
K-12000
M457.2
05
N671.7
L910.5
C64.5
Q56.5
S210
F3
H4
U7
C27110
V2711.1

# 5 (Fig.4)
#7
#12
#10
#17

# 2 1 (Fig.5)
# 2 2 (Fig.5)

The complete SIM64 input program for the plow-laser system simulation as
diagrammed in Fig.4 isgiven in Fig.5. The last two lines of a simulator
program specify thedevicesforwhichgraphicalanddigital output isdesired,
and also defines the solution time increment (in seconds)between displayed
and stored output values.The SIM64 program version used was dimensioned and
configured for only three output values. For the plow-laser simulation, the
specified output values were elevation changes for the Cround Surface (g)
{Device#2],PlowPoint (p)[Device#7J,and Laser-Receiver (z)[Device#111.
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The time increment between displayed and diskette file stored solution values
was 0.1 s (see last constant entry in Step#22).
THE INTERACTIVE SIM64 PROCRAM CONTROL COMMANDS INCLUDE:
P — PRINT THE CURRENT (Input| PROCRAM
R -- RESET INITIAL CONDITIONS
O TI — OPERATE FOR TI SECONDS
B — BACK-UP [and Erase]ONE PROCRAM LINE
Z — ERASE THE CURRENT INPUT PROCRAM
E— REQUEST TO EDITONE LINE (of Input Program)
W — WRITE THE CURRENT [Input) PROCRAM TO DISK
T -- READ AN [Input)PROCRAM FROM DISK
* « STOP SIM64 SESSION
REMEMBER TO ALWAYS RESET WITH AN R
BEFORE OPERATINC WITH 0.
An / before 0 to Append Previous Run OUTPUT Disk File.

PLOW-USER
>ROCRAM INPUT LISTINC
1 »I
2 •I
3 "P
4 •A
5 »A
6 »P
7 »I
8 •P
9 »P
10 -P
11 »A
12 -J
13 •K
14- K
15 -J
16 »K
17 -K
18 »K
19 »A
20 »I
21 - C
22 =V

4 0 02
1 3 00
2 .15 0 0
2 0 0 -.75
2 20 01
5 .25 0 0
6 8 0 -.2
7 -1.5 0 0
5 .17 0 0
7 .83 0 0
9 100 1
13 14 11 19
12 0 0 0
0 000
16 17 11 18
0 00 0
-12 0 0 0
.15 0 0 0
18 0 0 -1
12 15 0 0
2 7 11 0
2 7 11 .1

Fig. 5.--Plow-Laser Input Program for
SIM64 Analog Simulator
If the plow hitch displacement (h) [Device #5) were desired as a simulation
output, it could be substituted for Device #2 or #11 in the input program
steps #20 and #21, and the simulation rerun.
The current version of SIM64
included a simple Screen Print or Dot-Matrix Printer output routine to
graphically display the variations in simulated plow-laser output values vs.
time. For example, Device #7 output for the Plow Point (p) pLotted against
Time (t) provided a graphical representation of the relative variation in
plowing depth during forward ground travel for the laser-controlled plow.
Other data management/graphics programs (e.g., Lotus 1-2-3™, Microsoft™

Future revisions of the analog simulator program by the author will
expand it for more than three output values, and dimension the program lo
handle the larger and more complex nonlinear plow model (Fouss, 1971).
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Chart, etc.) can be used by "importing" the simulator's output disk file as
input plotting data.
The PC program allows one to run sensitivity analyses on selected parameters
or adjustments of the plow-laser system. For example, the sensitivity of the
laser-receiver mounting distance "x" on a given plow design for various suil
and operational conditions, the minimum acceptable hydraulic cylinder speed in
the feedback,adjustment of the plow hitch point elevation, the impact of the
width of the receiver dead-zone on grade-control accuracy, and the maximum
limit on ground speed for a given grade-control accuracy specification and for
various types of ground surface profiles. The simulated ground speed can be
changed by the amplification gain factor (-0.7S)of Element #4 in the input
program (Fig. 4 ) ;e.g., increasing the absolute value of the gain increases
the frequency of the input sine wave and simulates higher ground speeds.

EXAMPLE SIMULATION RESULTS
The results of one example PC analog simulation run for the Plow-Laser system
are given in Figs. 6a and 6b. The generated ground surface for this example
was a sine-wave which increased in amplitude and frequency with time for the
20-s simulation run (Fig. 6 a ) . The simulated elevation fluctuations
(relative elevations) of the Laser Receiver (z) and Plow Point (p) (drain
channel] (Elements #11 & #7, respectively. Fig. 4) are shown in Fig. 6a along
with the ground surface input, and in Fig. 6b with an expanded scale near the
"on-grade" (design grade-line) elevation. In Fig. 6b the Laser-Monitor (LM)
digital summary for the 20-s run is shown, giving the Percent-of-Time that
the laser-receiver unit was within the "Hi-Fine", "On-Crade" (or Dead-Zone),
and "Lo-Fine" zones of automatic control; also given are the average
simulated displacements (z) of the laser-receiver from the design grade-line
during the time the laser-beam was received within each zone of feedback
control. For this example simulation, x/b - 5/6 or 0.83 and DZ * +/- 0.15 cm
were selected (after Fouss, 1971, 197S).
The effect and sensitivity of the mounting position for the laser-receiver
unit on the plow frame (x/b ratio) is illustrated in Fig. 7, for x/b » 0.65,
0.85, and 0.95 (DZ » +/- 0.15 cm for all runs). Inspection of these results
show that the x/b " 0.85 position maintained the simulated drain elevation
closer to the design grade (0.0 elevation) than either x/b " 0.65 or 0.95.
The same conclusion was supported by the Laser-Monitor Summaries (@ 20 s) for
a series of simulations with 9 different x/b ratio values from 0.50 to 0.95
(Fig. 8 ) . The "best" x/b ratio appears to occur between 0.80 and 0.90, which
agrees with the earlier simulation and field test results reported by Fouss
(1971, 1978), and Fouss et al. (1972).
The importance of providing sufficient speed of response for the hydraulic
cylinder (c) to adjust the plow's hitch elevation (via feedback control) is
illustrated by the simulated laser-receiver displacements (z) in Fig. 9 for
two cylinder speeds, 6 and 12 cm/s. These simulations were made with the
same generated ground surface as shown in Fig. 6a,and for x/b « 0.85 and DZ =
•/- 0.15 cm. At Time " 18 to 20 s for c » 6 cm/s, the feedback correction of
the receiver elevation (z) was not fast enough to keep up with the rapidly
changing ground surface (Fig. 9 ) ;the LM summary at 20 s for the simulation
was 9Z of time High, 61Z on-grade, and 30Z low. Feedback control with c « 12
cm/s was marginally adequate for the rapid ground surface changes near Time »
20 s; the LM summary was 8Z high, 75Z on-grade, and 18Z low.

COMMENTS and DISCUSSION
The example simulation results presented here are for the simplified linear
plow model only. Additional simulations would need to be conducted for the
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plow-laser system to fully evaluate grade-control accuracy over a wide rangü
of operating conditions and in combination with various plow and grade-control
system adjustments.
The nonlinear plow model (Fouss, 1971) should be
programmed with an expanded version of the PC analog simulator to more
accurately predict the plow-laser system response characteristics.
A
generated ground surface to represent severe topographic conditions could be a
repeating (cyclical) sine-wave with increasing amplitude and frequency for 20
seconds duration followed by a 20-s duration sine-wave with decreasing
amplitude and frequency; this pattern could be repeated every 40 s for longer
simulation runs.
Other types of feedback response for the hydraulic
cylinders could be easily evaluated, for example, constant-step vs.
proportional-step correction of hitch elevation; minor input program changes
would be needed to implement these feedback control concepts.
Application of the PC analog simulation model and additional field testing
would greatly expand the technology for adapting or mounting laser-beam
(Laserplane ) systems to new plows and trenching machines, and also
potentially improve the performance of laser-controlled machines already in
operation.
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STANDARDS AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT

Fredrick HGalehouse
Drainage Contractor

I looked inThe American College Dictionary for thedefinition of
"Standard". Tomy suprise there were 40column lines and 20
items. Ido not disagree with any of the items as they areall
used indifferent situations.The two that seem to fit the
situation Iwish to talk about are the first item "anything taken
by general consent as abasis of comparison." and the seventeenth
" serving as abasis of weight,measure,value,comparison, or
judgment." Standards are used in thedrainage industry inmany
ways and their valuederives from theway they aredeveloped and
used.They can eliminate a lot of duplicate effort, enable
comparison of strength and quality ofmaterials and installation,
assure the terminology isunderstood by all parties and other
benefits.Standards aredeveloped for three reasons.1) to have
things tested to the same specifications, 2) toenable purchasing
toorder the samematerial timeafter time,and 3) to provide
technical information.
Standards aredeveloped by a number of organizations and each has
its own rules and procedures.A short description of some of the
procedures will help to understand why and how standards are
developed.My experience with standard development is relative
short and mainly concerned with only a few organizations related
toplastic pipe and tubing.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TESTING AND MATERIALS
Iwill start with American Society of Testing and Materials
(ASTM). The Society was founded in 1898,it isa scientific and
technical organization formed for "thedevelopment of standards
on characteristics and performance of materials,products,
systems and services;and thepromotion of related knowledge." A
very large organization of approximatly 30,000members, the
Society operates through 140main technical committees with 2011
subcommittees. These committees function in prescribed fields
under regulations that ensure balanced representation among
producers,users,general interest, and consumer participants.

Fredrick HGalehouse,Drainage Contractor,
Member Land Improvement Contractors of America
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
Soil and Water Conservation Society
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The organization is complex and the interest is very diversified.
ASTM standards are published yearly in 66 volumes and 16
sections. Individual standards are available and can b» ordered
by providing the ASTM standard designation and the year of issue,
title, quantity desired and shipping instructions this
information should be conveyed to Customer Services, ASTM, 1916
Race St, Philadelphaia PA., 19103, Phone 215 299 5400.
One of the technical committee's is "F-17 Plastic Piping
Systems". This Committee has the juridiction over the plastic
pipe and tubing used in the drainage industry as well as Gas
piping, Sewer, Conduit, etc. F-17 has 21 subcommittee's. I will
list them to show the wide diversity in their interests. F-17.10
Fittings, F-17.11 Composite and Miscellaneous Piping Components,
F-17.20 Joining, F-17.25 Vinyl-based Pipe, F-17.26 Olefin Bstsed
Pipe, F-17.27 Styrene Based Pipe, (Vacant), F-17.38 International
Standards Organization (ISO) TC 138, F-17.40 Test Methods,
F-17.60 Gas, F-17.61 Water, F-17.62 Sewer, F-17.63 Drain Waste
Vent (DWV), F-17.64 Irrigation, F-17.65 Land Drainage, F-17.66
Conduit, F-17.90 Executive, F-17.91 Editorial, F-17.94
Terminology, F-17.95 Advisory-Long Term Planning, F-17.96 Awards,
F-17.98 Member's Services and Membership. Each of these
subcommittee's have members interested in the particular subject
of that subcommittee. An ASTM member may belong to as many
committees and subcommittees as is their interest and time will
allow. Each subcommittee must have a balance of producers equal
to the number of general interest and user members.
Any standard is developed by starting as a desire from some
member to have such a standard developed. There is a rule that a
standard may not be written for the benefit of only one produer.
This desire is taken to the subcommittee and if the subcommittee
agrees a Task Group (TG) is appointed. The TG appointed is not
more than 5 members, one of which is the chairman. This small
group is given the task of writing the first draft of the
proposed standard. When writing the draft the TG is urged to
gather information from other persons and sources. When these 5
agree a ballot is prepared for the subcommittee to vote upon.
Each subcommittee member has 30 days to consider any of the
following choices when voting. Approval-agrees with the standard
as written. Approval with comment-agrees with the standard but
may suggest some word changes of a minor or editorial nature.
Abstain-does not have interest in the standard. Negative-does not
agree with the standard, but must write the specific points of
disagreement and any supporting information. The TG must handle
the comments of the negative voter either by convincing the voter
no change needs to be made or changing the draft to accomodate
the voter. A small clarification change may be accomodated by an
editorial change of words but if the change is technicial the
draft must be rewritten and voted upon again. If the TG does not
agree on the technicial change the item is taken to the
subcommittee meeting and may be overridden by the subcommittee as
non persuasive or non germain.
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The negative voter comments are included with the next ballot.
Each voting stage goes toawider circulation ofmembers untill
all of the Society members have the opportunity to vote on the
standard. The original TGhas the job of handling all of the
comments and negative votes. Before the standard isvoted upon
by the Society, the editorial subcommittee must review the
standard for correct english, form and style,and any other
editorial changes.
Aseach ballot takesat least 30days and thecommittee meets
twice ayear it takes quite a long time for a standard tobe
developed. The other side is the standard is reviewd and approved
bya largenumber ofpeople before it isprinted asa standard.
Every 5years each standard is reviewed by the subcommittee
having jurisdiction todetermine if the standard should be
revised, reapproved or dropped.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS
American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) isa
professional and technical organization of members worldwide
interested inengineering knowledge and technology for
agriculture, associated industries,and related resources, the
purpose of the Society is toadvance the-science and application
of engineering inproducing, storing,handling, processing,
packaging, and distributing agricultural products - including
food, feed, fiber and other products of renewable resources;and
toenhance thedevelpment ofmembers and other practitioners in
these fields inamanner that serves society.
Further information about the Society itsstandards and
membership, may be obtained by writing to Executive Vice
President, ASAE, 2950Niles Rd.,St Joseph, MI., 49085-9659
ASAE isoperated under thedirection ofaBoard of Directors,
consisting of Officers,Department Directors, Regional Directors,
and Division Directors.Amembers interest is in one of the5
divisions, Electrical & Electronic Systems,Food and Process
Engineering, Power and Machinery, Soil &Water,and Structures
and Environment. Each Division has aDirector, Executive
committee, Steering committee, and other related committees.
The Soil and Water Division has an Executive Committee (SW-01),
Steering Committee (SW-02), Hydrology Group (SW-21), Erosion
Control Group (SW-22), Drainage Group (SW-23), Irrigation Group
(SW-24), Water Resource Structures Group (SW-25), Countryside
Engineering Group (SW-26),Standards Committee (SW-03),
Publications Review Committee (SW-05), Paper Awards Committee
(SW-06), Nomenclature Committee (SW-37), Soil and Water Resources
Law Committee (SW-08), Foreward Planning Committee (SW-09),
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Hydrology Group (SW-21), Porous Media Flow Committee (SW-211),
Precipitation and Runoff Committee (SW-212), Evapotranspiration
Committee (SW-213), Rural Water Supplies Committee (SW-214),
Hydrologie Systems Committee (SW-215),Hydraulics &Transport
Process Committee (SW-217). Erosion Control Group (SW-22),
Erosion Control Research Committee (SW-223), Polution by Sediment
Committee (SW-224),Conservations Systems Committee (SW-225).
Drainage Group (SW-23), Drainage Research Committee (SW-231),
Subsurface Drainage in Humid Areas (SW-232), Surface Committee
(SW-233), Drainage of Irrigated Lands Committee (SW-234),
Benefits of Drainage (SW-236).
Irrigation Group (SW-24), Sprinkler Irrigation Committee
(SW-241), Surface Irrigation Committee (SW-242), Irrigation Water
Supply and Conveyance Committee (SW-243), Irrigation Management
Committee (SW-244),Microirrigation Committee (SW-245).Water
Resource Structures Group (SW-25), Planning Committee (SW-251),
Design Committee (SW-252),Construction &Maintenance Committee
(SW-253).
Countryside Engineering Group (SW-26), Home Sewage Disposal
Committee (SW-262), Land Application of WasteCommittee (SW-263),
Reclamation of Disturbed Lands Committee (SW-264), Rural
Landscape Planning &Design Committee (SW-265).
Standards aredeveloped in thecommittee byeither having someone
or small group write the whole standard or bymembers writing the
portions within their expertise.Committee members review the
standard and agree on changes.The standard is then sent on to
thegroup which approves or offers changes.Thegroup sends the
standard on to the Standards Committee and to the Publications
Review Committee for their approval. Each of these committee's
may have one or more standards under their jurisdiction. Each
must be reviewed or changed every 5years.Committee chairman
work into their three year positon bybeing Vice chairman fora
three year term.Members of acommittee must not serve more than
two three year terms before being off for one year.The standards
produced are for engineering design or installation guidance and
do not often have material testing. There isa lot of peer review
along thedevelopment and review of these standards.
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS ORGANIZATION
The International Standards Organization (ISO) isa large
organization which is trying todevelop standards to beused
world wide. ISOmemebers number about 25,000 and are organized
intoabout 150committee's. They are based inGeneva,
Switzerland. Various Countries sponsor Technical Committee's
(TC).The united States is secretariat for the plastic TC61
working group,while the Netherlands is the sponsor for TC 138
the plastic pipe working group. Industry members are a large
portion of the working groups.There are 7subcommittee's inTC
138. 1)Non pressure pipe and Drainage. 2) Pressure and Water
pipe. 3) Industrial Pipe.4)Gas Piping. 5)Test Methods and
Specifications. 6)Thermoset pipe.7) Plastic Valves. Standards
are written in these smaller committee's and then sent out for
ballot. Theballots are for the whole country represented.
Therefore acommunication with other parties in thecountry must
beextensive to insure the vote is thecountry vote.
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There are some problems in ISOwhich cause delays in developing
standards.Themain ones aredistance, units and language.
Practices and uses ofmaterials aredifferent indifferent
countries and these create problems when writing standards.All
other countries except the United States use themetric system
for measurements and this isabig problem in the United States
indeveloping standards. International standards are important in
trade between countries and need tobedeveloped and refined toa
much greater extent than at the present time.Asyou might note
theASTM has a subcommittee which is involved inTC 138 asa
laison between US Plastic pipe standards and ISO standards.
GOVERNMENT AND MILITRY STANDARDS.
United States Government and Military services have developed
many standards to insure thepurchases theymake have the same
quality and compatability.These standards are quite often very
extensively tested before the standard iswritten.They most
often require the seller or contractor todo the testing and
provide the report.Standards for government and military may be
developed rather quickly incomparison to the concensus standard.
Thismay bedue to the smaller number of responsible people
involved.
There aremany more standard developing organizations many of
which Ihave little information about. It isquite possible for
the sameproduct tomeet more than one standard or specification.
This means there was a large duplication of effort in developing
standards for each organization. Some purchasers may add
additional specifications over and above the published standard.
Thismay create and additional cost inproduction and testing
which has to bebalanced against theadditional quality.
Standards are very valuable in insuring quality and uniformity.
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AGRICULTURAL LANDDRAINAGEANDWATER QUALITY

GeorgeR.Hallberg*

Adverse 1upsetsofagricultureonwaterqualityhasbecomeamajor IssueIn
Intensiveagriculturalareas. Foryearstheprimary concernwassoilerosion,thenonpolnt sourcedeliveryofsediment and lesssoluble nutrients Intosurfacewaters. Land drainagemanagement afforded some limited reductions
bydecreasing runoff,particularly peakflows. Whilesoilerosionmust continuetobeaconcern, today themajorissues relatetosurfacewaterand
groundwatercontaminationfromagriculturalchemicals. Recent reviewsdescribe that thepollutionofgroundwater,particularlywithnitratesand
pesticides,fromroutineagriculturalpractice«Isacommon,andgrowing
probleminthemajoragricultural regionsof theworld (Hallberg,1986,
1987b). Afteryearsofdebate,andoftendenial,current discussionsmore
commonly centeronhowsignificant isthispollution,andmoreconstructively,what canbedoneabout It.
Itisimperative thatwefindwaystominimizeagricultural Impactsonthe
environment. Wehaveaconsiderableknowledgeofhowagriculturalpractices
affect soilerosionandoverlandrunoffdeliveryofchemicals tosurface
water (e.g..Baker,198S;BakerandLaflen,1983;SchallerandBailey,1983).
However,weareonlybeginning tounderstandhow thesepracticesaffect
leaching lossesandeventually groundwater. Theinteractionofagricultural
management practices—tillagemethods,structuralormanagement conservation
practices,chemicaltype,chemicalplacement,andcroppingpatterns—isvery
complex. Weneed furtherfielddatatodefinehow theseinteractivevariables,inturn,affect theinteractionofsurface runoff lossesofsoiland
chemicals andleaching losses. This isparticularly truegivenpast,oversimplified notionsofthemovement ofwaterandsolutes through thesoil.
Tile-lineeffluent studies,aswillbeIllustrated,canhavegreatutilityin
theseefforts.
Tile-drainage isacommon Land-improvement practice foragriculturalmanagement. It isusedextensively toimprovesoildrainage Inseasonally,or
perenially,wet soils. Tiledrainsareessentially horizontal-collector
wells (albeit,non-pumping)designed tolowerthewatertabletoallowcultivationand improveplant rooting.
Insomecircles thereisconfusionthattile-drainagewatersaresomething
different thangroundwater. But,tile-drainagewater isshallowground
water; insomesettings tilelinesdrainseasonalperchedzonesofsaturation,but inmost settings theydrainthetopof thewater table. Hence,the
monitoringof tileeffluents canprovideausefulmeans tocharacterizethe
influenceofagriculturalpractices onthechemicalquality ofgroundwater
recharge. Insomesettings tilesareused todrainvery local"wetspots"or
soilseeps. Inmanyareas though,tilesareInstalledatasystematic
spacing,calculated toaffect "drawdown"across broadareas ofpoorlyor
somewhat-poorlydrainedsoils.
Oneof themostusefulaspectsof tile-lineeffluent studies isthatwater
quantity,aswellasquality,canbemeasured fromtile lines. Waterdischarge istypicallymeasuredusingasump foraccessand acollectiontank

*Supervisor,EnvironmentalGeology,IowaDept.Nat.Res.,123N.Capitol,
IowaCity,IA32242
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which discharges through • small, calibrated V-notch weir or H-flume. A
float chart recorder can then be used to measure stage from which the timeflow rate relationship can be calculated (see Baker, et a l . , 197J; Böttcher
et a l . , 1981 for exaaple). Discharge data, coupled with water chemistry
monitoring, can then be used to calculate mass losses instead of just concentration changes, as in a piezometer.
Past Studies
Monitoring of t i l e - l i n e effluents have been used in the past to characterize
the quality and quantity of subsurface drainage water from various agricultural lands, as well as measure mass losses ( e . g . , Schwab et a l . , 1963, 1973;
Jackson et a l . , 1973; Baker et a l . , 1975; Logan et a l . , 1976; Böttcher et
a l . , 1961). Fast reports have reviewed a variety of research that u t i l i z e d
t i l e drainage water, s o i l cores, lyslmeters, or ground water monitoring to
characterize nutrient/chemical losses from various agricultural practices
(Baker and Johnson, 1977, 1981; Baker and Laflen, 1983; Hallberg et a l . ,
1984, 1986; Hallberg, 1986, 1987a; Randall, 1986, et a l . , 1988).
Figure 1 i s an example from such studies In Minnesota. These studies were
conducted on poorly-drained Webster s o i l s . Figure 1 shows the amount of NO3H l o s t in tile-drainage water and the average NO3-N concentration after 7
years of treatment (1973-1979) at various annual rates of f e r t i l i z e r -N (FN)
application. Note the direct linear response between the amount of FN
applied and the NO3-N leaching losses measured from the t i l e water. In addition to the N l o s t In the tile-water a considerable amount of NO3-N was l e f t
stored in the s o i l , which i s shown on the right on Figure 1.
The authors note that most of the NO3-N was accumulated in the upper 2 • (6.5
f t . ) of the s o i l profile; or to a depth s l i g h t l y below the depth of t i l e drainage. Figure 1 also shows data from a companion study (Buzlcky et a l . ,
1983) which, using lsotoplcally labelled FN, directly calculated the percentage of FN lost through leaching Into t i l e effluents.
ARE NUTRIENT LOSSES IN TILE-DRAINAGE WATER REPRESENTATIVE?
As noted by Baker and Johnson (1977), subsurface t i l e drainage alters the
time and routing of the movement of excess precipitation. In general, drainage increases percolation and hence decreases the amount of overland flow,
lowers water tables, and thus alters the flow path of water. Tile-drainage
delivers shallow ground water more quickly to receiving surface waters, and
may increase the amount of water delivered by diverting some i n f i l t r a t i o n recharge to surface water.
Possible e f f e c t s of this rerouting can Include increased chemical (mass) delivery to surface waters or greater, short term concentrations of chemicals.
Actual mass losses of nutrients and chemicals may be increased because of the
decreased residence time and hence l e s s time for potential plant uptake, adsorption or biochemical alterations and degradation. Lowering the water
table should also change eH conditions, resulting In a greater aerobic zone
which may also affect chemical l o s s e s . A greater aerobic zone may decrease
the potential for denitrification (which requires anaerobic conditions) and
potentially could increase nitrogen (N) mineralization. Decreased d e n i t r i f i estion would not necessarily decrease total N losses from the soil-plant
system but could result in greater nitrate (NO3) delivery to the receiving
waters, as would greater mineralization. However, such effects have not been
clearly documented.
Thomas and Barfleld (1974) have c r i t i c i z e d t i l e effluent monitoring as being
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Figure 1. Minnesota experiment (tatIon studies showing relationship between f e r t i l i s a t i o n rate (kg-N/ha) and ( l e f t ) the Mount (kg-N/ha) of
NO3-N lose In tile-drainage, and the flow-weighted average NO3 concentration In the tile-drainage water ( l i g h t dashed l i n e ) ; and right,
kg N03-N/ha stored In s o i l to 3 • depth, and Z FN lost in t i l e water
froa companion N-15 study ( l i g h t l i n e ) ; Webster CL s o i l s ; after S
years treatment, 1973-1979; data froa Cast et a l . , 1978; Nelson and
Randall, 1983; Buzlcky et a l . , 1983; Randall, 1985, et a l . , 1988.

unreliable for measuring subsurface losses of NO3-N because the NO3 content
of the t i l e water was considerably greater than that of the receiving
stream, which was fed by seepage water (ground water base flow) as well as
the t i l e s . However, they dismissed a variety of contributing factors-perhaps too h a s t i l y — i . e . , the t i l e s only drained the f e r t i l i z e d crop land,
whereas there was a sizeable contributing area to seepage of unfertilized
grassland, e t c . They also note, that the lower NO3-N In the seepage water
may have resulted from N-losses from denltriflcation either at the water
table, or at the seepage face to the stream as noted by others ( e . g . ,
Lowrance et a l . , 1984a, b,; Jacobs and Gilliam, 1985a, b; Keeney, 1986).
Even if this other NO3 that had leached to the water table was lost by den i t r i f i c a t i o n , i t was s t i l l l o s t from the soil-plant system and this does
not negate the value of the measurement of losses froa the t i l e effluent.
More Importantly however. In response to Thomas and Barfield's criticism,
•ass l o s s measurements from t i l e effluent studies produce the same results
and conclusions as lysimeter and s o i l - c o r e studies and N-15 studies as well
(see reviews in Hallberg, 1986, 1987a; Hallberg et a l . , 1986; Baker and
Johnson, 1977, 1981; Randall, 1985; Keeney, 1986).
The magnitude of the NO3-N losses reflected In Figure 1 are a function of
the relative efficiency of the crop uptake of N. Keeney (1982, p. 632), In
a review of nitrogen in agriculture, notes: "N recovery by agronomic crops
i s seldom more than 70Z, and the average value Is probably nearer to 50Z .
• •" Many published results for corn, however, suggest that N-recovery is
lower. While the total FN uptake of corn may be around 50Z, the stover
typically remains In the f i e l d . The amount of FN removed In the harvested
grain i s more typically in the range of 35Z or leas, particularly for continuous corn at today's f e r t i l i z a t i o n rates ( e . g . , Owens, 1960; Olsen et
a l . , 1970; Jolley and Pierre, 1977; Chichester and Smith, 1978; Gerwlng et
a l . , 1979; Hallberg, 1987a; Sanchez and Blackmer, 1988).
Recent reviews of long-term, continuous corn, f e r t i l i t y experiments in Iowa
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(Blackmer, 1984) showed that the FN recovery by corn grain «as only 25-37Z
at maximum y i e l d , and 28-40Z at optimum. Blackaer (1985; Sanchez and
Blackner, 1988) notea even lower FM recovery froa labeled FN (N-15) studies
In continuously f e r t i l i z e d p l o t s . He notes a 3-year mean recovery of FN In
grain of only 19Z during the year of f e r t i l i z a t i o n . The 2-year mean for
recovery of FN in grain for the year following f e r t i l i z a t i o n was only 0.8Z.
Further analysis of s o i l samples from the plots indicated only 1S-20Z FN in
the s o i l 1 year after application. This Indicates that 60-6SZ of the FN
was l o s t by procesaas other than grain harvest.
Figure 2 shows similar trends froa another study in Minnesota that used
analyses from s o i l cores to estimate NO3-N l o s s e s . In this study (Nelson
and MacGregor, 1973), the amount of N removed In the corn-grain was also
measured. Note that the amount of N removed with the grain Increases very
l i t t l e between application rates of about 100 and 200 kg-N/ha while the
amount of NO3-N accumulating i n the s o i l continues to Increase. Nelson and
MacGregor also note: 1. that additional NO3-N was lost in tlle-dralnage
water (an amount equivalent to about 35Z of the fertlllzer-N at the 200 kgN/ha rate may be estimated from their data); and 2. that l i t t l e evidence
indicated significant v o l a t i l i z a t i o n or gaseous losses of N.
Figure 3 shows the percentage of fertlllzer-N removed in the s o i l and grain
for the 17-year Moody farm study by Jolley (1974). In the range of 112-168
kg-N/ha (100 to 150 lbs-N/Ac) only 11 to 17Z of the fertillzer-N was recovered in the grain; about 50Z was l e f t stored in the s o i l , and another
30Z was not recovered. Jolley (1974, p. 126) notes that this 30Z "was
possibly l o s t from the s o i l by NH3 v o l a t i l i z a t i o n , denitrification or
surface runoff or was Immobilized by NH4 fixation." In 1974, leaching
losses were not considered but even in the region Jolley was working It is
l i k e l y that some of this N was l o s t as NO3 in shallow groundwater moving
laterally to discharge into streams. Perhaps the main point here i s how
l i t t l e N was actually accounted for In the crop at these very common ranges
of f e r t i l i z a t i o n , and that the amounts of N l e f t in the s o i l and/or unaccounted for are a l l in the range that can be observed in t i l e - e f f l u e n t
studies.
APPLICATIONS OF TILE-DRAINAGE WATER STUDIES TO GROUNDWATER QUALITY
To i l l u s t r a t e the application of tlle-dralnage water studies, research data
w i l l be reviewed and related to ground water quality studies. First,
additional data are reviewed from the Minnesota Southwest Experiment
Station. (These studies are discussed further in Gast et a l . , 1974, 1978;
and Randall, 1985, 1986, et a l . , 1988; Hallberg et a l . , 1986; Hallberg,
1987a.)
Figure 4 shows the annual NO3-N concentrations In relation to FN amounts
applied. The response Is direct, and obvious, with NO3-N concentrations
Increasing 2 to 3 fold at the higher FN rates In the f i r s t year, and at
maximum the 224 and 448 kg-FN/ha treatments reached concentrations 4.3 to
6.8 times greater than the check p l o t s . Dry conditions during 1975, 1976,
and 1981 Influenced the losses and concentrations.
Simple concentration data can always be misleading, because of dilution,
e t c . Table 1 shows the mass of NO3-N l o s t In t i l e waters from the plots
vs. the annual rate of FN applied. In the early phases of the study ('73'75) NO3-N losses were relatively small, but a substantial amount of NO3-N
had been stored in the s o i l because of the dry conditions (Randall, 1985).
From 1975 to 1979 s o i l storage only changed appreciably for the highest FN
rate, but NO3-N l o s t In the t i l e water Increased 3-to 4-fold. By the f a l l
of 1979 (the last year of f e r t i l i z a t i o n ) the equivalent of 14Z, 17Z, and
21Z of the FN applied had been l o s t In the t i l e water from the 112, 224,
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and 448 kg-FN/ha t r e a t m e n t s , r e s p e c t i v e l y .
As n o t e d , FN a p p l i c a t i o n was stopped i n 1979, but corn was s t i l l grown on
the p l o t s through 1984 t o e v a l u a t e r e s i d u a l e f f e c t s . From 1979 t o 1984 a
c o n s i d e r a b l e p o r t i o n of t h i s p r e v i o u s l y a p p l i e d N continued t o be leached
t o the t i l e water (and below t i l e - l i n e s ; Randall, 1 9 8 5 ) . Average annual
NO3-N l o s s r a t e s were a c t u a l l y higher t h e 5 years a f t e r FN a p p l i c a t i o n
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Table 1. Nitrate N losses through t i l e drainage water, as influenced by FN
rate, at Lamberton, Minnesota (after Randall, 1985; Hallberg et a l . ,
1986).
Annual FN
20 ( 1 8 )

Period
1973-75
Z of FN
1973-79
Z of FN
(1980-1984)
1973-1984
Z of FN

Rate (1973-19 7 9 ) , kg-N/ha ( l b s - N / , *c)
112 (100)
224 (200)
448 (400)

Cumulative NO3-N l o s s e s through t i l e drainage w a t e r ,
kg NO^-N/ha 1 ( l b s N0-5-N/A c )
41 ( 3 7 )
90 ( 8 0 )
97 ( 8 7 )
187 ( 1 6 7 )

53 ( 4 7 )
4Z
180 (161)
14Z
155 ( 1 3 8 )
335 ( 2 2 9 )
23Z

93 ( 8 3 )
8Z
335 (299)
17Z
268 (239)
603 (538)
29Z

180 (161)
HZ
716 (639)
Z1Z
713 (637)
1429 (1276)
41Z

(1980-1984) than during the 7 years of FN treataent. This i s related, in
part, to climatic differences, but also i l l u s t r a t e s how storage in the s o i l
system, and resultant time lags in NO3 movement and losses can affect i n terpretations. FN losses could be highly underestimated using only the
t i l e - d a t a over only the f i r s t 3-years of the study, for example.
Five years after FN treatment stopped NO3-N concentrations in the t i l e
water s t i l l remain above background for at least the two highest FN treatments. Other studies have also noted such multi-year Influences on ground
water quality from NO3-N and with bromide used as a proxy for NO3 ( e . g . ,
Baker and Johnson, 1981; Owens et a l . , 1985)
Another Important point noted at Lamberton (Randall, 1985) i s that the NO3N that was leached below the root zone was not only l o s t out the t i l e
l i n e s , but some also moved below the t i l e l i n e s , into the ground water
system "proper." By 1983, in the 448 kg-FN/ha treatment a substantial
amount of NO3-N had moved below the t i l e l i n e s , and some NO3-N had moved
deeper than 6 m. Some may have been lost in lateral ground water flow as
well.
Ames Studies
Various crop-rotation/differential FN studies conducted at the Ames, Iowa,
experiment station, have also u t i l i s e d t i l e drainage water monitoring. The
physical installations and experimental design and management histories for
these studies are outlined in Baker et a l . , 1975 and Baker and Johnson,
1981. Table 2 outlines the crop and FN histories for 1974-1978 for one of
these studies, and Figure S shows the NO3-N concentration from the differe n t i a l l y f e r t i l i z e d p l o t s . Discharge was continuously gaged and NO3 was
sampled in more detail than the Minnesota studies. Also, t i l e flow was
more intermittent, in part because of more dry conditions, and hence there
are differences in the timing of responses.
With the intermittent t i l e discharge at these s i t e s the effects of the differential f e r t i l i z a t i o n on the NO3-N concentration i s often not significant
u n t i l the second year. The t i l e s often cease flowing in mid to late summer
because of limited recharge-water flux through the s o i l , because of limited
precipitation and high rates of évapotranspiration—hence the water table
declines below the t i l e l i n e s . When recharge begins again in the spring
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Table 2 . Crop and fertlliz«r-N applied on Ploca 1 and 2 ( T i l e - l i n e 1 and
2) fro« 1974-1978, at Aaes Experiment Station, after Baker and Johnson
(1981). Prior to 1974, the plota received similar treatment.

1974-Crop
FNkgN/ha
1975-Crop

FN

Plot 1

Plot 2

Corn

Corn

250

100

Soybeans

Soybeans

0

1976-Crop

0

Corn

FN
1977-Crop

FN

Corn

240

90

Oats

Oats

0

1978-Crop

FN

0

Corn

Corn

90

90

Spring 1979
9/12-12/4.

10/31-11/24
3/2-7/10
70

1974

1r

3/17-7/12

1975

14/18-7/16 18/27-12/311 3 / 1 5 - 8 / 8

1

I 1976 !. 1977 I 1978

315

60

•270

50

-225 _

r

40

•180 ^
30

-135

20

90

10

^ T i U Lint 2

H 45

0
100

200

300

400

0
500

600

Flg. 5. NO3-N concentrations for t i l e / p l o t 1 and t i l e / p l o t 2 , vs. accumulated drainage (discharge). In mm, for Aaes, IA, studies. Shading
Indicates years of differential N - f e r t l l i z a t l o n . Froa Baker and Johnson, 1981.
(or f a l l ) the excess NO3-N i s leached to the ground water—the t i l e drainage water.
The NO3-N losses to the ground water are again proportional to the treatment —there was approximately a two-fold difference in FN applied and 1.8
times Increase in NO3-N losses over the S years. Plot 1 lost an average of
48 kg-N/ha/yr and Plot 2 l o s t an average of 27 kg-N/ha/yr (Baker and Johnson, 1981).
Froa the detailed monitoring Baker and Johnson (1981, p. 521-522) note:
"The flush of NO3-N froa the previously dry s o i l indicates that rainfall
carrying NO3 froa the surface layer was not traveling s t r i c t l y as piston
flow with a l l water having the saae velocity, but rather [tome of the water
was] aovlng mora rapidly than [the other] subsoil wster, presumably through
larger pores, in this case enhancing downward movement of NO3-N." Another
reference to the lapacts of preferential flow through macropores.
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COMPARISON TO GROUNDWATER DATA
One common response noted In t h e s e t l l e - d r a l n a g e s t u d i e s (and o t h e r reviews

cited) i s the direct response between FN rate and NO3-N losses in t i l e
drainage. In a review, Baker and Laflen (1983) note: "NO3-N losses with
subsurface drainage related in nearly linear fashion to N application for
rates exceeding SO kilograms per hectare."
To i l l u s t r a t e the potential of using tlle-dralnage water monitoring the res u l t s described above can be compared with ground-water data from the responsive hydrologie system in the Big Spring Baaln in Iowa (see Libra et
al.,1986; Hallberg et a l . , 1983, 1984).
In the larger ground water setting we have to compare these data to trends
over t i n e . Figure 6 shows the changes in fertlllzer-N and manure-N
applied, NO3-N in ground water, and estimated N removed In harvested crops
in the Big Spring basin over time. In this responsive s e t t i n g , the same
direct, linear increase between increasing FN application and NO3 in ground
water i s apparent. On this scale the increase in FN takes place over time
because of increased application rates and areas of application across the
basin. Similar trends are apparent in other regions, as well ( e . g . ,
Hallberg, 1986, 1987a,b).
Another aspect of the t i l e line studies show that the concentration and
mass of NO3-N discharged In the tlle-dralnage water i s representative of
the NO3-N flux to ground water below the t i l e l i n e s . In a responsive hydrologie system such as the Big Spring basin, an even more direct link between t i l e drainage water and ground water in an aquifer can be i l l u s t r a ted. Figs. 7 and 8 show NO3 concentrations from t i l e lines under fert i l i z e d , continuous corn, from a perennial stream within the basin, and
from the Big Spring ground water I t s e l f . The same general seasonal trends,
and even pronounced short-term variations in NO3 are clearly coincident
between these s i t e s and Big Spring. During WY-84 prolonged dry conditions
occurred, promoting a prolonged deep recession in discharge at Big Spring
(accompanied by the slow decline of NO3, late in the year, Fig. 8 ) . During
this period soma of the t i l e lines (BTL-O) went dry as the water table declined in elevation, as noted on Fig. 8. These examples show that the
t i l e - l i n e data are indicative of the water-table behavior, and of the
quality of the i n f i l t r a t i n g ground water (from f e r t i l i z e d , NU3-contributlng
areas) which recharge the aquifer. What we do at the land surfsce affects
the quality of the t i l e waters, and these same effects are propagated
through the system as stream baseflow, and on to the larger ground water
system as a whole.
The nature of the relationship between water flux and NO3 concentration can
be complex and can differ In different scale systems. As noted, however,
overall mass losses are strongly related to water flux. The detailed observations from the Ames, Iowa experiments are I l l u s t r a t i v e . Figures 9 and
10 show the relationship among monthly average NO3-N, monthly mass l o s s , and
discharge. Data from both study plots are used. The three f i e l d s outlined
are: 1) the lower ( r e l a t i v e l y ) concentration and mass loss data from both
plots over the period of 1970-1973, when both plots had the same FN treatments, and the data for p l o t / t l l e - l i n e 2 for 1974-1978 with the lower Ntreatment; 2) the highest f i e l d of data i s from t i l e - l i n e 1 during 1975 and
1977 when t hi s plot was responding to greater FN inputs; and 3) the middle
f i e l d i s from t i l e - l i n e 1 during the intermediate response In the normal
rotation sequence ( e . g . , 1976, 1978).
While the NO3-N concentration can clearly be broken Into groupings related
to FN treatment, there Is no consistent relationship to discharge. In
part, this may be a function of averaging the dramatic changes In FN treatment from year-to-year with the crop rotations used. There i s a strong
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Flg. 6. Megagrams (tona) of fertlllzer-N and manure-N applied In the Big
Spring Baaln and annual average NO3 concentration (daahed l i n e , right
axla for acale) in groundwater at Big Spring, and estimated range of
the aaa« of N harvested In corn grain (from Hallberg et a l . , 1984;
Hallberg, 1987a).

Again, comparison« with the Big Spring basin are l l l u t r a t i v e . Fig. 11
shows a stronger relationship between average aonthly NO3 concentration and
ground water discharge. While the relationship «ay not be a good predictor, I t Is highly significant (see Hallberg et a l . , 1985). The generally aore direct relationship here aay reflect that In a 'real world' systea,
the s i z e of the Big Spring Basin, the changes In the FN Inputs have been
subtle and gradual for many years. Fig. 12 shows the same strong relationship between ground water discharge and mass loss shown In the t i l e
studies. In part these relationships arise because nitrate Is highly
soluble and aoblle, but i t does i l l u s t r a t e the s i m i l a r i t i e s In system response. Even more detailed observations may afford additional insights
Into the processes involved. Figs. 9 through 12 also I l l u s t r a t e the difficulty there w i l l be In demonstrating "significant" water-quality Improvement from a short-term or subtle change in FN Inputs In a real-world s i z e
area such as the Big Spring basin.
One final aspect for comparison i s in the magnitude of NO3-N losses
•eaaured. For tile-drainage studies Kanwar, Johnson, and Baker (1983, p.
1457) summarize: "Measured as well as predicted data indicate that an
equivalent of nearly half of the applied f e r t i l i z e r nitrogen Is being d i s charged with t i l e drainage water. As farmers decide to apply more f e r t i l i zers to obtain higher y i e l d s , large leaching losses of nitrates can be expected to occur, an economic as well as an environmental concern."
For 3 years of monitoring the amount of NO3-N l o s t from the Big Spring
basin water varied from 816,000 to 1,315,000 kg (1.8 - 2.9 million pounds).
These losses are equivalent to about 33 to 55Z of the average amount of
fertllizer-N applied during the preceding years (See Libra et a l . , 1986).
Furthermore, these are minimum figures for the amount of N lost because
only the NO3-N losses were computed. In a system the s i z e of the Big
s
Prlng basin other losses of N w i l l occur; other forms of N are also d i s charged with the water and losses by devitrification cannot be measured.
As with the studies noted above, this Is not meant to imply that a l l of
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Flg. 7. N03 concentrations during WY-83 for t i l e - l i n e drainage water (L22T, BTL-U), surface water (L23-S) and ground water at Big Spring (from
Hallberg et a l . , 1984). (To convert to NO3-N multiply by 0.22.)

WQW-YMT 1964

Fig. 8. NO3 concentrations during WY-84 for t l l e - l l n e drainage water (L22T, BTL-U), surface water (L23-S) and ground water at Big Spring (from
Hallberg et a l . , 1984). (To convert to NO3-N multiply by 0.22.)
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t h i s NO3-N i s derived d i r e c t l y f r o « the f e r t l l l z e r - N . However, the large
l o s s e s occur In response to the l a r g e amounts a p p l i e d .
As d i s c u s s e d , t h e s e f i g u r e s are r e a d i l y compatible w i t h experiment-farm
d a t a which show: that only 3SZ of the FN a p p l i e d i s l i k e l y removed over
the long t e r n ; and t h a t s u b s t a n t i a l l o s s e s o c c u r , d i r e c t l y with water, and
t o s t o r a g e i n the s o i l s y s t e m .

P e s t i c i d e Losses
T i l e - e f f l u e n t s t u d i e s a l s o should be u s e f u l f o r q u a n t i f y i n g p e s t i c i d e
l e a c h i n g l o s s e s under d i f f e r e n t ag-aanagement schemes. Only l i m i t e d work
has been done on t h i s i n the p a s t ( e . g . , VonStryk and Boton, 1977; Mulr and
Baker, 1 9 7 6 ) . Table 3 shows the maximum c o n c e n t r a t i o n s of p e s t i c i d e s d e t e c t e d from t i l e drainage waters compared t o deeper groundwater, derived
from drinking water w e l l s or at Big Spring. The maxima are a l l In the same
range, which s u g g e s t s t h a t , f o r Iowa s o i l s a t l e a s t , the c o n c e n t r a t i o n s of
p e s t i c i d e s t h a t l e a c h from t h e root zone are r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of what I s
found i n somewhat ' d e e p e r , ' r e s p o n s i v e ground water s y s t e m s . More t y p i c a l ,
p e r s i s t e n t c o n c e n t r a t i o n s are i n the 0 . 1 - 1 . 0 ug/1 range. These data do
not address the p e r s i s t e n c e of p e s t i c i d e s i n the ground water environment
and few s t u d i e s have addressed ( e . g . , Mulr and Baker, 1976) the occurrence
of dégradâtes or m e t a b o l i t e s a f t e r parent products are no l o n g e r d e t e c t a b l e . S i m i l a r c o n c e n t r a t i o n s a l s o commonly p e r s i s t i n stream b a s e - f l o w as
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Table 3. Maximum pesticide concentrations detected In t l l e - l l n e effluent
water; maximum concentrations In ground water from Big Spring basin
and a l l Iowa shown in parentheses. (From Hallberg et a l . , 1986;
and unpublished data.)
Big Spring

Iowa
ug/l

lig/1

Herbicides
alachlor
atrazine
cyanazlne
dlcamba
•etolachlor
metrlbuzln

4.2
8.2
6.5

(5.0)
(10.0)
(4.6)

—

(

5.7
1.8

4 .2
8 .2
7 .4
6 .1
5 .7
1 .9

)

(4.6)
(3.6)

(16.6)
(13.0)
(13.0)
(2.3)
(9.0)
(4.4)

Insecticides
carbofuran

0.52 (

)

well (Hallberg, 1986). In this regard i t is interesting to note that in
•ore eastern parts of the corn-belt (Ohio, Michigan) t i l e - e f f l u e n t s have
shown pesticide concentrations 10 to 100 times greater ( e . g . , 70-175 ug/l
atrazine) than those from Iowa (Schwab et a l . , 1973; Gold and Loudon,
1982). Such data may imply substantially greater pesticide concentrations
in ground water in these areas.
FLOW-THROUGH MACR0P0RES

As implied in the discussion above, and other reports the preferential flow
through macropores i s a very important mechanism in the potential rapid
leaching of agricultural chemicals (and a l l land-applied chemicals). Our
past lack of understanding of this importance i s one primary reason for the
situation found today. Past models (conceptual or analytical) of water and
solute transport suggested this would not occur. (Many models s t i l l being
developed t e l l us this a l s o ! ) At this point in time, the Importance of
preferential flow cannot be over-emphasized (Beven and Germann, 1982;
Certunn and Beven, 1985; Thomas and P h i l l i p s , 1979; White, 1985;
Kanchanasut et a l . , 1978; Bowman and Rice, 1985; Dao and Sorenson, 1979;
Jaynes et a l . , 1985; Tyler and Thomas, 1977; Watson and Luxmoore, 1986;
Amoozegar-Fard et a l . , 1982).
Fig. 13, derived from Shaffer and others (1979), Illustrates some of the
principle elements. In this experiment a "trench" lyslmeter and "suction
lysimeters" (porous-cup, s o i l water samplers) were used to evaluate the
movement of water, and introduced s o l u t e s , through a s o i l , in Pennsylvania,
the trench lyslmeter was constructed by digging a p i t and then extending a
trench under the adjacent undisturbed s o i l , at a depth of 1.2 m. This
minimized the disturbance of the s o i l parcel being studied. Apparatus were
Installed to sample the water/solutes discharging from the s o i l at this
depth. Porous-cup soil-water samplers were Installed at various depths to
sample the «oil-water solutions at depths from 0.38 mto 1.12 m (see
Shaffer et a l . , 1979, for d e t a i l s ) .
A graphic synthesis of results is shown on Fig. 13; NO3-N concentrations of
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the water applied to the s o i l surface and s o i l pore water at depth, over
time are shown, fro* one experiment, for the depths of sampling of the
'matrix' water by suction lyslmeters (0.38 - 0.94 m) and for the sampling
of water discharging through macropores Into the tunnel at 1.2 m.
The study shows several things. F i r s t , under "wet" conditions, the large
pores are more effective than when dry, because there Is less matrix absorption along pore w a l l s . More than 90Z of the water flux through the
s o i l took place through pores drained between 0 to -20 cm potential, which
constituted about 10Z of the porosity (In the most restrictive layer).
Water would discharge through macropores at 1.2 mdepth within 2-3 minutes
of the application of water at the s o i l surface, and would arlve with
solute concentrations of 60-80Z (0.6-0.8 C0) of the applied NO3-N. The
matrix water would respond at a l l depths within 2-day» but with concentrations l e s s than 5Z (0.05 C0) of the applied NO3-N. Pore water concentrations continued to slowly rise during the experiments but even after one
month matrix pore water concentrations had s t i l l reached only 10-15Z of the
maximum applied NO3-N at 0.38 mand the most responsive deeper (0.6 m)
sampling point.
In contrast, as low NO3-N water was applied, the NO3-N in the macropore
water immediately decreased. But i t did not return to background—It continued to remove some extra NO3-N from the s o i l , either from storage along
macropore w a l l s , or displacement from 'dead-end' macropores, e t c . However,
at these times the macropore-water had a lower NO3-H concentration than
matrix water.
The experiments were repeated with cadmium (Cd), which should be adsorbed
by the s o i l matrix. With Cd the timing of responses was similar but the
concentrations In the macropore water were only 10-20Z of applied. The
matrix water was slower to respond than with NO3-N, and the matrix-water
concentrations never reached 1Z of that applied. Even after application of
low Cd water the macropore water continued to show Cd concentrations 20 to
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30tinesbackground. This againemphasized that themacroporesare
effectiveattransporting solutesevenafterthesurfaceapplicationor
delivery ofsoluteshasstopped.
Otherstudieshave illustratedsimilar results (e.g.,Qulnsenberryand
Phillips,1976,1978;ThomasandPhillips,1979;BevenandGermann,1982;
TylerandThomas,1978;White, 1985). Oneextremeexample ofmacropore
fluxdiscussed byPetersonandDixon (1971)showed thatonemacropore ina
particular1.35m 2 plot increased theporosity byonly0.002Z,butincreased theinfiltrationcapacity by64Z1
These examples areused toemphasize that thisphenomenamust bemeasured
andaccounted fortoevaluatetheeffectiveness (forpreventing leachingof
chemicals)ofalteringag-management practices. As theexample shows,this
canbedoneusing lysimeters,but thiscanalsobeapproached through tiledrainagemonitoring.
Pigs.14and 15show twodetailedhydrographs of tile-drainagewaterdischarge forPlot2from theAmes,Iowastudiesdescribed earlier. SuperposedonthehydrographsaregraphsofthedallyNO3-Nconcentration. The
datacomefromtwodifferent years;onefromthefallof1973,whenthe
plotwascropped tosoybeans,withnoFNapplied; theotherfrom thespring
of1972,whencroppedtocornandshortly afterFNapplication (seeBaker
etal.,1975;Kanwar, 1981).
Bothhydrographsshowthesameresponsetorainfall-infiltrationevents. A
nearly instantaneous,sharpriseindischarge,asomewhat lesssharpdecline,followed byaprolonged recession limb. TheoverallappearanceIs
similar to•surfacewater runoffhydrograph.
Theimmediate natureoftheresponseof thetlie-dischargehas beennoted
invariousstudies (e.g.,Kanwar,1981;ThomasandPhillips,1979;Böttcher
etal.,1981;MuirandBaker,1976). Thisaspect of theresponse,andthe
peaked riseand fallwould not beanticipatedandcannot bemodeledor
replicated byamatrix,displacement-flowmodel (i.e.,atraditional
Darclanmodel)ofsoil-watermovement,norcanthewater-quality changes
observedbe predicted bysuchamodel (without empirical machinations!)
(Kanwar,1981;Kanwaret al.,1981,1983).
Such responses canbeexplained bya"domainconcept"approach (Bevanand
Germann,1982)—or adualporesoilsystem,as itwascalledbyShafferand
others (1979)intheexample showninPig.13. Thisconcept suggests two
domainsofflow—one throughmacroporesandasecond, slowerprocessof
flow inthematrix,that canbeapproximated throughDarcy's law. The
nearly instantaneous response,and sharp,peaked Initialstage iscausedby
theflowthrough themacroporesand thegradualrecession limb ismorea
functionof thematrixflow.
Thedetailof theNO3-Nconcentrationdatasupport thisaswell (Fig.14).
In1973,undersoybeanswith noFN applied for14to15months theNO3-N
concentration decreases coincident with theinitialstage. Thisdeclinein
NO3-Nconcentration iscausedby therapidmovement through thesoilof
relatively lowNO3-Nrainwater. Asnoted inthepriorexamples,someNO3Nwould bemobilizedby thiswater,but itwouldbe lessthanthematrixporewater. During thefallof theinitialpeaked responseNO3-Nconcentrations rise,asthematrix-waterfluxbegins todominate thehydrograph.
NO3-Nconcentrations return topre-event concentrations orevenriseto
higherconcentrations asmatrix-waterfromhigher inthesoilprofileis
delivered.
In1972,undercornwitharecent applicationofFNat thesoilsurface
different effectsare noted—and wouldbeexpected (Fig.15). TheNO3-Nat
ornearthesoilsurface Ismobilizedby therainwaterand thearrivalof
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1972
F i g ' 1 4 . Hydrograph of t i l e e f f l u e n t d i s c h a r g e and NO3-H
c o n c e n t r a t i o n In e f f l u e n t
water; T i l e - 2 , 1 0 - 1 1 / 1 9 7 3 ,
Ames, IA s t u d i e s ( a f t e r
Hallberg e t a l . , 1 9 8 6 ) .

6/30

F l g . 1 5 . Hydrograph of t i l e e f f l u e n t discharge and NO3-N
c o n c e n t r a t i o n In e f f l u e n t
water; T i l e - 2 , 6 / 1 9 7 2 ; s e e
t e x t ; Ames, IA s t u d i e s
( a f t e r Hallberg e t a l . ,
1986).

the I n i t i a l s t a g e , macropore-water causes an I n c r e a s e In NO3-N. On r e c e s s i o n NO3-N c o n c e n t r a t i o n s decrease as matrix-water above, but proximal t o
the t i l e (but below the h i g h e r NO3-N s u r f a c e h o r i z o n ) i s discharged because
of the head i n c r e a s e s i n the matrix.
There i s a c r i t i c a l need f o r l a r g e s c a l e , f i e l d q u a n t i f i c a t i o n of the importance of flow through macropores t o understand s o l u t e l e a c h i n g i n r e l a t i o n t o a g r i c u l t u r a l p r a c t i c e s . Here, then I s an o p p o r t u n i t y . Hallberg
and o t h e r s ( 1 9 8 3 , 1 9 8 4 , Libra e t a l . , 1986) adapted s u r f a c e water, hydrograph s e p a r a t i o n techniques (both a n a l y t i c a l and chemical procedures) t o
karat ground water hydrographe t o provide a f i r s t - o r d e r q u a n t i f i c a t i o n of
r e c h a r g e - d i s c h a r g e and s o l u t e d e l i v e r y mechanisms.
S i m i l a r a n a l o g i e s can be drawn f o r the t i l e - h y d r o g r a p h s . They can be
separated i n t o the i n i t i a l macropore-flow component and the matrix-flow
component u s i n g a n a l y t i c a l methods ( e . g . , Singh and S t a l l , 1 9 7 1 ) . Coupled
with d e t a i l e d monitoring of v a r i o u s chemical c o n s t i t u e n t s , Including chemi c a l s p u r p o s e f u l l y added f o r experiments ( e . g . , Bowman and R i c e , 1 9 8 5 ) , the
r e l a t i v e volumes of water and the mass of NO3-N and p e s t i c i d e s leached by
t h e s e p r o c e s s e s could be q u a n t i f i e d . While the s o i l system Is not so black
and w h i t e , t h i s does provide a f i r s t - o r d e r q u a n t i f i c a t i o n , i n t e g r a t i n g the
s p a t i a l v a r i a b i l i t y for r e l a t i v e l y l a r g e s o i l a r e a s . The r e l a t i v e importance of t h e s e p r o c e s s e s needs t o be understood s o that ag-management
changes ( e . g . , i n t i l l a g e and chemical placement) can be designed that
might take advantage of macropores t o h e l p prevent l e a c h i n g .
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COMPARISON TOOTHERSOILWATERMONITORING TECHNIQUES

Aswithanymonitoring techniques therearecomparative advantages anddisadvantages (e.g.,Hornby etal.1986;Shafferet al.,1979). Thedatareviewedhere byShafferandothers (1979)point out theproblemswithsoilsuctionsamplers. Dependingonthenatureof thepores intercepted bythe
suction-samplers, thepore-watersamplesmaytellonevery littleabout the
real-fluxof solutes through thesystem.
Piezometersareuseful,but onlyprovideconcentration data,whereasby
gagingdischarge, tiledrainagemonitoringaffords theImportant measureof
mass-flux. Soil-coringandanalysis ofsoil-porewaterextractsare
another Important tool (asnotedabove),but arenotpractical fordetailed, temporalmonitoring. Thevariability derived fromsoilcoringis
alsotroublesome (e.g.,BiggarandNielsen, 1976). Soilcoringalsoleaves
many troublesomemacropores astheirlegacy. Bothpiezometers andsoil
coresonlyprovide observations onapoint-by-point basis,where thetile
drainagecanIntegratetheeffectsofamuch largerarea.
Lyslmeters areanotherImportant technique,butdependingontheirdesign
donotprovideallthereadyopportunities forcontinuousgagingthat
tile-linestudiesafford. Theyarealsolimited Insize. Monolith
lyslmeters—whereasoilmonolith isremovedfromtheground, theholeis
instrumented and thesoilreplaced—are limited insizeandresult insubstantialsoildisturbance. Pan lyslmeters (ParizekandLane,1970)or
'trench'lyslmeters,asdesicrlbedabove (Shafferet al.,1979)mayprovide
a 'cleaner'record ofmacroporecontributions,but theymaybedifficult
(undersomeconditions)todealwithduringmatrix-flow. Inthisregard,
lyslmetersmayprovidemoreprecisedataonmacroporeflow,byassuring
measurement ofallflow through theblock. Withtilestudies,asnoted
waterandsolutesmovebetween/below thetile linesaswell. Asshown,the
tilemonitoring isrepresentativeof thesewaters. Also,underdryconditions tilesmaynot flowcontinuously, asthewatertabledropsbelowthe
tiles. Saturated, matrixflowcouldnotoccurwithout tiledischarge,but
itispossibleunderdryconditions forflow throughmacropores tooccur,
dischargingwaterandsolutes todepthwithout Initiatingsignificant tile
discharge. Hence,therecordof leaching losseswillnot becomplete,dependingonthesetting, tile-spacing,etc.
During installationof tilelines thetrenchdugforthetileIndeeddisturbs thesoil. Thesoilisusually recompacted Intothetrench,andafter
anumberofyearsof tillage theamount ofdisturbancewillbesmallIn
relation tothedrainagearea,compared tosomeoftheothermethods.
A.disadvantage totile-monitoringisthat itcanonlybedoneinareaswith
ahighwater-table—i.e., thosethatnecessitate drainage. However,the
observations pertinent toprocesses ofmovement doafford extrapolation to
theothersoilconditions. Also,tile-drainage Isoneof themost commonly
usedmethodsofsoil-improvement sndextensiveareasacross thewhole
glaciated,cornbeltaretile-drained. Hence,thedataderived havebroad
applicability.
Someothermethodsaredescribed byHornby andothers (1986). Obviously,
though,fordetailedstudies combinations ofmethodsaremostuseful. One
last,majoradvantage tobereiterated Isthesizeofanareasampledby
thetile-linemethod. Not only doesitintegrateeffectsoverasubstantialareacompared toothermethods,but thereisanindirect advantage.
Oftenplot studiesaretoosmallInsizetoallow theuseof conventional
farmequipment andchemical types. Tile-drainage monitoringcanbedone
forlargerareassothat innovativemanagement methods canbetestedunder
realfieldconditions.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Asdescribed inthispaper,themonitoring of tile-drainagewaterfrom
agriculturalplotsprovidesanexcellent method tostudy,ormonitor,the
leachingofagriculturalchemicals togroundwater. As illustrated the
hydrologieand soluterepsonses of tile-drainage systems areclearly interrelated andanalagoua toresponses Inthelargergroundwatersystem. With
detailed gagingofdischargeandmonitoringofwaterchemistry thereis
alsotheopportunity toquantify therelativeimportanceofwater flowand
solute transport throughmacropores and thesoilmatrix,integrated over
largeareas. This isanimportant potentialtooltoevaluate leaching
potential inrelation toneworalternativeagriculturalpractices. This
toolcanbeparticularly powerful Ifcoupledwith instrumentation togage/
monitorsurface runofffromtheplots. With thisconfiguration theeffects
ofag-management andchemicaluseon runoff ,soilerosion,and leaching
canallbeconcurrently measured. Thiswillbegin toprovidethe
integrated,totaldatabaseneeded tominimizeagricultural Impactsonthe
environment.
Theuseof landdrainagesystemsforwater-table controlor dual-line
irrigation/drainage systemsmayalsoafford therecyclingofnutrientsand
chemicals that leach tothewater table. Thismayprovideanother toolto
mitigate theimpactsofchemical/nutrient leaching. The resolutionof
suchacomplexproblemas theleachingof land-applied chemicals fromagriculturalpracticeswillrequireinput frommanydisciplines. Suchstudies,
asdescribedhere,haveoftennotqualified forsupport ashydrogeologlc
studies because theywereagronomic researchI It IsImportant that the
needforsuch integrated research isrecognized,aswetry tocopewith
groundwatercontamination and solutetransport problems related toall
formsof land-application of chemicals orwaates.
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FIELDMEASUREMENTOFSATURATEDHYDRAULICCONDUCTIVITYAND
DRAINABLEPOROSITYUSINGGUYON'SPUMPINGTESTMETHOD»

B.LESAFFRE**
MemberASAE

Guyon*spumping testmethod isasimpleandreliablemethod formeasuringboth
soilhydraulic properties,thatarethehorizontal component ofsaturated hydraulicconductivity anddrainableporosity.Itismostly used fordrainage
designpurposes.
Themethodwasintroduced byGuyon (1964a)todeterminesaturated hydraulic
conductivity ofshallowhomogeneous soilswithzeroorvery gentle slope.It
^asthenadapted (Cuyon 1976a)todeepsoilsand improved inordertocompute
trainableporosity (Guyon 1976b).Itwaslastlyextended toshallow vertically
heterogeneoussoils(CuyonandWolsack 1978),takingintoaccount depth-dependantsoilhydraulicproperties.
Th

«sprinciple (Fig.1)isthefollowing (Guyon 1981,Bouyeetal. 1983).A
well (usually20cmindiameter)isinstalled inthesoilsaturatedpermeable
iayersdown toacertain depthbelow thewatertable (mostoftenabout 1meter).
° n eithersideofthewell,twopiezometersarelocatedatadistanceof0.5m
and Z mfrom thewellaxis.Whenequilibrium withthesurrounding groundwater
is
reached,thewatertable isfirstslowlydepressed using aspecifically
designedpumping device :thedrainableporosity Isconsequently calculated
astheratiobetween thevolumeofwaterextracted from thesoiland thecone
depressionvolume.Whenasatisfactorywatertabledrawdown isreached,pumping
carriesonuntilthesteady-state.Thesteadydischargeand hydraulic heads
ar
e thenconverted intothesaturated hydraulic conductivityofthesoilusing
a
suitable formula.
Wienthewellreachesthebarrier,themethod givestheequivalent horizontal
hydraulic conductivity ofthelayersabove thebarrier.When thewelldoes
lotreachthebarrier,itprovides theaveragehydraulic conductivity ofthe
soillayersextending from thewatertabletothebarrier.
Themethod has twomainadvantages:

discharge

—M
drawdown

piezometer

well

Fig.1PrincipleofGuyon'spumping testmethod

ThirdInternationalWorkshoponLand Drainage,Ohio,U.S.A., December1987.
Head Drainage Division,CEMAGREF (National InstituteofAgric.Engineering),
deTourvoie,B.P.121,92161ANTONYCedex,FRANCE.
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-both theoretical basis used tocompute soilhydraulic properties anddrain
spacing are identical;
-theradiusof thecolumnofsoilinvolved isafewmeter largo,yothatboth
soilhydraulic properties are "fieldeffective"values.
The suitability ofthemethod islimited toareaswithahighgroundwater table
(atleastduringpart oftheyear), just astheauger-holemethod. Itshould
alwaysbecombined withasoilsurvey :inFrance itismost often usedwithin
theso-called "referenceareas",soastocharacterize thesoilseriesdefined
bythesoilsurveyoronasmallarearepresentative oftheagricultural region
(Lesaffre 1987).
Inthispaper,thetheoreticalbackground and thecalculation procedureare
firstrecalled.Thepractical performance isthendetailed and illustrated
bytwoactualexamples.Someconsiderations ontheprecisionofthemethod
versus theauger-holemethod (Gonzalez1984)andon therelationbetweenboth
soilhydraulic properties (Chossat andSaugnac 1985)aregiven.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDANDCALCULATION PROCEDURE
Interpretation ofGuyon'spumping test assumesradialsymetryaround thewell
axis.Toverify thatsymetry iseffective,twopiezometersareinstalledon
eithersideofthewell :inthe following respective subscripts0,1,2refer
tothewell,tothenearerpiezometersand tothe fartherpiezometers.Ifdifferencesbetweenwaterheightsinsidepiezometers located at thesamedistance
from thewellaretoohigh,thetest isconsidered not tobereliable.Ifdifferencesarelow,bothfollowingapproachescanbefollowed :eitherusethe
meanvaluesofinputdata,orcarryoutbothcalculations fromeitherside
input dataandderive theoutputmeanvalue.
Average drainable porosity (Guyon 1976b)
During the first stageofthepumping test,thewatertable isslowly depressed,
whichdesaturates apartofthesoil.Practice showsthat,during thisstage,
theflowreaching thewellissuppliedonlybythedepression cone.Asaresult,
theaverage drainableporosity fiscomputed astheratiobetween thevolume
ofwaterextracted from thesoilvand theconevolume V(Fig.2):

'/•WWlVVM'M'/ir

___*-

Fig.2Guyon'spumping testmethod. Drainable porosity
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f

' v

(1,

The volume of water extracted from the s o i l i s :
<2>

v - v p - itr 0 *d 0
wherevp isthepumped volume sincethebeginning ofthe test,r 0istheinner
radiusofthewellandd0isthewaterdrawdown inside thewell.
Assuming that thewater-table drawdowndsince thebeginning ofthetestis
alogarithmic functionofthedistance tothewellaxis,thedepressioncone
volumecanbewrittenas:

wherer 0 istheouterradiusofthewell,T]andr 2arerespectively thenearer
and fartherpiezometerdistances tothewellaxis,d,andd2are respectively
thedrawdowns inside thenearerand thefartherpiezometers,andRistheradius
ofinfluenceofthewell:
Rd2"d1.rd'r^î
2 rl

(t)

UsingEq. (1)toEq.(4)resultsindetermining thedrainableporosity f.
Equivalent horizontalhydraulic conductivitywhen thewellreaches thebarrier
AUiyonandWolsack 1978)
Thesecond stageofthepumping test beginswhenthesteady'stateisreached.
Theradialcomponent ofthesaturated flowrateperunitwidth throughany
vertical section,called q(r),canbewrittenusing Darcy'slaw (Fig.3):
q(r)--;

M r )

o

K(z)M m l d z
3r

(5)

whereristheradialcoordinate from thewellaxis,zistheelevationabove
thebarrier,cp(r,z)[alsodenotedm]isthehydraulic head abovethebarrier,
M r ) [alsodenoted h]isthewater-table height above thebarrier,K(z)is
thehorizontal component ofthedepth-dependant hydraulic conductivity.
Equation (1)canbetransformed using theunit-discharge potential function
F(r)(Zaoui 1961,Youngs 1965)asfollows:
q(r).- *&*1
dr
F(r)- Jh K(z)(<p-z)dz
o

<6)
(7)

Substituting <p(r,z)»h(r),that isDupuit'sassumption, inEq. (7)yields:
F(r)«K(h) HI h*

(8)

where
K(h)«-Lƒ K(z)(h-z)dz
h* o
Equation (8)isquiteconvenient touse,sinceK(h)called the "equivalent
horizontal hydraulic conductivity"byWolsack (1978)isequal tothehydraulic
conductivity forhomogeneousand isotropicsoils.
Thetotal flowratethroughanyverticalcylindrical section isequal tothe
dischargeQpumped outofthewell:
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(9)

Q ' 2it rq(r)

110>

Combining Eq. (6)and Eq. (10)and thenintegrating afterrgives,usingthe
expression ofF(r)inEq. (8):

9L n ( ^ )«h§ K(h2)-h2K(h0)

(ID

wherehQ andh2 arerespectivewaterheightsinside thewelland insidethe
fartherpiezometer.
Ifthesoilishomogeneous,Eq. (11)provides theaveragehydraulic conductivity
K.Ifnot,thepumping testisconducted sothat thewaterheight h inside
thewellisvery low.Fromtheknowledgeofh2 andQ,K(h2)isreadily computed,
sinceEq. (11)becomes,withh 0 »0:
K(h2)

Ln(%)

(12)

nh'

Fig.3Guyon'spumping test method.
Hydraulic conductivity :wellreaching thebarrier
Average hydraulic conductivity when thewelldoesnotreach thebarrier(Guyon
1971, 1976a)
Thepumped discharge ishereconsidered tobethesumoftwoterms,dueto
contributions frombothsoilzones 1and2 (Fig.'t).Thesoilisassumed to
behomogeneous,or,atleast,theequivalent horizontal hydraulic conductivity
ofzone 1isequaltothemeanhydraulic conductivity ofzone2.
Using6,theangleofthewater-table slopeat thenearerpiezometer,analytical
solutions forthehydraulic conductivity Kcanbederived (Guyon 1976a).It
sufficeshere togive theprocedure:
(a)compute A*

2,..r,.
2h,<
Ln(if)

(13)

r

o
where,here,h 0 ,h)and h 2arerespective waterheightsabove thewell bottom,
inside thewelland inside thenearerand fartherpiezometers.
(b)determine 6using:

1-ecote • p -9

(It)
hi

s//////////////

>///////////*//>>////>/

Fig.1Cuyon'spumping testmethod.Hydraulic conductivity
wellnot reaching thebarrier
IfAh,2/!-, <.5,arelevant approximate value for Q(inradians)is
6- A Ü 1 (1.*ü £ + 2A£ h£

(15)

3r7 9 r7'

*1

Ifnot,animplicit solution toEq.(14)hastobesearched.Onagraph
'fig.5),the lengthsAhj/r)andAarerespectively reported onthehorizontal
andverticalaxis (pointsMand N) ;thecurve 1- &cotfrisplotted (inradians);theintersection between thiscurveandMNgivesft.

F ik

\\

\\

//
\\
\

A

O

/ l-8cot8

//
/

e

IM

-»9

Ah,/r,
Fig.5Determination of0,angleofwatertableslope
atnearerpiezometer.Principle.
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(c)compute rausing :r^»r,+h( tan

fr
(16)
2
wherer^,istheradiusofthesphericalpotential line through which thecontributionofsoil zone2flows.
Comparer^.to6,6being thedepthofthewellbottom tobarrier:
-ifrj< {,compute B»2Ah2 •2r|sin &

(17)

i 2 -h 2
-ifrg.>6,compute B •' 2 " ° 11•— (l-- ^ )I
L n ( ^ )L

(18)
2

2

J

provided that 67r2 <0.6which isalwaysmet inpractice.
(d)compute K-—

(19)
TTB

Acomputer program isavailable inBasic foruseonanIBM-PCcompatible.

FIELDPROCEDURE
Procedure
Theprocedure forusing thepumping testmethod isessentially asfollows:
(1)Describe ascompletely aspossible theselected site :precise location,
typeofsoil,depth tobarrier,groundslope.
(2)Verify that thewatertable isneither toolow (orelse thelayersinvolved
indrainagewould notbe takenintoaccount)nortoohigh (inordertoavoid
theplough layer).
(3)Install thewellusingapower-driven auger,and then the fourpiezometers.
Measure thedepthoftheir toptothebarrier.
(4)Empty once thewelland verify that thewatertableisflat and steadyafter
ithasrisenback toitspreviousposition.
(5)Carryout the test during 4hours:
-draw thewater tabledownby5to10cmeveryquarterofanhour,duringabout
2 hours ;recordpiezometric levelsand totalpumped volume atregularintervals;
-stabilize thewatertableand thedischargeduringat least halfanhour;
thisstagemay last about 2hoursaswell.
Equipment
The following kit isrequired toinstall thepumping set :amotor-drivenauger
200mm indiameter,anauger60or70mm indiameter,screened PVC tubing,bentonite,gravel,and fabric filtersincaseofsandysoils.
Thepumping set (Fig.6)comprises :(a)achronometer,abucket and testtubes
tomeasurevolume anddischarge ;(b)agenerating set (orbattery) ;(c)two
headmeasuring rodsandapumping device (withacontact sensorandaperistaltic
pump)designed byCEMACREF (Bouyeetal 1983).All these itemsaremarketed.
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r

pumping device

-//

')I f measurement of
discharge

*J

•0-

well

piezometer

Fig.6Schematic ofpumping set operation

Two actual examples
Both tests use the following data :
-well inner radius :r„»9.5 cm
-wellouter radius :r'0 « 10cm
-nearerpiezometerdistance towellaxis :r,«50cm
-farther piezometer distance towellaxis :r 2 «200cm
First test :Thewell reaches the barrier.Table 1gives thettelddata.Table2
provides computed results using Eq. (1)toEq.(4).
Table 1.Dataof thepumping t e s t a i (notations refer toFig.2)

Time
(mn)

d0

Drawdowns (cm)
d,
d2

Water-table
heights (cm)

70
70
80
90

29
35
to

13.1
13.9
14.4

0.5
0.8
0.9

steadystate

11

14.6

1.0

Pumped
Discharge
volume (cm3) Qfcm^.s"1)

70
ZZ 680

25 920
29 160
69

29
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Table 2.Results of the pumping test# 1 , providing the drainable porosity
TIme
(„I
{mm
'
70
80
90

Radius of influence Depression cone Volume of water Drainable
of the well (cm)
volume V (cm*) extracted v(cm') porosity f
Eg. C O
Eq. (3)
Eg. (2)
Eg. (1)
211
218
219

625 190
691790
722670

14160
16000
17820

0.023
0.023
0.025

Themeanvalue of the drainable porosity is0.02<t.
As for the hydraulic conductivity, it should be noticed here that thewater
height inside the well isnot low enough.Assuming theconductivity to behomogeneous and using Eq. (11)would give K• 1.13 m/d.Assuming the conductivity
todecrease with depth and using Eq. (12)would give R (69cm)«0.93.
Second test :The well does not reach the barrier.When the steady state is
reached, the respective waterheights inside thewell h 0 , inside the nearer
piezometer h,and inside the fartherpiezometer h 2 are 30cm, 56cm, 70cm.
The discharge is5.4 cm'.s - '. Following the procedure presented above gives
A «0.213, e•0.22 radians (• 12.7 deg.), r&«56 cm, B•2700 using Eq. (17)
and K.6.4 10"4cm.s'1(»0.55 m.d-').

DISCUSSION AND COMMENTS
Precision of the method versus the auger-hole method
Analysisof actual pumping tests shows that the error on both soil hydraulic
properties due to the precision of input data is less than 10to20 Ï,except
forvery lowpermeable soils (K <0.1 m/d)forwhich the pumping test isnot
considered toprovide relevant results.
InFrench practice, field measurements of soil hydraulic properties arenot
carried out according a given grid system ;they are performed on soil series
considered tobe homogeneous hydropedological units.In this respect, Gonzalez
(1984)compared resultsobtained byuseofCuyon'spumping test and augerhole
methods, in four locations inFrance.He concluded that, regarding the hydraulic
conductivity, the augerholemethod isless precise.Indeed the radius of the
column of soil concerned isabout 30-50cm (Van Beers 1983), whereas the radius
of influence of thepumping test well isa fewmeters ;consequently, the auger
hole method ismore sensitive tosoil local variability due tocraks,roots,
biological activity.Conzalez shows that the hydraulic conductivity isprovided
with the same precision using 5 to 10auger hole tests as using one Cuyon's
pumping test ;even so the auger holemethod iseasier touse than Cuyon'smethod. Nevertheless Cuyon's method isable to take into account depth-dependant
hydraulic conductivity.
Theonly way tomeasure field effective drainable porosity is touseCuyon's
pumping test method.
Relation between drainable porosity and hydraulic conductivity
No attempt ismade here toanalyse the theoretical relation between both soil
hydraulic properties.Themost well-known general relationship has beenestablished by the U.S.B.R. (FAO, 1980). Chossat andSaugnac (1985)analysed the
results of 67pumping testscarried out inFrance and determined the following
equation,which gives f-values2or 3 times lower than U.S.B.R.'s curve :
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f«0.025•0.006K
Thecorrelation coefficient islow (0.33)and canbevery slightly improved
byclassifying soilsaccording totheirclaycontent :asaconsequence itis
bettertocarryoutafield test than touse thisrelation whichcanprovide
onlythemagnitude of f.
Itshould benoticed here that,sincedrainableporosity andhydraulic conductivityKvaries inthesameway,K/fvariability islower thanbothKandf
variabilities (Lesaffre 1986).Accordingly drain spacing computed usingtransientstate formulaswhich incorporate theratioK/faremoreprecisethan
usingsteady-state formulas.

SUMMARY ANDCONCLUSIONS
Itisoftenemphasized that fielddataaremoreefficient fordrainagedesign
thanlaboratory data.Methodsbasedontheanalysisoffieldexperiment data.
provide themost reliable results (Dieleman 1973,Cuyon 196tb,Cuyon1981,
Skaggs1976,Skaggsandal1978,Youngs1976);theyarecurrentlyableto
takeaccount ofdepth-dependant variables.
Whenfieldexperimentsarenotavailable,which ismostoftenmet due totheir
cost,other fieldmethodsshould beused.Forsaturated soils,Cuyon'spumping
testmethodgive«both fieldeffective hydraulic conductivity anddrainable
Porosity.Experience showsthemethod isnoteffective forslowlypermeable
soilssuchasheavyclaysoils ;butitisreliable forloamy and sandysoils.
Advantagesof themethodare :(a)alargevolumeofsoil isconcerned,so
thatsoil localvariability istakenintoaccount during thetest ;(b)the
basisofthegoverning equationsareJust thesameasfordrainspacingcomputation.

NOTATIONS
Respective subscripts0,1,2refer towell,nearerand fartherpiezometers.
d

•water-table drawdown since thebeginning ofthe test;
f
•drainable porosity;
M r ) [alsodenotedh]»water-tableheightabovebarrierorabovewellbottom
r
«distance towellaxis;
r
o
•well innerradius;
r
'o
•wellouterradius;
q(r) >saturatedflowrateperunitwidth through avertical section;
v
•volumeofwaterextracted fromthesoil;
vp
«pumped volume since thebeginningofthetest;
2
«elevation;
A.B.rg.•auxiliary functions;
1
«homogeneoushydraulic conductivity ;
K(h) »equivalent horizontal hydraulic conductivity;
K
<*) »horizontalcomponent ofdepth-dependant hydraulic conductivity ;
Q
«pumped discharge;
R
»radiusofinfluenceof thewell;
*
•depression conevolume;
°
»depthofwellbottom tobarrier;
f^.z)[alsodenoted<p]«hydraulic headabovebarrier;
*
•angleofthewater-table slopeat thenearerpiezometer.
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A DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR TILE DRAINAGE DESIGN
Kenneth M Strzepek', Luis A. Garcia and Jack N. Christopher2

PA-CKCRQUNP

New cools must be developed to assist in the assessment of complex management
decisions. These tools should contain three basic elements:
• to supply Tactual information, based on existing data, statistics, and
scientific evidence,
• to assist in designing alternatives and to assess the likely
consequences of such new plans or policy options, and
• to assist in a systematic multi-criteria evaluation and comparison of
the alternatives generated and studied.
OBJECTIVES
The objective of this paper is to describe an integrated set of software tools,
building on existing models and computer-assisted procedures, known as Advanced
Decision Support Systems (ADSS), to assist Bureau of Reclamation personnel in decisions
related to Tile Drainage Design.
These tools are to be set into an "Interactive Graphics" framework. Interaction
with the decision support package will primarily be via graphical means to reduce data
errors, and the portrayal of results will be in high-resolution color graphics to aid the
users in rapid and more accurate assimilation of the output data.

1
Director and Assistant Director, respectively. Center for
Advanced Decision Support forWater and Environmental Systems,
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0428 USA
2
Chief, Drainage and Groundwater Branch, Bureau of Reclamation,
Denver Federal Center, Denver,COUSA
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These sets of tools are designed for technical and non-technical users. Their
primary purpose is to provide easy access and allow efficient use of methods of analysis
and information management which are normally restricted to a small group of technical
experts. The use of advanced information and data processing technology should allow a
more comprehensive and integrated view of the management of water and land resources.
Easy access and use, based on modern computer technology, software engineering, and
concepts of Artificial Intelligence (AI) will provide a powerful tool in the hands of the
water resource agencies.
To facilitate the access to complex computer models for the decision making, it is
necessary to build much of the accumulated knowledge of the subject areas into the user
interface of the models. Thus, the interface will have to incorporate a knowledge-based
expert system that is capable of assisting any non-expert user to select, set up, run, and
interpret specialized software. By providing a coherent user interface, the interactions
between different models, their data bases, and auxiliary software for display and
analysis become transparent to the user.

SCOPE OF wppK
The development of an ADSS is a six step process listed below.
1. Selecting the application
2. Defining the scope of the application
3. Selecting and acquiring the tools for building the ADSS
4. The developing of the package components
5. Finalizing development and integration of the system
6. Validation and evaluation of the system
A few of these steps which need some further discussion are presented below:
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2 . The Scope o f t h e A p p l i c a t i o n
The resources needed to develop ADSS are significant. In the development of
ADSS there are three levels of completion that each system will undergo. The resources
and benefits needed to achieve each level can vary greatly from system to system.
The three levels are:
-Prototype: contains the structure and function of a basic expert
system, but it may or may not contain a complete knowledge base.
-Basic:contains all of the essential activities or functions necessary to
perform a given task or tasks.
-Advanced: enhancements or additions to a basic level system or the
integration of a number of basic level systems.
3. Tools S e l e c t i o n
To be of practical use, the software system as outlined above has to be
implemented on affordable hardware. Recent developments in microprocessor technology
and the computer industry in general make it possible to configure and implement the
above ideas on a desk-top workstation.
4.Developing thepackage components
Knowledge acquisition is the process of obtaining the expertise (knowledge) from
the individual or group of individuals that have been identified as having the expertise
in the problem or area (domain) of the expert system. These individuals are known as the
domain experts.
In this project the domain experts were Bureau personnel which are familiar with
tile drainage design.
Knowledge engineering is the process which requires the investigators to
incorporate the knowledge obtained into the computer software package.
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Decision Support Package for Tile Drainage Design
The drainage planning process is what is called "an Ill-Structured Problem". An ill
structured problem is defined as a problem where there is not a unique path to the
solution and the selection of one path over another can lead to a better solution.
Typically an individual with much experience with the problem will provide a better
solution to the problem than a novice or less experienced individual. This ability to
perform better is known as "expertise*. Expertise to supply factual information (engineers,
applied scientist, technicians), expertise to propose alternatives (system operators and
managers), expertise to plan and assess policy (planners, administrators, lawyers) and
expertise to evaluate the overall system.
EXPERT SYSTEMS: An Important part of ADSS
Expertise is one of the greatest assets that the Bureau of Reclamation possess. If
one looks at the vast amounts of knowledge that are recorded in the many "Manuals"and
publications of the Bureau, and the requests by foreign governments for training and
consultancy by Bureau personnel it is clear that others recognize this fact.
This situation calls for two actions, one: the development of a method to "retain*
the expertise of those leaving the Bureau and two: the development of a training program
for transferring expertise to other Bureau personnel.
Expert Systems can play an important role in filling the "expertise gap"that the
Bureau will face. The goal of expert systems is to be able to perform a very specific task
U

P to the level of a human expert. Although, the technology is not up to that level yet, it

comes very close

in many cases, (e.g. severe storm forecasting, oil tank leakage,

transformer and pump failures).
One management model that seems inevitable for the Bureau of Reclamation is the
centralization" of the human expertise. In this case an expert system could be developed
that would act as a consultant to lesser experienced staff in the field or regional offices.
An

expert system or "expert consultant" could be used by a non-specialist with a basic

understanding of the problem to solve 50%to 90%of the problems they face. In the event
that the field office staff could not solve the problem, the centralized expert would be
called in. This concept has a three fold benefit 1) it multiplies the expertise of a single
expert, 2) it frees the expert from spending time on routine or simple problems and the
expert can focus on the difficult problems that he/she are best suited to solve, 3) the
interaction of the field engineer with the expert system will be a valuable training tool
speeding up the time for that individual to gain expertise. In operation, the system
multiplies the critical 'mentor' role of the expert in developing future experts.
Risk Analysis within the ADSS
One of the most difficult tasks facing a drainage engineer is designing drains
given the uncertainty in the soil properties. This, which is one of the key elements of
drainage design, was the focus of the Advanced Decision Support System.
The ADSS for drain design assumes that the designer has performed all the data
collection and analysis. It requires the designer to have the mean and variance on soil
parameters, a design value of the depth to the water table, and all economic and physical
data for the design process. The data are input via pre-defined templates (menus) which
require that all data be entered before preceding to the next template.
The results provide data such as the drain cost per unit area, the reliability of the
drain performance (critical Depth to Water Table (DWT)), the mean value of DWT and the
mean value of Y (the water table height above the drain) as well as the coefficient of
variation of DWT and Y. The coefficient of variation is displayed to see if the criteria
for assumption of the normal distribution on DWT is met.
The designer can use the model to analyze proposed designs or evaluate existing
design and possibly account for poor performance on existing drained lands. Strzepek
(1981) used this latter approach to examine drain design in the Nile Delta in Egypt.
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SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a brief introduction to Advanced Decision Support Systems and
its application to Tile Drainage Design. Two key aspects of the ADSS for tile drainage
design are expert systems and modeling subsurface flow under uncertainty in soil
properties. A first-order second moment (FOSM) approach to modeling uncertainty is used
to relate the uncertainty in the input parameters to the uncertainty in the output
parameters. Based on the FOSM approach to drain design, explicit analytical estimates
can be made of the uncertainty in the performance of drains. This performance is
measured by the ability of the drain to lower the water table to the design level. With
this explicit approach an estimate of the risk of not meeting a particular design criteria
can be made.
The expert system incorporates many other aspects besides the uncertainty analysis
in the drainage design framework. By taking advantage of the features of engineering
work stations' ease of use, interactive graphics, and computing speed and power, a
package for automating many of the tedious aspects of drain design was developed.
The use of the Advanced Decision Support package will aid experienced designers
•n analyzing the relationship between soil parameter uncertainty and uncertainty in drain
Performance. The package is designed to prompt the user for all the necessary parameters
for a steady-state design of a tile drainage system using the Donnan or Hooghought
equations. The user can analyze the no risk option or can do a complete risk analysis
*«th an option to determine the "least cost design" for a given risk.
Initial applications of the model have proved to be quite successful in 1) increasing
'he efficiency of drainage engineers, 2) providing a training tool to learn about
"»certainty in drainage design, and 3) providing actual use of the risk analysis tools for
drainage planning on a number of varied projects.
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ERRATA FORMAIN PROCEEDINGS
Page C-75:
Figure 7 Leaching from Spheres of Various Radii
The values of radius shown in the figures, r- 0.5 cm,
1.0 cm etc. have been printed in reverse order. They
should read from left to right 0.5, 1.0, 2.75, 5.0,
10.0, and 15.0 cm.
Figure 8 Time to Leach Soil Drained by Channels at Varying Radii
To note Time Scale is indays.
Pages 0-1 toD-8:
"Determining the Potential for Ochre Formation in
Alluvial Soils"
Change the units for iron concentrations tomg/1
throughout the paper.
Page F-73:
Section on "Design Drainage Rate"
Para 3, Line 3change "0.020 cm per day" to "2.0 mm per
day."
Para 3, line 5change "0.028cm per day" to "2.8mm per
day."
Para 5, line 1change "0.025 cm per day" to "2.5 mm per
day."
Para 5, line 2change "0.025 cm per day" to "2.5 mm per
day."
Page F-75:
The table ofManning's nvalues for corrugated PVC
drain pipe aremissing the final digit.
The numbers should be:
Nominal
Pipe Diameter
inches

Manning's n
Value

4
6
8
10
12

0.014
0.014
0.014
0.018
0.019
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THIRD INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON LAND DRAINAGE
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43201 USA
HOLIDAY I N N

SUNDAY, DEC. 6

5:00 - 7:00PM

Registration & Briefing
International Participants
FAWCETT CENTER FOR TOMORROW

MONDAY, DEC.7

General Session
8:30-9:30a.m.
9:30a.m.

Registration&Refreshments
OpeningofWorkshop
Welcome: FrancilleM. Firebaugh
Vice Provost, International Affairs
The Ohio State University

10:00 a.m.

"AGlobal Perspective"
Moderator: ByronH.Nolte
Professor,TheOhio State University
"Agricultural Land DrainageandWater Quality"
GeorgeR.Hallberg
SupervisorofEnvironmental Geology
Iowa Geological Survey
"Drainage Around the World"
Glenn0.Schwab
Professor Emeritus, The Ohio State University
"TheWorld Bank—Developing Country Drainage"
WalterJ.Ochs
Drainage Engineering Specialist
The World Bank

12:00 Noon

Drainage HallofFame Luncheon andPresentation
Remarks: Honorée: MelvilleL.Palmer
Remarks: Frederick E. Hutchinson
Vice Pres., Agricultural
Administration
Dean, CollegeofAgriculture
The Ohio State University
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2:00 p.m.

Technical Drainage Issues
Moderator: Andy Ward
Associate Professor,TheOhio State University
"Soil Evaluation andManagement"
Gordon Spoor
Professor, Silsoe College, England
"Model Development, Selection andUse"
R.Wayne Skaggs
Professor,North Carolina State University
"Installation Practice andPrecision"
Cy Schwieterman
Drainage Contractor
Cy Schwieterman,Inc.
"Project Procedures—Ohio Example"
Robert Morrison
County Engineer,Findlay,Ohio

4:30p.m.
5:00 -7:00 p.m.

Break
Agricultural Engineering Building
Main Lobbyandrooms 101and103
Reception,Open House,Exhibits, Demonstrations
Welcome: Robert Gustafson
Chairman,Agricultural Engineering
TheOhio State University

TUESDAY, DEC. 8
8:00a.m.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING BUILDING
Three Concurrent Specialty Sessions

Room104
GroupE:
Projects&Practices

Room148
GroupB:
Envelopes&Filters

Room142
GroupG:Measurement
Techniques

Ochs (U.S.)Mod.
Evans (U.S.)Rep.
Day (U.S.)
Fouss (U.S.)
Grashoff (Netherlands)
Helper (U.S.)
Hentonnen (Finland)
Khan (Pakistan)
Kowalik (Poland)
Parsons (U.S.)
Paterson (Canada
Smedema (Netherlands)
van Zeijts (Netherlands)
Wachtmann (U.S.)

Dierickx (Belgium)Mod.
Willardson (U.S.)Rep.
Aldabaugh (Iraq)
Dennis (U.K.)
Ford (U.S.)
El-Mowelhi (Egypt)
Hove (Norway)
Kuntze (W.Germany)
McAuliffe (NewZealand)
Saavalainen (Finland)

Merva (U.S.)Mod.
Elrick (Canada)Rep.
Belcher (U.S.)
Guertal (U.S.)
Kanwar (U.S.)
Ward (U.S.)
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Water Luncheon/Seminar-Fawcett Centerfor
Tomorrow
Marvin Jensen, ICIO, Past President,and
Director, Colorado Institute forIrrigation
Management,CSU.
Topic: "World Irrigation Trends&Drainage
Impacts"

11:30 a.m. -1:00p.m.

1:30 -4:30p.m.

Agricultural Engineering Building
Three Concurrent Specialty Sessions

Room104
GroupE:
Projects andPractices

Room148
GroupB:
Envelopes &Filters

Room142
GroupD:
Drainage Design

-continued-

-continued-

Broughton (Canada) Mod.
Carter (U.S.) Rep.
Evans (U.S.)
Lesaffre (France)
McAuliffe (N.Zealand)
Peltomaa (Finland)
Rashid-Noah (Sierra
Leone)
Saavalainen (Finland)
White (U.S.)

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 9
7:00a.m.

TOUR -ALLDAY
Buses todepart Holiday InnandFawcett Centerto
visit:
Spectra Physics, laser manufacturer, Dayton, Ohio;
Hancor, tubing manufacturer, Findlay, Ohio; Cornwell
& Sons,drainage contractor, Arlington, Ohio.

THURSDAY, DEC 10
8:30a.m.
Room 104
Group A:
Drainage Models
Feddes (Netherlands) Mod.
Fouss (U.S.) Rep.
Baumer (U.S.)
Desmond (U.S.)
Drablos (U.S.)
Hendrosusanto (Belgium)

AGRICULTURAL E N G I N E E R I N G B U I L D I N G

Three Concurrent Specialty Sessions
Room 142
Group C:
Heavy Soils
Eriksson (Sweden) Mod.
Leeds-Harrison (U.K.) Rep.
Eckert (U.S.)
Galvin (Ireland)
Hartge (W. Germany)
Home (N. Zealand)
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Room148
Group F: Drainage
& Irrigation
Abdel-Dayem
(Egypt) Mod.
Podmore (US) Rep.
Amer (Egypt)
Awan (Pakistan)
El-Guindy (Egypt)
El-Quosy (Egypt)

Logan (U.S.)
Rycroft (England)
Spoor (U.K.)
Wahdan (Egypt)

Fipps (U.S.)
Hess (U.K.)
Hörne (N.Zealand)
Karvonen (U.S.)
Konyha (U.S.)
Madramootoo (Canada)
Rogers (U.S.)
Taylor (U.S.)
van Wijk (Netherlands)
Wheaton (U.S.)
Workman (U.S.)
12:00 Noon

Catered Lunch-Agricultural Engineering Building
Room103
Three Concurrent Specialty Sessions

1:00-4:00p.m.
Room104
GroupA:
Drainage Models
Irrigation
-continued-

6:00 p.m.

FRIDAY, DEC. 11

Room142
GroupC:
Heavy Soils

Room148
GroupF:
Drainage&

-continued-

-continued-

Dinner: OneNation Restaurant
(Bus transportation provided)
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING BUILDING
ROOM

8:30 a.m.

Iqbal (Pakistan)
Kazmi (India)
Latif (Pakistan)
Tyagi (India)
Widmoser
(W. Germany)

100

Workshop Specialty Session Reports:
Moderator

R. Wayne Skaggs
Professor, North Carolina State University

Report Topics
ProjectsandPractices
EnvelopesandFilters
Drainage Design
Drainage Models
Heavy Soils
DrainageandIrrigation
Measurement Techniques
Summary:

Lyman Willardson
Professor
Utah State Univ.
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Robert Broughton
Professor, McGill Univ.
Canada

12:00 Noon

1:00 -5:00

Closing Luncheon
Room103

Agricultural Engineering Building

Optional -Special Sessions
DRAINMOD, Room 112
Expert Systems, Room142
Plow Simulation, Room104
Hydraulic Conductivity Measurement, Room148
TourtoCoshocton -Leave from Main Lobbyat12:30and
returnat6:00

SATURDAY, DEC. 12
8:00a.m.
10:15a.m.
11:45a.m.

2:00 p.m.

COLUMBUS TOCHICAGO
Bus departs from Holiday InnontheLane, proceedto
Fawcett Centerforimmediate loading anddeparture.
Cy Schwieterman's Shop,
1663 Cranberry Road, St. Henry, Ohio
Lunchonyour own, Golden Corral Restaurant,VanWert,
Ohio. George Ropp, County Extension Agent will give
briefingonLittle Auglaize Watershed Project followed
by brief tour.
Depart forHyatt Regency Chicago inIllinois Center

WORKSHOP SPONSORS:
The Ohio State University
Agricultural Engineering Department
International Program forWater Management inAgriculture
Ohio Cooperative Extension Service
Center for Mapping
Water Resources Center
OfficeofInternational Programs inAgriculture
Industry Groups
Corrugated Plastic Tubing Association (CPTA)
Land Improvement ContractorsofAmerica
Spectra Physics (Laserplane)
Hancor,Inc.
Cy Schwieterman, Inc.
Cornwell &Sons, Inc.
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WORKSHOP SPONSORS:
The Ohio State University
Agricultural Engineering Department
International Program for Water Management in Agriculture
Ohio Cooperative Extension Service
Center for Mapping
Water Resources Center
Office of International Programs in Agriculture
Industry Groups
Corrugated Plastic Tubing Association (CPTA)
Land Improvement Contractors of America
Spectra Physics (Laserplane)
Hancor, Inc.
Cy Schwieterman, Inc.
Cornwell & Sons, Inc.
LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS COMMITTEE:
David Rausch, Co-Chair
Linda Roberts, Co-Chair
Eric Desmond
Jay Dorsey
Pat Garner
Charles Roberts
Charles Schalk
Sarah Seiling
Cindy Wallace
Note:

Efforts have been made to maintain correct spellings of names and
addresses throughout the planning documents. Ifwe made an error in
your name or address, accept our apology and kindly call it to our
attention. Thank you.
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TOUR SCHEDULE
Wednesday
Dec. 9

TOUR. Cy Schwleterman,Host

7:00 a.m.

Bus depart Holiday InMotel

8:30 a.m.

Enroute video by Spectra Physics (Laserplane)
Spectra Physics (Laserplane) sponsored continental
breakfast and plant tour,arranged by Sharon Wright, 5475
Kellenberger Road,Dayton,Ohio 45424 (phone
513-233-8920). HISTORY: Laserplane was formed in 1967by
Robert Studebaker and Ted Teach. Laserplane originally
manufactured lasers for thedrainage markets and expanded
into the rice contouring and land leveling business by
1975. InJanuary, 1977,Spectra-Physics acquired
Laserplane as their agricultural division. In 1982
Spectra-Physics merged Laserplane with their California
based construction division and formed Spectra-Physics
C.A.D. (construction and agricultural division) inDayton,
Ohio. InJuly, 1987,Spectra-Physics was purchased by
Ciba Geigy of Basle,Switzerland. TOUR: Spectra-Physics,
the largest,most sophisticated an advanced manufacturing
facility for lasers used inthe construction and
agricultural markets.
Computer-automated machines producing high quality,
close tolerance parts used in laser transmitted
devices.
Precision mirrors and lenses manufactured and
Inspected for accuracy.
Assembly; where each laser unit ishand assembled and
tested.
Depart 10:30 a.m.
Enroute video by Hancor (Drainage Materials)

12:30

Lunch and plant tour sponsored by Hancor, Inc., arranged
byWilliam Altermatt, 401 Olive St.,Findlay, Ohio 45839
(phone 419-422-6521). "Hancor, Inc.,one of the world's
largest producers ofHDPEdrainage and water management
products, Isowned and operated by amanagement group
located inFindlay,Ohio. Production facilities are
located in ten states that are strategically positioned to
service theentire United States market. A full
complement of pipe and fittings, indiameters 2" to24",
are available. Your visit will include atour of two
facilities that produce tubing, pipe, fittings,and large
rotational molded parts. In addition,youwill have an
opportunity to visit one of the best equipped labs in the
country,whose purpose is to insure quality and continuity
ofHancor products delivered throughout the country.
Welcome to all drainage workshop andASAE participants
Fred Kremer, President,Hancor, Inc."
Depart 3:30 p.m.
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3:45

Cornwell and Sons, Inc., Willard and Ron Cornwell,
Drainage Demonstration, 16423 C 26, Arlington, Ohio 45814
(phone 419-694-3666). The demonstration will take place
in the south east corner of Hancock County (along SR 37,3
miles south of SR 15). This area grows mainly corn,
soybeans, and hard red winter wheat.
There are two soil types in the field. The higher ground
is called Blount. This is a glacial till and is somewhat
poorly drained. The lower ground is called Pewamo. This
is a clayey glacial till and is very poorly drained.
The Cornwell's have been working with drainage machines
since 1956. They have been installing plastic tubing
since 1969 and using lasers for grade control since 1970.
They are currently using two machines for Installing
tile. The oldest is aHOES Gigant trencher made in
Germany. Itwill trench from 1.5 feet to 6.5 feet in
depth. As it is configured, it will install 3, 4, 5 and 6
inch plastic tubing. With a slight modification the
machine will install tubing up through 12 inch. The
newest is a 1978 HOES 783 Plow also made in Germany. It
will trench to adepth of 4.5 feet. It will only install
3 and 4 inch plastic tubing. The point of the plow is
only 6.5 inches wide. This machine also has an on-board
reel Installed to help install the plastic tubing.
Other equipment that the Cornwell's use is a Laserplane
Analog receiver mast mounted on a pickup truck to survey
the field before the tile is installed. It has a distance
measuring instrument tied into a computer to aid in
topographic mapping. Also, there is a pickup truck with a
reel mounted on it to aid in the stringing of the plastic
tubing during installation. In addition, on display isa
BUCKEYE Wheel Trencher made in Bucyrus, Ohio. Buckeye has
been building wheel trenchers since before the 1900's. A
normal machine will dig 24 inches wide and 6 feet deep.
This has been a very popular machine in the United States.
The Cornwell's would like to thank everyone for attending
this demonstration.
Depart 5:15 p.m. for Columbus.

Saturday
Dec. 12
8:00 a.m.

Bus departs from Holiday Inn Motel

10:15 a.m.

Cy Schwieterman, Drainage Contractor, shop, equipment and
office, 1663 Cranberry Road, St. Henry, OH 45883.
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